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This issue of the Sport and the Law Journal concerns a

number of on-going and current issues. The Opinion

and Practice section provides comment on two

connected issues concerning the continuing challenges

to the dynamics of the FIFA’s transfer regulations.

Firstly, Kevin Harris-James’ ‘Chelsea’s Transfer Ban – a

Warning from FIFA?’ evaluates the legitimacy of such

bans for poaching of layers from other clubs and Ross

Wenzel’s ‘From Webster to Mutu via Matzulem – a

Natural Progression or a Legal Volte-Face?’ focuses on

the relationship between the FIFA transfer regulations

and contractual stability.

The Analysis section features three articles focusing on

very topical issues. Firstly, Charl Van Der Merwe’s ‘The

True Consequences of the Lisbon Treaty on the

Specificity of Sport’ examines the impact that the

European Convention will have on EU sports policy.

Secondly, Leanne O’Leary’s ‘Player Release: Securing

the Pathway for Rugby League Players Selected to an

International Representative Team’ provides analysis of

the club v country position especially in the context of

EU competition law.

Additionally the regular Sports Law Foreign Update by

Walter Cairns and book reviews can be found.

Finally, the Journal welcomes contributions from all

BASL members and other readers in any of the

sections of the Journal including reviews of future

sports law related publications. Please contact the

Editor with any suggested offerings.

Simon Gardiner

s.gardiner@leedsmet.ac.uk

BY SIMON GARDINER, EDITOR
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The ban excluded Chelsea FC from the next two

transfer windows and sent shock waves through the

football world. It has been described as “draconian”,

“unprecedented” and “arbitrary” by some, and

“justified” and “logical” by others.

However, the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) has

suspended the ban, pending a final review, which

means Chelsea is allowed to sign players come January

if it wishes. Meanwhile a lawyer for CAS has been

reported as saying that he thinks that the review is

unlikely to be held until well into 2010.

Chelsea FC supporters may also be both pleased and

startled to know that help for the review may be at

hand from Premiership rivals, Manchester United.

FIFA’s statement – released on 3 September 2009

following the decision from the FIFA Dispute

Resolution Chamber on 27 August – stated that it was

called “to pass a decision in a contractual dispute

opposing the French club Lens to the French player

Gael Kakuta and the English club Chelsea”.

FIFA found that the player had breached a contract

signed with Lens, following art. 17 par. 3 & 4 of the

Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players (the

Regulations), and that Chelsea was guilty of inducing

the player to commit such a breach.

Kakuta was ordered to pay compensation of

€780,000, for which Chelsea is jointly and severally

liable. Sporting sanctions were also imposed, which

banned the player for 4 months and the club from

registering any new players for the next two transfer

windows. Finally, Chelsea had to pay Lens “training

compensation” of some €130,000.

Was the ban just a bold statement by FIFA in its battle

to curb the transfer of under aged players with a view

to preventing the exploitation of vulnerable teenagers,

or a decision based on sound legal principles?

Many people have been vocal in their support for this

decision, and see it as a way for FIFA to curb the

buying up of young footballing talent from across

Europe by the richest (i.e. the Premier League as FIFA

sees it) clubs.

It is, however, the writer’s view, that the decision has, in

fact, little to do with Kakuta’s age and FIFA’s efforts to

stop the transfer of under age players. Rather, it has to

do with an older FIFA aim to ensure contractual

stability, so that clubs can plan their seasons and their

squads. FIFA encoded this aim in its Regulations, which

lay down binding rules concerning “the status of

players, their eligibility to participate in organised

football, and their transfer between clubs…” It is these

regulations that Chelsea has fallen foul of.

Chelsea has said that it will mount the “strongest

possible appeal” – likely to be heard by the Court of

Arbitration for Sport (CAS) which has now suspended

the ban pending a review – but on what legal grounds

is Chelsea likely to appeal and what its chances?

This is not a particularly easy question to answer at this

stage as FIFA has not released the full reasoning

behind its decision. Nonetheless, there are some areas

of weakness in the FIFA decision that Chelsea’s

lawyers might seek to exploit.

Art. 17 (4) of the Regulations states that sporting

sanctions will be imposed on any club found to be

inducing a breach of contract and “it shall be

presumed, unless established to the contrary, that any

club signing a professional who has terminated his

contract without just cause has induced that

professional to commit a breach.”

4
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The important part of this is that the player who

breaches his contract must be a “professional” for

these sanctions to come into force. The definition of a

“professional” can be found in Art. 2 (2) of the

Regulations which states that “a professional is a player

who has a written contract with a club and is paid more

for his footballing activity than the expenses he

effectively incurs.”

There are therefore two questions that Chelsea needs

to address in any appeal: first, whether Kakuta had a

written contract with Lens and, second, how much was

he paid?

Francis Collado, the managing director of Lens at the

relevant time, says that Kakuta had signed a ‘contract

aspirant’. This is a bridging deal which an under aged

player can sign with a French club due to the fact that

under the rules of the French Football Federation

(FFF) a player is not allowed to sign a professional

contract until he is 16. It is a deal that says, in Collado’s

words: “When they get to 16 they will agree to sign a

professional contract with the club.” In Kakuta’s case

this contract was lodged with the FFF giving it the

semblance of authority.

Under English law, an ‘agreement to agree’ is generally

not seen as legally enforceable due to the fact there is

not sufficient certainty to make the contract binding,

as not all the terms of the future contract will have

been concluded. However, under French law a

‘contract aspirant’ is recognised by the courts and is

enforceable. By ruling, as it did, FIFA effectively found

that, not only did Kakuta’s pre-contract agreement

stand, but also that it was an enforceable professional

contract with his club Lens under Art. 17 (4) of the

Regulations.

Potentially a number of things are questionable about

this decision. First, it seems to fly in the face of French

employment law, in which a minor cannot legally sign a

professional contract until he is 16. Second, it is unclear

at this stage the reasons why French law was chosen

by FIFA to interpret the nature of this contract rather

than English or indeed any other European law. Finally,

this decision may set an unintended precedent in tying

amateurs to professional contracts when such

contracts were never fully intended.

Earlier this season there was a dispute between Le

Havre and Manchester United over Paul Pogba, the

captain of the French U16 team. The FFF refused to

grant Pogba an ITC because Le Havre said that he

breached his contract by joining Manchester United.

A judge appointed by FIFA ruled that Le Havre could

not have an agreement for Pogba to sign as a

professional because of his age. FIFA went on to

advise the Football Association to register Paul Pogba

as a Manchester United player, a decision to which

Chelsea FC may well refer at appeal.

Turning to whether Lens paid Kakuta more for his

footballing activities than the expenses he effectively

incurred, this is clearly a question of fact. It will need to

be explored in any appeal to CAS, but seeing as the

Regulations require a written contract and the

payment of sufficient wages to be a professional, it is a

point that would be well worth looking into.

There are further possible avenues available to Chelsea.

The club could perhaps argue that European

employment law, allowing as it does the free

movement of labour, should supersede any FIFA

judgement based on a pre-contract agreement and

then go on to seek an injunction against the ban at the

High Court citing a restraint of trade.

Each of these routes, however, seem unlikely as there

are a number of precedents within CAS’s jurisprudence

which have upheld similar sporting sanctions, added to

which Chelsea would be foolish to flout FIFA

regulations by applying to the High Court rather than

appealing through CAS.

However, recent Dispute Resolution Chamber

precedents do offer a possible glimmer of light. The

decision of the DRC on 4 April 2007, in the case of B v

C & A provides another avenue for Chelsea’s lawyers

to exploit. This was a decision regarding compensation

for a contractual breach and an inducement to breach

a contract.

Unlike the Chelsea decision, there was no question in

this case of whether the player in question, A, was

under contract. But an interesting point does emerge

in the refusal of the Football Association of the “selling

club” to grant an International Transfer Certificate (ITC)

to A because he was still under contract with his

affiliated club. This rule can be found in Annex 3 Art. 2

(6) of the Regulations, “the former association shall not

issue an ITC if a contractual dispute has arisen between

the former club and the professional.”

In the case of Kakuta, the FFF granted the ITC at the

FA’s request, and the issue of a contractual dispute

between Lens and Kakuta was never raised. Why?

Chelsea’s Transfer Ban – a Warning from FIFA?



Annex 3 Art. 2 (6) of the Regulations goes on to say

that FIFA should decide upon sporting sanctions within

60 days of the dispute being lodged and Art. 25 (5)

says that the FIFA’s Dispute Resolution Chamber

should “not hear any case subject to these regulations

if more than two years has elapsed.” There could

therefore also be a question of the timing of the

decision depending on when Lens lodged the

complaint with FIFA and when the final decision was

taken.

What is clear from the above discussion is that there

are avenues open for Chelsea to explore. Employment

law is a complicated field at the best of times let alone

when it is combined with the complexities of FIFA

regulations and European law. If FIFA was trying to

make a statement of intent about the clamping down

on the transfer of young players, it may have picked

the wrong piece of legislation with which to do it.

This case is not the same as when Roma was banned

for two transfer windows by the DRC (reduced to one

by CAS) for the signing of Phillippe Mexes from

Auxerre. This is a case that raises complicated

contractual issues and will require complex legal

argument before it is decided. It is not a simple open

and shut case which simply allows FIFA to make a

point.

FIFA and UEFA will need to draft a clear set of

regulations that comply with European law if they are

serious about regulating the transfer of young

footballing talent. They will not simply be able to

mould existing regulations to suite their purposes or

use them just to make a point “pour encourager les

autres”.

It is clear that an open discussion needs to take place

to decide how Europe and the rest of the world will

deal with the transfer of such players. In the meantime,

however, while different nations have different rules

there will always be a place for the lawyers to be called

to the touchlines.

6
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An Examination of Article 17(1) of the FIFA

Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players in

the light of Recent CAS Case Law

Introduction

Webster – A Second Bosman?
When Webster prematurely terminated his contract

with Heart of Midlothian and transferred to Wigan, he

was found liable by the Court of Arbitration for Sport

(“CAS”) to pay only £150,000 in compensation to his

former club.1 Hearts had rejected an offer from

Southampton of £1.5m shortly before Webster’s

transfer to Wigan. The compensation effectively

equated to the remaining salary under his contract

with Hearts. Many in the football world reacted with

consternation at this apparently seminal decision. It

was hailed as a second “Bosman”2 and Webster might

well have presumed that the CAS decision constituted

not only an economically propitious settlement but

also assured posterity to his name in the annals of

football history.

Commentators questioned the ramifications of high

value footballers being able effectively to buy

themselves out of contracts for a fraction of their

market value: “Webster” was a blow to the contractual

stability underpinning the transfer market and clubs

would struggle to protect their often astronomical

capital investments in prized players. Could a superstar

after three years of his contract buy himself out for the

value of the projected salary under the remainder of

that contract even though his club might expect to

make a multiple of that sum in the transfer market?

Could a young talent whose wage was fixed years

before at a modest level but whose subsequent

development had led to a substantial putative market

value terminate his contract after a period of three

years for a negligible fee.

Webster was originally hailed as marking a significant

shift in the dichotomy between contractual stability on

the one hand and the free movement of players on the

other. If Bosman created free agents after the contractual

period, thenWebster seemed to carry at least some of

this freedom into the contractual term itself.

Executive Summary and Structure
This note will examine the Webster, Matuzalem3 and

Mutu4 cases. It will argue that the two latter cases have

been used by CAS to resile somewhat from the stark

position of Webster and reinforce the concept of

contractual stability. They place more emphasis on fair

compensation of the injured party, even though the

respective Panels arrived at the compensating amounts

as a result of very different considerations. Even though

such a limited award as Webster is perhaps not to be

reckoned with in the future, compensation for unilateral

breach of contracts remains a highly unpredictable

science (or perhaps art).

Part I of this note will set out and briefly comment on

the legal provisions in this area. Part II will consider each

of the cases referred to above and will set out the basic

principles to be derived from the judgements with

respect to the calculation of compensation. Finally, Part

III will set out some practical steps which football clubs

might consider taking in order to be compensated as

adequately as is possible in the event of a premature

and unjustified departure of one their players.

Part I

Article 17 of the Regulations
If a player5 unilaterally terminates his/her contract prior

to the expiry of the contractual term, he does so either

with or without just cause.6 Where the termination can

be justified by a just cause7, there are no negative

consequences for the player, regardless of when that

From Webster to Mutu
via Matzulem – a Natural
Progression or a Legal
Volte-Face?
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termination occurs during the contract. Where the

player cannot cite a just cause, he (and most probably

the club to which he transfers) will be required to

compensate financially the former club. Furthermore, if

the termination occurs during the protected period,8

the player and the new club can suffer sporting

sanctions including a ban on the transferred player and

a lock-out from certain transfer periods (preventing

other signings). This note is concerned purely with the

financial compensation which is payable by the player

(and the new club) in circumstances where the player

prematurely terminates a contract without just cause.

The relevant provision of the FIFA Regulations on the

Status and Transfer of Players (the “Regulations”) is

article 17(1) (“Article 17(1)”).9 It states that, where a

party (including a player) terminates a contract

without just cause, compensation for the ‘innocent

party’ shall be calculated, subject to the provisions in

the Regulations regarding training compensation and

any contrary provisions in the employment contract,

on the basis of the following objective criteria:

• Due consideration for the law of the country

concerned.

• The specificity of sport.

• The remuneration and other benefits due to the

player under the existing contract and/or the new

contract.

• The time remaining on the existing contract up to a

maximum of five years.

• The fees and expenses paid by the former club

(amortised over the term of the contract).

• Whether the termination occurred during the

protected period.

• Other relevant objective criteria.

The “Objective” Criteria
The above criteria (objective or not10) certainly do not

amount to a formula into which any set of facts can be

plugged to produce the amount of compensation due.

What weight should be given to each of the criteria?

How do the various criteria interact? Are they

cumulative or are certain criteria mutually exclusive?

To take two examples to illustrate the point:

1. Two of the objective criteria are the salary

payments to which the player would have been

entitled under the terminated contract and his

income under the contract with the new club.

Should CAS (or the relevant FIFA body) aggregate

both such payments as part of the compensation or

take one or the other (perhaps the higher).

Alternatively, one might take the differential

between the old and the new salary (assuming the

new salary is higher) as a manner of compensating

the former club for the market (as opposed to the

historic) salary value of the departed player.

2. Another interesting example to illustrate the

difficulty in the application of the objective criteria

is the interrelation between the non-amortized

capital value of the player, the remaining value of

the salary payments and the unexpired term at the

time of termination. The final of these three

objective criteria necessarily informs the first two

criteria; to that extent, it has already been taken

into account. Indeed, one might even argue that an

early termination of a contract could also result in

higher compensation under the “specificity of

sport” head of damage. It is not clear to what

extent the length of the expired term should be

taken into account as a separate criterion.

In short, the overlapping of the criteria, the lack of

detail as to their interrelation or relative priority and

the non-exhaustive nature of the list creates significant

uncertainty with respect to their application (an

uncertainty which has been acknowledged by various

CAS Panels). If the FIFA judicial body or CAS has the

flexibility and power to determine which criteria to

have recourse to in specific circumstances, how those

criteria should be interrelated and weighted and which

supplementary criteria (if any) to consider, then one

comes dangerously close to judicial law-making.11

8
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Part II

Webster
Webster concerns a player who unilaterally terminated

his contract with Hearts without just cause but after

the protected period (joining Wigan). The following

principles can be derived from the CAS judgement

with respect to the calculation of compensation under

Article 17(1):

1. Subsidiarity of Domestic Law – Scottish law was

given a very subsidiary role by the Panel. Primary

regard had to be given to the Regulations, as

interpreted by Swiss law. One reason for effectively

ignoring Scottish law was because the aspects

which were put forward by Hearts were general

tenets of contract law and not (unlike Article 17(1))

specific to an employment situation or a football

employment situation.12

2. Training Compensation – Training investment

and/or expenditure do not constitute relevant

expenses for the purposes of the objective criteria

as they are dealt with elsewhere in the Regulations.

3. Specificity of Sport – The Panel conceded that this

was a vague concept and concluded that it obliged

them to find a solution which balances contractual

stability against the requirement for free movement

of players. Webster effectively relegates the

specificity of sport to a subsidiary criterion which

should only be taken into account in assessing the

other objective criteria.

4. Market Value – The Panel firmly rejected the notion

of including the player’s market value at the time of

the unilateral termination as a further objective

criterion. It felt that it would be unduly penalising to

impose by regulation an amount which was not

agreed by contract? The Panel argued that an

increase in market value might have little to do with

the role of the club in training the player and more

to do with the player’s charisma, natural

progression of talent and savvy self-promotion.

Neither Webster’s new salary at Wigan nor a pre-

termination offer by a third party (Southampton) –

both potential indicators of market value – were

taken into consideration by the Panel.

5. Non-Amortized Acquisition Costs – The initial fee

paid by Hearts for Webster had been fully

amortized at the date of the breach as the player

had out-lasted the initial term; therefore the Panel

could not attribute any amount to this criterion.

6. New Salary – The Panel suggested that in situations

(as with Webster) where the protected period had

lapsed at the time of the termination, the salary of

the player at the new club should be disregarded as

taking it into account could be punitive.

7. Residual Salary – The full amount of the residual

salary of Webster under his contract with Hearts

(£150,000) was accepted by the Panel as an (or

rather the) amount which should be compensated

under Article 17(1).

8. Joint and Several Liability – Wigan was found

jointly and severally liable for the compensation

payment even though there was no evidence of

fault (i.e. incitement to breach contract).

The overriding principle of the Webster judgement is

to limit compensation to purely contractual amounts.

The logic driving that principle is an unwillingness to

overly penalize the player and thus vitiate the free

movement of players. The protected period and the

concomitant sporting sanctions were regarded by the

Panel as sufficient protection of contractual stability,

the counterpoint of the free movement of players.

Although the decision makes clear that Article 17(1)

does not give a player the right unilaterally to terminate

his contract, it softens the consequences of a breach to

such an extent that it would hardly deter players from

seeing themselves as quasi free agents after the expiry

of the protected period. The situation is particularly

acute in circumstances where a player has developed

throughout his contract and has a high notional market

value relative to his current salary. A club interested in a

high value player out of his protected period could

either pay a significant capital value to the existing club

or encourage the player to terminate his contract by

offering an unusually high salary. One important effect

of the Webster judgement is that it potentially

transforms a latent capital value of players13 (of which

the existing club is the primary beneficiary) into an

increased income potential of the player.

From Webster to Mutu via Matzulem – a Natural Progression
or a Legal Volte-Face?



breach is worth a certain amount to a third party

(both in terms of capital outlay and future income

obligations), then the injured club has lost this

value.16 Matuzalem’s value was calculated by

reference to the transfer payments and future

salary obligations of third parties.17

7. Mitigation – The Panel suggests that the club whose

employment contract is breached has a duty to

mitigate its loss; this might well mean seeking

replacement players as soon as possible.

8. Lost earnings – The former club can potentially be

compensated for lucrum cessans but the Panel

makes clear (using the example of a transfer fee)

that causation must be established between the

breach and the lost earnings. A lost transfer fee will

only be a valid head of damage if there is a nexus

between the termination and the absence of a

transfer. Was a third party offer made? Is there

evidence that the club accepted or was minded to

accept such offer? If compensation is claimed in

respect of a lost transfer fee, then it cannot be

double-compensated by claiming under the “value”

concept. A further example which the Panel gives

of potentially claimable lost earnings is a

contractual penalty payable to a sponsor as a direct

consequence of the departure of the player. The

player and/or his new club might well therefore be

held accountable for amounts entirely extraneous

to his own relationship with the former club and

which are enshrined in third party contracts.18

9. Fee and expenses – Where the “value” of the player

can be ascertained based on reliable indicators

(transfer values, third party offers, salary payments,

reliable buy-out clauses etc), then the non-

amortized acquisition costs should not be taken

into account. Subject to the foregoing, agents’ fees

can be claimed but they must be demonstrably

linked to the acquisition of the player. Solidarity

contributions are not relevant as the club has the

right under the Regulations to deduct them from its

original payment for the player.

10. Replacement Player – The Panel stated that costs

for the replacement of a new player could be

claimed in principle but there would have to be

strong evidence that the player was signed

(including loaned) as a direct replacement of the

departing player. Presumably this would not be

claimable where a “value” had been ascertained.

10
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Matuzalem
Matuzalem unilaterally terminated his contract with

Shakhtar Donetsk (“Shakhtar”) without just cause after

the protected period and joined Real Zaragoza.

1. Liquidated Damages – The contract between

Shakhtar and Matuzalem contained a clause which

stated that if a third party were to offer an amount

of 25m Euros (or more) for the player, that it would

be obliged to agree to the transfer. Contrary to the

submissions of counsel for Matuzalem, this

provision in the contract was considered not to be

a liquidated damages clause for unilateral breach

capable of displacing the various objective criteria

in Article 17(1). The Panel noted that such a

liquidated damages clause would have to be both

explicit and specific to oust the objective criteria.

2. All Criteria – The decision makes clear that it is the

duty of the Panel to take into account all of the

criteria in assessing compensation.

3. No Right to Terminate – The Panel stressed that the

purpose of Article 17(1) was to underpin contractual

stability in the post-Bosman era and not somehow

to entitle a player to terminate his contract; it

merely sets out compensation and sanctions for

what is considered a very serious breach.

4. Full Compensation – Contrary to Webster, the

Panel stated that the thrust of Article 17(1) is

compensation (a term used in the article itself). It

goes on to construe the term within the context of

ordinary contractual principles i.e. putting the

injured party in the position it would have been in

had the breach not occurred and even alludes to

the concept of in integrum resitutio.

5. Discretion of the Panel – The judgement

acknowledges the wide amount of discretion within

Article 17(1) and the unpredictability of the

compensation in a given case, citing such

unpredictability as a further deterrent to breach.14

6. “Value” – Perhaps the most important principle of

the Matuzalem case is that any compensatory

award should seek to take account of (or even to

be based on) the “value” of the relevant player.

Value is effectively the amount that a player’s

services are worth on the open-market for a given

period of time. 15Value can be calculated on a yearly

basis and then adjusted to reflect the amount of

time remaining on the breached contract. The

assumption is that if the player at the time of the

From Webster to Mutu via Matzulem – a Natural Progression
or a Legal Volte-Face?
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11. Domestic Law – The law of the country of the club

of which the employment contract has been

terminated is reduced to a corrective influence

when assessing the other criteria.

12. Specificity of Sport – The Panel discussed the

concept in some detail but the upshot is that it is

given a very subsidiary importance. Specificity of

sport refers in its most abstract sense to the need

to accommodate the specific needs of the football

community. However, the Panel makes clear that

the players are of paramount importance to clubs

as assets on which a multitude of commercial

revenues depend. They should not necessarily be

regarded as the weak party; the implication is that

this head is more likely to increase the

compensation payable by a player to a club than

the contrary. The judgement specifically states that

the specificity of sport should not be used to award

additional amounts where all of the facts and

circumstances have already been taken into

account. If anything, it functions as a form of

discretionary catch-all.

13. Remaining Contractual Term – The amount of time

left on the contract is interpreted by the Panel as

an element which “concretizes” the specificity of

sport. The earlier the termination of the contract,

then the greater the chance that an amount will be

awarded in respect of the specificity of sport.

Whether the fact that it occurs within the protected

period can also increase compensation is left as a

moot point.

14. The Behaviour of the Player – The conduct of the

player is also regarded as sub-head of the

specificity of sport. A lack of good faith on the part

of the player can increase the award.19

In short, Matuzalem adopted a much more

comprehensive and rigorous approach to the objective

criteria of Article 17(1). The calculation of the damages

in the case was based largely on the lost “value” of the

player. If represented in a quasi mathematical formula,

the value concept would be as follows: (Yearly Value

(capital and income) * number of years remaining on

breached contract (even if less than 1)) – (salary

obligations under the breached contract). However,

the calculation of value is dependent on the availability

and reliability of sufficient indicators and it will not be

ascertainable in all cases.20 The more generic principle

which is borne out by Matuzalem is that a Panel must

consider a whole host of more or less direct heads of

damage (including but not limited to those set out at

Article 17(1)) in order to achieve a full compensation for

the injured party.

As thorough as the judgement may be, it does seem to

stretch Article 17(1) to its absolute limits. If the

draughtsman of Article 17(1) intended a factor as

immediately relevant as market value to be considered,

then why is it not expressly referred to? Do any of the

other objective criteria really allow us to widen the

scope of Article 17(1) compensation to include lost

commercial opportunities such as merchandising

revenues or should the interpretative principle of

ejusdem generis prevent such extrapolation?

Mutu
Mutu is an unusual example of a unilateral termination

without just cause. Mutu breached his contract with

Chelsea by testing positive for cocaine. The breach

was of such a fundamental nature that it constituted a

repudiatory breach under UK law i.e. a repudiation of

the contract which the employer can accept and use

as a lawful basis for immediate termination of the

contract. The breach occurred just over one year into a

five year contract and was therefore within the

protected period.

1. The Panel afforded a much greater importance to

the law governing the relevant employment

contract. Both the relevant provisions of Swiss

private international law21 and Article 17(1)22 itself

give some scope to the law chosen by the parties.23

The Panel in the Mutu case recognised its

importance but did not go as far as to determine

the priority of the two sets of laws in the event of

conflict.24

2. The Panel allowed a range of unamortized

acquisition costs – the transfer fee, a sign-on fee

paid to the player, agent’s fees and a transfer levy

paid to the Football League. Indeed, even solidarity

contributions were accepted (contrary to

Matuzalem). Finally, fees which the club paid to its

agents (as oppose to the player’s agent) were also

recoverable to the extent they had not been

amortized.

Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of the Mutu

decision going forward is the increased importance

attributed to domestic law; it potentially widens the

scope of the compensation under Article 17(1) (or at

least the arguments that can be advanced by the

relevant parties) significantly. Whereas the Matuzalem

case advocates (and indeed undertook) a thorough
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examination of all of the objective criteria, Mutu

focussed only on the unamortized acquisition costs and

justified this focus by reference to its compatibility with

the law of the country concerned.25 No reasons were

given why the remaining salary was not added to the

compensation (presumably as it was a substantial

expense from which Chelsea were spared) and why

other factors such as the specificity of sport (including

the behaviour of the player), replacement costs

(Chelsea had claimed Shaun Wright Philips was a direct

replacement) and loss of commercial opportunities

were not given more weight (or at least attention).

Part III

As the decisions in Webster, Matuzalem and Mutu are

so different, it is difficult to predict how the FIFA

Dispute Resolution Chamber and CAS will calculate

compensation in the future. The facts of each case

make certain objective criteria redundant and bring

others into relief. However, clubs can derive certain

lessons from the cases to lessen the financial

consequences of unilateral and unjustified player

departures:

1. Clubs should seek going forward to incorporate

liquidated damages clauses into their player

contracts which are triggered explicitly by a

unilateral termination without just cause. In order to

avoid being struck down as penalty clauses, such

contractual provisions should seek perhaps to tailor

the amount to different hypothetical factual

scenarios26 or otherwise provide detailed guidelines

on exactly how compensation is to be calculated.

Article 17(1) should be unambiguously ousted to

avoid without any doubt the uncertainty it entails.

2. If a breach occurs does occur and Article 17(1) is

likely to be the basis for compensation, the club

who has lost the player should make sure that any

replacement player is (and is documented to be) a

direct replacement.

3. The club should keep a record of any behaviour of

the player which might amount to bad faith and at

the same time keep its own hands “clean.”

4. When acquiring players, all costs which are ancillary

to the transfer (agency fees, solidarity

contributions, transfer levies, professional fees etc)

must be recorded in such a way that the

connection with the transfer is manifest.

5. Clubs should ensure that any sign-on fees paid to

players are stated to be capital inducements as

opposed to advance salary (which would not be

claimable under A17(1)).

6. In the event of an Article 17(1) termination, clubs

should consider all of the ascertainable and

quantifiable losses which can be attributed to the

player’s departure; these could be comprised of

lost merchandising revenues, penalties payable to

sponsors or even an objectively quantifiable loss of

ticketing revenue.

7. In light of the general contractual principles which

were imported into the Matuzalem decision, clubs

should take care to mitigate their loss. This may

involve, for instance, finding a replacement player

as soon as possible, or renegotiating commercial

contracts which were contingent in some way on

the departed player.

8. Any submissions to CAS (or the relevant FIFA

judicial body) based on domestic law should be as

detailed, factually applied and specific to football as

possible; generic submissions as to the relevance of

domestic law have typically been given short shrift

by CAS Panels.

Conclusion
The most relevant question for clubs, players and their

advisers is surely where they stand now. Unfortunately,

the three cases examined in detail cannot be seen in

any way as a logical progression. Webster – not least

with its refusal to consider market value in the

compensatory process – perhaps did too much to

facilitate free player movement and alter the

bargaining positions of clubs as against their longer-

serving players in favour of the latter. Matuzalem – with

its overriding concepts of full compensation and player

value – can (and must) be seen as a reaction to

Webster. If the latter was too narrow in its

interpretation of Article 17(1), the former surely

stretches it to bursting point.

It would be helpful to be able to characterise Mutu as

the bon milieu, the compromise between Webster and

Matuzalem which CAS is likely to follow in the future.

Unfortunately however, it is difficult to attribute too

much generic value to the latest CAS decision in this

area. From a factual perspective, it is unique in the

sense that the termination resulted from a repudiatory

breach (i.e. the termination was involuntary from the

player’s perspective). Beyond this, CAS focussed
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almost exclusively (but without detailed explanation)

on the non-amortized acquisition costs in computing

the amount of compensation. Finally, the Mutu

judgement gives a much greater weight to the law

governing the employment contract; as this law will

vary from case to case, so presumably will the

importance that it attributes to the various objective

criteria.

Mutu and Matuzalem both sought to import basic

tenets of contract law – in integrum resitutio,

mitigation of loss, remoteness of damage etc. Perhaps

one might conclude that the overall notion of

compensation in the traditional contractual sense has

taken hold with Matuzalem and Mutu and will guide

future CAS interpretations of the objective criteria but

the overall outcome of any given case must remain

highly uncertain. Clubs and players alike would be well

advised (i) to displace the objective criteria in Article

17(1) by incorporating in their employment contracts

specifically tailored liquidated damages clauses and (ii)

to document and submit all transactions and dealings

which might increase their compensation.
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1 CAS 2007/A/1298 Wigan Athletic FC v/ Heart of Midlothian, CAS
2007/A/1299 Heart of Midlothian v/ Webster & Wigan Athletic FC and
CAS 2007/A/1300 Webster v/ Heart of Midlothian

2 See for instance:
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/sport/football/article3279498.ece

3 CAS 2008/A/1519 FC Shakhtar Donetsk (Ukraine) v/ Mr. Matuzalem
Francelino da Silva (Brazil) & Real Zaragoza SAD (Spain) & FIFA and CAS
2008/A/1520 Mr. Matuzalem Francelino da Silva (Brazil) & Real Zaragoza
SAD (Spain) v / FC Shakhtar Donetsk (Ukraine) & FIFA.

4 CAS 2008/A/1644 Adrian Mutu v/ Chelsea Football Club Limited

5 Although the regulatory framework for unilateral breach of contract
applies both to clubs and to players, this note concerns itself only with
the situation where the player terminates the contract.

6 See Article 14 of the Regulations

7 Except for a sporting just cause in which case the player may still be
liable to pay compensation to the club. See Article 15 of the Regulations.

8 The protected period is (i) for contracts entered into before the 28th
birthday of the relevant player, the first three years of the contract and
(ii) for contracts entered into after the 28th birthday of the relevant
player, the first two years of the contract.

9 Article 17(1) would not be relevant where a player is transferred to club
belonging to the same national association.

10 One might well question whether the specificity of sport, for instance, can
be characterised as objective.

11 The Panel in the Webster case conceded that Article 17(1) left a large
amount of discretion but felt that this flexibility was necessary to allow
decisions to be tailored to the multitude of factual situations caught by
the article: see paragraph 134 et seq.

12 It is submitted that, with the possible exception of the countries which
have a substantial sport specific body of law, this argument could almost
always be used to dismiss the “law of the country concerned”; surely the
draftsmen of Article 17(1) cannot have intended its application to be so
rare and arbitrary, especially as it is ostensibly one of the two primary
objective criteria.

13 At least those players which are no longer within their protected period.

14 At times, the judgement verges on an implicit attack on the ratio of
Webster and a quasi-sanctimonious warning to all those who might
consider a premature termination of their contract without just cause.

15 Matuzalem was not the first CAS decision to take into account market
factors. In Jaramillo (CAS 2008/A/1453 &1469), the CAS award was
based on the differential between the residual value under the breached
contract and what the player was to earn in the same period under the
new contract. Indeed, in Mexes (CAS 2004/A/709 and CAS 2005/A/708
& 709 & 902 & 903 & 916 ), CAS had based the compensation in part on a
third party offer which had been made and refused prior to the unilateral
breach.

16 One wonders whether a discount factor should be applied to amounts of
compensation awarded in respect of future earnings.

17 Both Real Zaragoza and SS Lazio Spa (to whom Zaragoza loaned
Matuzalem).

18 This lost earnings head of damage highlights the stark difference between
the Panels in the Webster and Matuzalem case; the latter would allow
compensation for lost third party commercial revenues whereas the
former eschewed the notion of compensating even the most foreseeable
of extra-contractual amounts such as market value.

19 An amount of 600,000 Euros was awarded to Shakhtar for the player’s
behaviour i.e. leaving just before the start of a crucial competition (the
UEFA Champions League).

20 It would be interesting to know whether CAS might accept expert
evidence as to a player’s ‘value’ in the absence of specific market
indicators.

21 Chapter 12 of the Bundesgesetz über das internationale Privatrecht

22 The relevant provision was the equivalent of Article 17(1) under the 2001
edition of the Regulations, Article 22.

23 Article 17(1) lists the law of the country concerned as one of the objective
criteria; the Commentary to the Regulations (footnote 74 on page 47)
states that the law of the country concerned is the law of the jurisdiction
of the club whose employment is breached. This will often be the law
chosen by the parties to govern the employment contract but one
wonders which law would be used (in addition to the Regulations) where
the club and the player agreed on a law other than the law of the
jurisdiction of the domicile of the club.

24 Chelsea had argued that the Regulations were incorporated into the
English law governed contract as mere “contractual content”.

25 Bearing in mind the circumstances, the value concept of Matuzalem
would have produced a much lower amount in any event.

26 One might for instance require greater compensation the earlier the
termination occurs during the contract.
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Setting the scene:
“Prior to the 1960’s, there would have been little to

say about legal issues in sport. Since then, however,

legislators and administrators have expanded the

scope of the laws they create and enforce”2 thus

“sport as a form of politics is a relatively

contemporary phenomenon.”3

Sport regulation, once described as “sacredly private

endeavours”,4 concerns the implementation of rules,

governance and adjudication through self-regulatory

authorities (SRAs). Sport is now a multi-billion dollar

global industry; it has been estimated to be the sixth

biggest industry in the European Union (EU) and 22nd

in the world - sport is now an industry bigger than coal,

steel and agriculture5. Therefore, the prevailing

argument which continually subsists is that sport can no

longer be left to self-regulation by the domestic or

international federations; some form of external

regulation is needed.6 High-profile European Court of

Justice (ECJ) disputes concerning the complex

relationship between Sports Associations and the law

often undermines the ‘specificity of sport.’7 Contrary to

the wishes of Sports Governing Bodies in the 21st

century, sports will be obliged to defend its activities

and actions from inspection by the European legal

institutions as a direct result of juridification8,

commercialisation and political interests in sport. Along

with the latter, this article will also examine how the

new Lisbon Treaty will have implications on the

specificity of sport even though it claims to expressly

respect the special characteristics inherent in the sector.

Treaty of Lisbon
The ‘specificity of sport’ attained official recognition in

the Nice Declaration 2000, which stated:

“...the Community must, in its action under the various

Treaty provisions, take account of the social,

educational and cultural functions inherent in sport and

making it special, in order that the code of ethics and

the solidarity essential to the preservation of its social

role may be respected and nurtured.”9

The precise significance and meaning of the specificity

of sport principle remains uncertain. The recent White

Paper on Sport10 failed to provide any legal certainty as

to the principle while the Lisbon Treaty for the first

time includes an article on sport; it introduces “sport as

a new area of EU competence.”11 Many believe the

Treaty will at long last bring certainty to the exact

meaning behind the specificity of sport.

The Lisbon Treaty entered into force on 1 December

2009 and the EU now has competence in sporting

matters “to carry out actions to support, coordinate or

supplement the actions of the Member States”12 to make

the EU more democratic, more transparent and more

efficient.13 Article 165 provides the EU with a formal yet

‘soft’ competence on sport14. Article 165 states:

“The Union shall contribute to the promotion of

European sporting issues, while taking account of

the specific nature of sport, its structures based on

voluntary activity and its social and educational

function. Union action shall be aimed at...developing

the European dimension in sport, by promoting

fairness and openness in sporting competitions and

cooperation between bodies responsible for sports,

and by protecting the physical and moral integrity of

sportsmen and sportswomen, especially the

youngest sportsmen and sportswomen.”15

The overall promotion of sport is now a Community

objective to the delight of Jacques Rogge16, who stated,

it “is time to move from a case-by-case approach to an

environment where the specific characteristics of sport

can be taken into account properly.”17 Governing bodies

such as FIFA are also content with Article 165 of the

Treaty which mentions “the specific nature of sport”18

allowing sport to be viewed not only from a purely

economic standpoint, but also acknowledging its

voluntary structures and its social and educational

roles19. More importantly, sporting authorities feel

concrete recognition of purely sporting rules is attained

with the hope of avoid frustrating decisions such as

Bosman20 and Meca Medina21.
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Now the European Commission aims to develop a

specific EU sports programme (supported by a

budget) expected to be launched in 2012.22 Michal

Krejza unsurprisingly stated the new competence will

help the EU add value to sport by supporting

platforms of exchange and debate and so providing

legal clarity, by promoting the transfer of knowledge,

innovation, dialogue and good governance in the

sector.23 As the head of the European Commission’s

Sports Unit, nothing to the contrary can be expected

from Krejza, however, it is submitted that his reasoning

has merit. Legal certainty in sporting matters is a

necessity in view of the inconsistent rulings

surrounding the ECJ and the recent White Paper, thus

ratification of an ‘overarching legal base’24 respecting

the special nature of sport is a step in the right

direction. Whether the Treaty will provide legal

certainty is questionable and will be examined in this

article. Black cunningly illustrates the ongoing question

is, “how to constitutionalise self-regulation”25, in other

words, ‘how to constitutionalise the specificity of

sport?’ This is a fundamental question and it is

respectfully submitted that the wording of Article 165

but in particular Article 6 of the Lisbon Treaty allows

for deviations and different interpretations as to sports

special nature. Therefore, reading between the lines of

the latter Articles, is the specificity of sport truly

respected by the wording in the Treaty?

The EU is not given direct legal competencies in relation

to sport and so, in the words of Patrick Hickey, “should

support and not regulate sport”26 in line with the

subsidiarity principle27. However, careful examination

illustrates, in reality, Article 6 allows EU institutions to

regulate sport ‘through the back-door.’ Before such a

legal base was ratified, EU regulation in sport occurred

on an incremental basis28, now ‘support’29 is available as

‘sports specific nature’ is documented in the Lisbon

Treaty. ‘Support’ could and will inevitably lead to

increased regulation, as the EU can ‘coordinate or

supplement the actions of Member States.’ The latter

extract of Article 6 can also be interpreted as follows;

the EU can ‘coordinate or supplement the actions of

sports governing bodies’ and not simply of Member

States. Choosing their words carefully legislators

cunningly show the EU ‘respects’ the specificity of

sport. If it is about protecting sport’s autonomy on the

one side, and safeguarding the integrity of sporting

competitions and governance on the other30, it is

submitted that EU regulation of sport is unavoidable in

view of the modern notions of commercialisation,

globalisation, juridification and the growing political

importance of sport. The Lisbon Treaty is aimed at

reorganising EU institutions to ensure competent

functioning, though opponents declare it is part of a

‘federalist EU agenda’ that undermines domestic

sovereignty31 which in turn would undermine the

autonomy of sports governing bodies.

On a more positive note, the Treaty has been

described as:

“paving the way for a real European dimension in

sport. New provisions will promote neutrality and

transparency in sporting competitions and

cooperation between sporting bodies.”32

Parrish illustrated that the Lisbon Treaty will establish:

“a formal rolling institutional agenda to replace the

informal, and legally questionable, activity of the

institutions in sporting contexts. The formalisation of

that agenda is likely to lead to increasing coherence

and continuity in European sports policy and enhance

the visibility of sport in EU policy making.”33

Yet what is of paramount importance is that politicians

‘support and not regulate sport’ and should respect the

specificity of sport. While the Lisbon Treaty introduces

sports as a new area of competence and makes

reference to its ‘special characteristics’; it does not

expressly guarantee or even protect the ability of

sporting governing bodies to decide on the best

options to develop their respective sports; ‘for the

sports sake’ and not for the sake of political

aspirations. When interpreting Article 165 and in

particular Article 6, “the devil is still very much in the

detail.”34 In agreement with Beloff; the Treaty is open to

varied interpretations on the part of both sports

associations and governments35. A platform and

foundation has been set for future European legislation

to threaten sport. Contrary to Pat Hickey’s plea36, it is

submitted action in this area will go further than

supporting, coordinating or complementing as

European institutions have the power to waive such

‘soft promises’ in favour of political and diplomatic

manifestations. ‘Supplement’ is a word expressly

included in Article 6 of the Treaty and will be a

prominent feature in the development of EU Sports

law and thus increased ‘supplementation’ of sporting

rules will occur in conformity to EU political agenda,

once again undermining the specificity of sport.

Such EU institutional power is clear to see from the ECJ

case law (discussed below) which to some extent

accept the specificity and autonomy of sport but on the

flip side, apply principles of EU law regularly and equally

to sport as they are applied to other sectors. The Lisbon

Treaty is a new phenomenon, and only time will tell

whether recognition to the specificity of sport remains
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at the forefront of EU institutional development or

whether deliberate circumspect wording in the Treaty

allows for EU institutional norms to prevail.

Political manifestations in sporting matters
What is clear is that current and future political

manifestations in sporting matters is reality, is inevitable

and certainly is unavoidable. Corinthian ideals have

played an important role in the relationship between

sport and society and for some countries like Greece;

sport is supported and operates under the auspices of

the government37. There is consensus among EU

Member States and European institutions that, because

of its integrative function, sport is a particularly

important component of a unified Europe38. Other

international examples unequivocally exemplify how

politics have manifested in sport. Dictatorships such as

China recognised the vital importance of sport to their

political success when it introduced a comprehensive

Sports Law in 1995: “legislation confirms state control

over sports by relying heavily on standard political

ideology, centralised policy-making and traditional

administrative practice to help the national government

achieve several major objectives.”39

Other illustrations reveal that political apprehensions have

marginalised the pressing interests of sports. For example:

in 1994 the Australian government introduced the anti-

siphoning laws40 in an attempt to protect the “access of

Australian viewers to events of national importance and

cultural significance”41 which ultimately had detrimental

consequences financially on Australian sport. Another

example is tobacco advertising. Governments worldwide

have attempted to forbid tobacco advertising in sport

with some success42. Unsurprisingly sport has been hit

hard by this political incentive with loss of revenue as a

direct result of less sponsorship. Olympic boycott, as a

means of making political declarations, also

demonstrates that governments can pressurise

supposedly ‘special’ and autonomous self-regulating

sports bodies to respect politics.43

The well established relationship between politics and

sport exemplifies that sport realistically can never be

‘apolitical or politically pure’44; political triumph now

more than ever is reliant upon sporting success.45 Thus

the prominent sporting concept of autonomous self-

regulation seems to be undermined by the latter

reasoning which will play an increased role as sport

globalises, becomes more commercialised and of

increased political importance. Sport is now higher up

on the political agenda than ever before in the United

Kingdom due to the social, economic and diplomatic

influence of sport and winning the rights to host the

Olympic Games 2012 in London will further catalyse

political manifestations in sport.

Increased European political awareness of sport such

as the inception of Articles 6 & 165 of the Lisbon

Treaty, will undesirably aid the developing trend of

political regulation and therefore, increasingly ‘intrude’

on sporting matters, often with unwanted outcomes.

The burning question is therefore how far sport is or

will remain ‘special?’

Self-regulatory nature of sport
The foundations of such special characteristics

surround self-regulation which symbolises the

specificity of sport. Sporting authorities have no official

legal or institutional association with government and

so are designated competent authorities to implement

rules and regulations46. Sport possesses its own ‘micro

legal systems’ with autonomous legislative, executive

and adjudicative functions justifying parliamentary and

judicial restraint in fashioning legal doctrines to

question determinations by sporting bodies.47 Little

argues that the ECJ performs a ‘fail-safe’48 function

concerning cases of self-regulatory failure or the

presence of a compelling public interest dimension

warranting external judicial involvement49. For example:

if a person complains that the rules of a sporting body

are discriminatory, how will and should the courts take

action?50 Should courts identify and endorse the

person’s rights against the actions of the body or

should it preserve and respect the autonomy of the

association to formulate and interpret its own rules?51

The remorseless commercialisation and globalisation of

sport brings in its wake escalating juridification in the

shape of legislative and judicial colonisation52 which

ultimately leads to a lessening of the “myth of sport as

an autonomous and separate sphere where the law has

no place.”53 In conformity with norms of the modern

era, Mrs. Justice Ebsworth stated: “it would be naïve to

pretend that the modern world of sport can be

conducted as it used to be not very many years ago.”54

The latter insinuates there is a place for law in sport as

a direct result of increased business incentives55 and

individual livelihoods at stake in view of the

monopolistic nature of sport governing bodies.56

Self-regulation is “the acquisition of power by groups

which are not accountable to the body politic through

conventional constitutional channels.”57 If these

associations lack democratic legitimacy in making rules

governing the activities of its members it may
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constitute an abuse of power58 which is ultimately

inconsistent with the basic “notions of separation of

powers.”59 However, it is normally taken to imply “a

fairly well established and generally recognised set of

rules, whether customary or reduced to writing in

accordance with which the activity is regulated.”60 Ogus

justifies self-regulation in that the activity is afflicted by

some form of market failure (externalities or information

asymmetries).61 In the sporting context such a failure

has its origins in a previous lack of governmental and

legal recognition for sport which has in fact catalysed

the independence and self-regulatory nature of sports

governing bodies, making sport ‘special.’

It is imperative to construct a jurisprudential analysis of

rules to develop an understanding of rules in a self-

regulatory context. Black stated that rules are the main

instrument of social control62 which corresponds with

the reasoning of other academics in the sporting arena

such as Humphrey. Humphrey explained if rules are “a

response to social need, then legal issues in sport

reflect an attempt at resolution of social conflict in

those areas and as long as sport remains part of

society this relationship will continue.”63 However, rules

are inherently indeterminate64 and ‘over or under-

inclusive’65 thus, as tools of decision making they are

imperfect.66 Different interpretations could alter the

original objective for which the rule was set. Rules are

generalisations with the aim of achieving particular

goals or avoiding harm but over or under inclusiveness

can lead to varying interpretations of a self-governed

rule.67 In such instances, an individual may want to seek

redress from an independent third party which

exemplifies the growing involvement of the law in

sport. It is submitted that political and legal

intervention in sport could catalyse unfavourable

attitudes towards self-regulation as the very essence of

such intervention is destroying the co-operation of the

‘regulated’ with the ‘regulators’ and heightens

perceptions of injustice; this in return stimulates

political and legal intervention. In conformity with the

latter, the increased ‘supplementation’ of sporting rules

with EU legal concepts will be a prominent yet discreet

consequence of the new Lisbon Treaty, again

undermining the specificity of sport.

Black suggests a strategy to curb the manifest

limitations inherent in the nature of rules through the

development and use of ‘interpretive communities’ in

regulation.68 Fish coined the term ‘interpretive

community’69; if interpretive assumptions and

procedures are widely shared in an interpretive

community the rules would apply to all in the same

‘shape’70 thus all who are to apply the rule should

adopt the same interpretation of that rule71. Rules are

not akin to fictional or literary texts where the more

interpretations found the better; only one

interpretation will be recognised as correct in relation

to rules.72 For a rule to ‘work’ in the sense of being

applied in the way that would further the overall aims

of the self-regulatory system, the person applying the

rule (the regulated) has to share the rule maker’s (the

regulator’s) interpretation of the rule, hence they have

to belong to the same interpretive community73. The

latter is well illustrated by Fish; “a rule can always be

received as explicit by someone who hears it within an

interpretive pre-understanding of what the field of

reference could be.”74 The greater the mutual

understanding of the rule and the practices it

addresses the more the regulator/rule maker can rely

on tacit understandings as to the aim of the rule and

the context in which it operates75. For a rule to be

‘successful’ there must be a consensus of beliefs,

norms and values among those to whom the rule

applies and it must be interpreted in the way in which

the rule maker proposed76, hence an effective

interpretive community is crucial.

Diagram 1: Interpretative Community Overlap –

Self-regulatory example:

Diagram 1 demonstrates an example of the large

overlap within the interpretive community of particular

governing bodies in sport (the regulators) and its

members (the regulated). This self-regulatory system is

an illustration of ‘closing off’77 external court control

enabling the regulator to have a monopoly over the

interpretation and application of the rules78. The

regulator sets an interpretive strategy to be adopted

from previous well-informed knowledge and

experience of the sport, which in turn aids the

interpretation and application of the rules by the

regulated. It seems logical to have people who have

played the sport or have been heavily involved in the

sport to make the rules. In the latter scenario there

would only be a slim chance of the regulated

misinterpreting the rules made.
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However, problems and difficulties arise with judicial

and political involvement in the rule application

process concerning self-regulatory authorities which

could create uncertainty, as legislative parameters

could be alien to the rules which the regulator or

regulated would adopt.

Diagram 2: Interpretive Community Overlap –

Legislative intervention example:

Diagram 2 clearly shows a much smaller overlapping

section compared with diagram 1 due to the rule maker

(in this instance the legislators) and enforcer (in this

instance the individual members) sharing fewer norms,

values and goals. If self-regulation was not a reality in

sport, there would be increased interpretive

misunderstandings due to an ineffective and small

interpretative community overlap. In view of the latter,

the Lisbon Treaty could be a burdensome stepping

stone towards undermining the large interpretative

community overlap demonstrated in diagram 1 and a

step closer to the undesirable effects of diagram 2, due

to the discreet ‘supplementary’ powers conferred to EU

institutions. On the other hand, conferring a monopoly

on the formation and application of rules to a sports

regulatory body (‘closing off’ the regulatory system

from external inferences) has significant implications for

the accountability of such regulators.79Therefore, Black

sums up the predicament well; precedence should be

given to the self-regulatory bodies’ interpretation of its

rules and legal intervention should occur only if it was

not within the range of interpretations that could be

reasonably expected of the rule.80 Blackshaw’s assertion

that regulation should be kept “‘within the family of

sport’ rather than in the often hostile and costly

environment of the ordinary courts” 81 and now

overarched by a new EU legal base holds great merit,

and indirectly defines the importance of the role of

effective interpretive communities. Nonetheless, in the

modern era of commercialisation of sport, a lot more is

at stake82 hence the submission that European

intervention seems a foreseeable yet often unwanted

result undermining the specificity of sport.

Specificity of sport and the ECJ
“The study of sport [in a matter of decades]...has

gone from a mere recompilation of sport-related

decisions to open debates about governance,

regulation, participation and europeanisation.”83

However, the Treaty of Lisbon, many academics and

some sporting federations all claim that sport has

remained ‘special.’ The ECJ in the fundamental

Bosman84 ruling acknowledged the ‘specificity of sport’

when it accepted that “the aims of maintaining a

balance between clubs by preserving a certain degree

of equality and uncertainty as to results” 85 was lawful.

Participants in sports are interdependent as clubs do

not aim to drive competitors from the market86, such an

occurrence could have grave financial consequences for

all concerned; sports clubs need credible rivals87. Sport

“has a need for healthy internal competition which is

not the hallmark of ‘normal’ industry.”88

It is clear political interests have manifested in sport

resulting in increased demands from the EU on

sporting federations to conform to facets of the Single

market and competition rules. The ECJ increased

willingness to intervene in sporting determinations

highlights the notion that sports flexibility and

autonomy is conditioned by subjection to the rules of

the EU legal order89. Weatherill demonstrates that the

‘distinct concepts’ of EU law and sport “seem to be co-

habiting uneasily.”90 EU law calls for a ‘pro-

integrationist, pro-competitive agenda’ which is

divergent to sports governing bodies’ calls for self-

regulation.91 In view of the wording of Articles 6 & 165,

many varied interpretations are probable and so the

Lisbon Treaty seems unlikely to end the longstanding

game of political ‘ping pong’ between sports governing

bodies and legislative authorities regarding the

specificity of sport. If anything, the wording discreetly

points towards the formalisation of sport from an area

of soft EU competence to something more concrete,

following the examples set by other jurisdictions.

The ECJ’s involvement in sport began with Walrave;92

sport is subject to EU law to the extent that it

constitutes an “economic activity”93 and “the prohibition

of discrimination based on nationality does not affect

the composition of sports teams, in particular national

teams, the formation of which is a question of purely

sporting interest and as such has nothing to do with

economic activity.”94 In Dona v Montero95 the restriction

on non-Italian nationals being employed as professional

footballers in Italy was a form of direct nationality

discrimination contrary to Article 12 EC .96 The ECJ

stated that Article 12 EC applied to sports rules “unless
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such rules or practice exclude foreign players from

participation in certain matches for reasons which are

not of an economic nature.”97 These cases established

sport as an item on the EU’s systemic agenda.98 During

this period, sport was an area of limited interest; it had

no real institutional agenda status99 since there were no

bona fide efforts to devise a coherent approach

towards sport.100

It took until the 1990s before the progression of EU

sports law became more than an “esoteric backwater.”101

The ECJ’s fundamental ruling in Bosman102 was the key

impetus for sports’ eventual passage on to the

institutional agenda for active EU deliberation103. Boyes

exemplified the ‘headline grabbing’ element of the

judgment was the outlawing of the obligation of

transfer fees upon the expiry of a footballer’s playing

contract and the prohibition of player quotas based on

nationality having the effect of preventing EU nationals

from obtaining employment.104 The primary standard of

a Single Market prohibiting discrimination based on

national genesis overrode sporting values thought to be

‘special’; indicative of another triumph of political vigour

over sport. However, the ECJ accepted that sport has

peculiar characteristics like no other industry, in a word,

that it is ‘special.’105

This reflects the need to permit a conditional

autonomy under EU law to sporting associations; an

autonomy conditional on the respect of the central

norms of EU law106. Although, the special nature of

sport does not exempt it from EU law, it is influential in

the ECJ’s rulings. For example: uncertainty as to results

is essential and accordingly, rules preventing multiple

ownership of clubs have been accepted as necessary

to curb suspicion of match fixing,107 and ‘rules of the

game’108 also fall outside the ambit of EU law,

highlighting the specificity of sport but which

nevertheless is conditional on deference to EU law.

In Bosman109 the ECJ held that Article 39 EC (now

Article 45) applies to rules dealing with “the term of

which professional sportsmen can engage in gainful

employment”,110 thus in almost all cases post-Bosman, it

was comprehensible that the activity at stake was

economic and therefore subject to EU law111. For

instance this was illustrated in Lehtonen,112 concerning

transfer rules preventing a professional basketball

player competing in certain games. Once again the

ECJ was swift to rule out any argument based on the

idea of general organisational autonomy of sports

associations. Likewise, Deliege113 considered the

contentious division between sporting and economic

rules and stated that the applicant’s activities may be

subject to Article 49 EC (now Article 56) even if the

services “are not paid for by those for whom they are

performed”114 like judoka, as it is of a commercial nature

attracting sponsorship and broadcasting benefits.115

However, it was held, a selection rule has the effect of

limiting the number of participants if it derives from a

need inherent in the organisation of an international

high level sporting competition116 therefore could not, in

itself, constitute a restriction on the freedom to provide

services prohibited by Article 49.117 This conforms to

the ECJ’s principled statement that the “restriction on

the scope of the provision in question must remain

limited to its proper objective and cannot be relied

upon to exclude the whole of a sporting activity from

the scope of the Treaty.”118

The early case law119 clearly exemplifies contradictions

and inconsistencies in the differing approaches

adopted by the ECJ in handling sport related cases.120

Certain academics submitted that the ‘economic test’,

which the ECJ continues to refer to, may no longer be

appropriate to fit the circumstances of professional

sport today.121 For example, national football teams

engage in very significant economic activity122 and so a

rule restricting the composition of such teams to

nationals of a particular member state is difficult to

characterise as a ‘sporting’ rule.123 Continuance of this

notion makes it a hazardous task to draw the line

between legitimate sporting rules and non-sporting

rules. Deliege124 and Lehtonen125 constitute perfect

examples of the confusion concerning the application

of ‘rules of purely sporting interest’; even though M

Ragnelman was the reporting judge in both cases.126

Ragnelman could have ruled that in Deliege,127 the rules

entailed not only a limitation but a real obstacle to the

fundamental freedom guaranteed under Article 49 EC

(now Article 56) and conversely the rules in Lehtonen128

could have been considered to be ‘of purely sporting

interest’ and thus outside the scope of Article 39 EC.129

Whether the new Lisbon Treaty will clarify the

uncertainties associated with the specificity of sport is

a contentious matter as it seems to add little to the

Nice Declaration 2000 and the White Paper 2007

which also expressly respected the autonomy of sport.

Conceptually, the ECJ has adopted a rigorous

approach in cases relating to the mobility of sportsmen

within the EU.130 The ECJ’s search for a solution within

the Community framework which considers claims of

sporting ‘specialism’ and ‘autonomy’ whilst complying

with the requirements of Community law is effectuated

on a case-by-case basis;131 causing ambiguity and

inconsistencies as to interpretation. Van den Bogaert

illustrated that the ECJ has allowed:

The true consequences of the Lisbon Treaty
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“too many judicial inroads on the self-proclaimed

spheres of autonomous competence...thereby

infringing their freedom of association and failing to

take sufficient account of the specific needs of

sport...On the contrary...Community institutions have

at times shown too much respect for autonomy...and

have overrated the special status of sport.”132

Van den Bogaert exemplifies that at present the

perfect balance between all interests has not yet been

found133 and whether the vague wording of Articles 6 &

165 will create any certainty in future sporting

deliberations is highly questionable.

Another aspect of EU law which has had a drastic

impact on the special nature of sport is the

competition rules contained in Articles 81 and 82 EC

(now Article 101 and 102). The Court of First Instance

(CFI) in Meca Medina134 illustrated the more difficult

area for analysis is the organisational rules of sports’

impact on individuals’ economic interests in

participating135. Therefore, the issue for the ECJ is when

and how to apply Treaty rules to sporting regulations

because of their mixed sporting and economic

effects136. It is important to note that when the case

was referred to the Commission by CAS137 a ‘non-

interventionist approach’138 was adopted plainly

typifying sports’ special nature139.

The CFI concluded that the ‘nature’ of the rules was

such that they could not fall within the scope of the

applicable Treaty provisions140 as “sport is essentially a

gratuitous and not an economic act, even when the

athlete performs it in the course of professional

sport.”141 The CFI also stated that the campaign against

doping did not pursue any economic objective142 as it

aimed at safeguarding the “spirit of fair play, without

which sport...is no longer sport.”143 Thus it ruled doping

rules form part of the cardinal rule of sport144 and were

based on ‘purely sporting considerations.’145 It held that

where rules fall outside the scope of Articles 39 and 49

EC they have nothing to do with the economic

relationships of competition, and as a result do not fall

within the scope of Articles 81 and 82 EC.146

On the contrary, and more significantly the ECJ in

severing the economic and sporting aspects stated:

“the mere fact that a rule is purely sporting in nature

does not have the effect of removing from the scope

of the Treaty.”147 Van den Bogaert stated the latter

demonstrates the CFI granted too much room for

manoeuvre to sporting associations placing too much

emphasis on the special nature of sport.148 Correcting

and opposing the approach adopted by the CFI; the

ECJ stated that even where rules do not comprise

restrictions on free movement they may be subject to

competition law.149 Advocate General Leger150

consequently accepted that sporting rules must be

examined on a case-by-case basis depending on the

subject-matter, context and purpose.151 UEFA criticised

the ECJ ruling as unsatisfactory and taking a major

step backwards.152 By reversing the earlier ruling of the

CFI, UEFA stated the ECJ undermined the inherent

special nature of sport, and opened the floodgates of

litigation153.

The different stages of Meca Medina from CAS to the

ECJ154, again clearly highlights the principal issues and

inconsistencies in the application of EU law to sporting

rules. Such a drastic change in reasoning from the CFI

and the ECJ demonstrates discrepancies will be

evident on a case-by case basis. The judgment

enlarged the scope of EU law in relation to sport which

is a substantive alarm for rule-making governing

bodies who in the future need to vigilantly consider

any wider consequences of the sporting rules they

impose.155 At domestic level, the acceptance of the

autonomy of sporting regulatory bodies has left many

economic consequences falling outside the scope for

judicial review.156 However, Meca Medina157 potentially

opens the door to review such decisions under EU law

doctrines158. As a result, the sporting pyramid, which

creates a monopolistic dominant position for the

regulating governing bodies at its apex159 considered as

in the best position to regulate a particular sport,

cannot be immune from the single market and

competition rules,160 further undermining the concept

of self-regulation and sports special characteristics.

The recent decision of MOTOE161 in the Grand Chamber

of the ECJ162 is salient for its refusal to allow sporting

associations that merge regulatory functions with

economic activities to claim immunity from the

application of EU law.163 It was held that the official

governing body (ELPA)164 held a dominant position165 as

it had “an obvious advantage over its competitors”166

which could deny other operators access to the

market.167 Weatherill terms this as ‘inevitable abuse’168

and even a risk of such abuse is sufficient to trigger a

violation of Article 82 EC (now Article 102). As

Advocate General Kokott illustrated, a body such as

ELPA has a ‘dual role’.169 This implies that sporting

bodies must cautiously separate their regulatory

functions from any commercial advantage to shun

condemnation under EU law.170
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In view to the case law discussed above, MOTOE171

though strict and harsh requires adaptation and

alteration and not abandonment of the established

blueprint of sports self-regulation.172 For example; in

Bosman,173 only that particular transfer system was

prohibited and not the entrenched idea of transfer

systems, and in Lehtonen174 only that particular unfair

transfer window was flawed under EU law and not the

whole concept of transfer windows.175 Therefore, in

MOTOE176 the notion of controlled access to the market

for staging events was not contrary to EU law - only

that system which generated such obvious conflict of

interests177. Due to such divergence, many argue there

is a need for “overarching control”178 evident through

the Treaty of Lisbon. Transparent, “objective

justifications in the interests of sport”179 will uphold the

specialism of sport180 but the monopolistic way in which

the sports regulator executes its responsibilities must

be vigorously tested for compliance with EU law.181 In

the words of Weatherill; “it is the mixing of regulatory

functions and economic incentives which leads sports

regulators into difficulties under EC law.”182 Yet what is

clear is that it is the increased juridification and

commercialisation of sport in the modern era which

catalyses such a mix, almost making it inevitable, hence

the argument for ‘overarching judicial control’183

through the Lisbon Treaty to hold sports bodies

accountable. However, what is questionable is whether

the Treaty will only “carry out actions to support,

coordinate or supplement”184 sporting deliberations or

will emphasis be placed on the hidden ‘supplementary’

role which EU institutions can play which has been

evident in the development of Sports law prior to the

inception of the Lisbon Treaty.

The Future of Sport and the EU
In summation, the true consequences of the provisions

contained in the Lisbon Treaty is that it has left the

door wide open to return to the continued debates

concerning the specificity of sport. Cuendet stated that

ratification of a well-established legal framework such

as the Lisbon Treaty, will avoid fundamental sporting

policies being resolved incrementally via the courts.185

However, this article demonstrates that due to the

uncertainties surrounding the varied interpretations

possible in relation to Articles 6 & 165; Sports law will

continue to develop on a case by case basis as it has

done for many years irrespective of the inception of

the Lisbon Treaty. Therefore, what has changed? Apart

from the obvious change that sport is an area of new

EU competence and perhaps aims to develop a

specific EU sports programme (supported by a budget

and funding streams),186 sport law issues will continue

to develop on a judicial incremental basis often causing

ambiguities and inconsistencies due to a smaller

interpretive community overlap. As the UEFA

President, Mr Platini stated; the Lisbon Treaty “does

not go far enough to protect (sport) from the rampant

commercialism which assails it on all sides.”187 The

“malign and ever-present influence of money”188

justifies the ECJ’s intervention in sporting matters. In

view of the latter, continued EU intervention based on

the single market and competition rules on an

incremental basis seems an inevitable consequence, as

uncertainty once again subsists in EU sporting policy

as it did with the Nice Declaration 2000 and the White

Paper 2007. Once again, but on this occasion through

the Lisbon Treaty, EU institutions have failed to

‘constitutionalise’189 the specificity of sport.
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Player Release: Securing
the Pathway for Rugby
League players selected to
an International
Representative Team

BY LEANNE K O’LEARY1

The pinnacle of sporting achievement for a

professional rugby league player is selection to an

international representative team. Participation in an

international representative match provides a player

with income, although the level of remuneration

offered at an international level coupled with the

infrequency of international matches is insufficient to

support a player financially on a full time basis. Thus, a

player selected to an international representative team

will normally be employed full time in the Australian

NRL or the Super League competition.

The Super League competition is Europe’s premier

professional rugby league competition. It comprises of

14 rugby league clubs that are situated in the United

Kingdom and France.2 The competition is organised

under the auspices of the Rugby Football League

(“RFL”), the sporting code’s governing body in the

United Kingdom. Participation in the Super League

competition provides players with the opportunity to

gain selection to an international representative team

(subject to the selection policy adopted by a sporting

code’s governing body).

Whilst under contract to a Super League club, a player

may not, without the club’s consent, provide playing

services to an international representative team.3 The

contractual restraint enables the club to plan a team

strategy around a constant group of players and to

protect its business interests (among other things).

A club’s refusal to release a player, however, restricts

access by a sporting code’s governing body to playing

services required for an international match.

The application of European competition law to the

issue of player release for international matches has yet

to be considered substantively by the European

Commission or the European Court of Justice.4 This

article contemplates whether Articles 81 or 82 (EC) can

secure the pathway for a player to participate in an

international representative match. It considers the

sporting code’s governing body regulations which apply

to the release of players and the relevant terms of the

standard form players’ contract (“players’ contract”);

defines the market for playing services provided to the

Super League competition; examines whether clauses in

the players’ contract create anti-competitive foreclosure

in the market contrary to Article 81 (EC); and discusses

whether the non-release of a player is an abuse of a

dominant position. The article concludes that in the

circumstances of the Super League competition, the

consumer interest, the employment interests of players

and the interest of a sporting code’s governing body

favour the release of a player for an international match

irrespective of the arguments advanced by the club

against the player’s participation.

Rugby League International Federation
Regulations; RFL Operational Rules
The regulatory framework for rugby league provides a

pathway of access to a professional player’s services for

a sporting code’s governing body. Rule 4.1(a) of the

Rugby League International Federation (“RLIF”) Rules

states that a player who is selected to play in an

international representative match ‘must be made

available by his club for all such matches for which he is

selected and for training sessions where possible’.5 At a

national level an RLIF member is obliged ‘if the

Federation so directs’ to ensure that its rules and by-

laws ‘contain provisions requiring that all contracts

between clubs and players shall give effect to’ the rule.6

Rule B6:5 of the RFL Operational Rules 2009 gives

effect to Rule 4.1(a). Under rule B6:5, ‘each club agrees

to release any player selected to play in a Representative
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Match’ subject only to a requirement that an international

representative squad training session is ‘fixed so as not to

interfere with the integrity of the Super League season’.7

Pursuant to the RFL Operational Rules, ‘each club agrees

to be bound by and comply with RLIF regulations’.8

Finally, clause 15 of the players’ contract states that ‘the

club shall observe the Regulations [RFL Operational

Rules] all of which take precedence over the club rules’.

Insofar as an inconsistency arises between the players’

contract and the regulations, the RFL Operational Rules

take precedence.9 En face, a club is obliged under the

terms of the players’ contract and the regulatory

framework to release the player.

Sometimes, however, a club will decline to release a

player for an international representative match. The

situation usually arises in the case of a conflict between

an international representative match and a domestic

club match. In some circumstances the RLIF may step

in and order the player’s release.10 Notwithstanding any

decision of the RLIF, European competition law may

secure the pathway of access for players selected to

an international representative team.

Players’ Contract
The RFL prescribes the terms of the standard form

players’ contract that is used by all clubs and players in

the competition. Failure to comply with the RFL’s

requirements concerning the form of contract is an act

of misconduct.11 It may also delay or prevent a player’s

registration with a club. In the absence of registration,

a player is unable to participate in the competition.12

The RFL permits limited amendments to the contract

during the contract negotiation process. Clauses which

may be inserted in the players’ contract in place of – or

in addition to – the prescribed clauses are set out in a

separate RFL document known as the “supplemental

clause bank”. Remuneration, other financial benefits and

contract duration are matters for individual negotiation

between a club and a player (and may be subject to

constraints imposed by the salary cap regulations).

The contract between a Super League club and a player

is a contract of service and forms the basis of an

employment relationship.13 The contract terms oblige a

player to provide personal service. A player agrees, inter

alia: ‘to play, if selected and if deemed by the Club’s

medical staff to be fit to play, in any game for the Club

whether in the UK or abroad’;14 and to ‘play and train to

the best of [the player’s] ability and maintain the highest

possible performance and fitness standards.’15

Also included in the contract is a restraint of trade

clause. For the duration of his contract, a player may

not, without the express permission of the club, ‘play

rugby league...for any other club or organisation

whether that club or organisation be situated in

England or elsewhere in the world...’16

Prima facie, the clause precludes a player from taking

up employment with an international representative

team unless the club provides consent. The contract

does not provide for payment in addition to the

player’s remuneration as compensation for providing

the restraint. A breach of the contract terms by the

player may result in disciplinary proceedings and

contract termination.

Circumstances of Contract Negotiation
Prior to the introduction of the players’ contract in

2005, the RFL consulted with clubs and the Rugby

League Players’ Association (“RLPA”) regarding the

contract terms (the form and extent of consultation

was unclear from information obtained by the author

during interviews of industry participants in 2007).17

Some – but not all – professional players are

represented collectively by the RLPA. Information

extracted from the interviews demonstrated that the

RLPA did not occupy a position of strength in the

industry and was viewed by some industry participants

as ineffective. It is not known whether players were

consulted individually concerning the standard terms

of the players’ contract.

During the contract negotiation process, a player must

accept the terms prescribed by the RFL or forego

employment in the Super League competition. The

standard form contract; the absence of effective

collective representation of players; and the outcome

of the contract as leading to employment for a player,

create an inequality of bargaining power in the market

between the club on the one hand and the player on

the other.

European Competition Law
Articles 81 and 82 (EC) are concerned with protecting

competition in the common market. Article 81 (EC)

prohibits agreements between undertakings, decisions

by associations of undertakings and concerted

practices that restrict competition in the market.

Article 82 (EC) prevents one or more undertakings

from abusing a dominant market position. Defining the

relevant market is a prerequisite to any assessment of

anti-competitive conduct.

Player Release: Securing the Pathway for Rugby League players
selected to an International Representative Team
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Relevant Market Defined
The market for playing services provided to the Super

League competition (“the relevant market”) may be

defined as including, on the demand-side, those clubs

participating in the competition from time to time. In

2009 14 clubs participate in the competition and each

club is permitted to name 25 registered players in a first

team squad.18 On the supply-side, the market comprises

of players with skills of a standard required to compete

in the Super League competition. Those players are

generally employed: at a Super League club; in a Super

League club academy; at a Championship club; or at an

Australian NRL club. The skills of players from other

sporting codes are not usually substitutable for those of

a professional rugby league player.19 A rugby union

player is likely to possess skills which transpose to

rugby league; although the ease with which a player

may move between the codes depends on the player’s

talent and the position played in rugby union.

Nowadays those rugby union players recruited to a

Super League club usually have prior experience of

playing professional rugby league.20

Dominance
The RFL is dominant in the market for playing services.

Dominance arises in circumstances where an

undertaking is able to prevent effective competition on

the relevant market by affording it the power to

behave independently of competitors, customers and

consumers.21 As the industry regulator, the RFL is able

to exercise power independently of the clubs, the

players and consumers which enables it: to control

access to the competition by players and clubs alike;

and to determine the terms upon which the clubs and

players contract (among other things). It also engages

in economic activity on the market (a point that is

discussed further in the following section).

The clubs and the RFL are separate and distinct legal

entities. Nonetheless, economic links between the

entities suggest that collective dominance may exist in

the market. Collective dominance arises when two or

more economic entities that are legally independent of

each other present or act together on a particular

market as a collective entity.22 In Piau v Commission23

the Court of First Instance averred that three

cumulative conditions were required in order to

establish collective dominance:

First, each member of the dominant oligopoly must

have the ability to know how the other members are

behaving in order to monitor whether or not they are

adopting the common policy; secondly, the situation of

tacit coordination must be sustainable over time, that

is to say, there must be an incentive not to depart from

the common policy on the market; thirdly the

foreseeable reaction of current and future competitors,

as well as consumers, must not jeopardise the results

expected from the common policy.24

Piau concerned a claim against regulations introduced

by the International Football Association (“FIFA”)

which controlled the activities of players’ agents. The

Court of First Instance concluded that implementing

the regulations resulted in the clubs, the national

associations of football clubs and FIFA being:

linked in the long term as to their conduct by rules

that they accept and that other actors (players and

players’ agents) cannot break on pain of sanctions

that may lead to their exclusion from the market, in

particular in the case of players’ agents. Within the

meaning of the case law...such a situation therefore

characterises a collective dominant position for the

clubs on the market for the provision of players’

agents services, since, through the rules to which

they adhere, the clubs lay down the conditions

under which the services in question are provided.

It seems unrealistic to claim that FIFA, which is

recognised as holding supervisory powers over the sport

related activity of football and connected economic

activities, such as the activity of players’ agents in the

present case, does not hold a collective dominant

position on the market for players’ agents services on

the grounds that it is not an actor on that market.

The fact that FIFA is not itself an economic operator

that buys players’ agents’ services on the market in

question and that its involvement stems from rule-

making activity, which it has assumed the power to

exercise in respect of the economic activity of players’

agents, is irrelevant as regards the application of Art.

82 EC, since FIFA is an emanation of the national

associations and the clubs, the actual buyers of the

services of players’ agents, and it therefore operates on

this market through its members.25

The RFL and the clubs are linked economically

through: the clubs’ membership of the RFL; the

membership of Super League (Europe) Limited

(“SLE”); and the terms of the players’ contract. SLE is

the company under which the Super League

competition is organised and its membership is

comprised of the clubs and the RFL. Some decisions

concerning the competition’s administration are made

jointly by the clubs and the RFL using the decision-

making processes set down in SLE’s Articles of

Player Release: Securing the Pathway for Rugby League players
selected to an International Representative Team
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Association. It is arguable too that the RFL is a party to

the players’ contract. For example, pursuant to the

contract: the player agrees to ‘preserve the good name

of the club and the [RFL]’;26 the player agrees not to

enter into commercial arrangements with a sponsor

that is a direct competitor of an RFL sponsor;27 and the

RFL is entitled to rely upon and enforce obligations in

the contract.28 The contract lays down the terms under

which the player’s services are provided and penalties

apply if the prescribed contract is not used. In

conclusion, therefore, the RFL and the clubs present on

the relevant market as a collective entity.

By virtue of the RFL’s regulatory power and the clubs’

purchasing power, the collective entity is able to

determine the number of players hired and the price

paid for playing services independent of its competitors,

the players and consumers. There is an absence of

competition from within the market or outside the

market that would constrain the exercise of market

power. History demonstrates that a potential restraint

is competition in the market for the organisation of

professional rugby league competitions in Australia. In

1995 competition between the Australian Rugby League

and News Limited contributed to an increase in

demand for professional rugby league playing services,

with a resultant increase in the price of labour supplied

to the professional clubs in the United Kingdom.29

The United Kingdom and Australia are important

consumer markets for rugby league and a new entrant

into the market for the organisation of professional

rugby league competitions in either country could

increase demand for playing services with a

consequent upward pressure on the price of labour

supplied to the Super League competition. However,

significant barriers of entry exist and competition in

those markets is rare. Potential competition for playing

services from Australian NRL clubs or professional

rugby union clubs in Europe is also low. Finally, the

market’s geographical scope encompasses those

countries in which a Super League club is situated,

namely the United Kingdom and France.

Article 81 (EC)
Article 81 (EC) applies to an agreement between

undertakings or a decision of an association of

undertakings that restricts competition in the relevant

market. In that regard the terms of the players’

contract form an agreement between undertakings or

a decision of an association of undertakings. It is well-

established under European competition law that an

undertaking ‘encompasses every entity engaged in

economic activity regardless of the legal status of the

entity and the way in which it is financed.’30 A Super

League club may be defined as an undertaking. A club

engages in economic activity when it purchases

playing services in the relevant market.

The issue of whether a player is an undertaking for the

purposes of European competition law is more

problematic. A player is an employee of the club and

an employee does not currently fall within the

definition of undertaking.31 A professional rugby league

player may be an undertaking if it is accepted that in

the relevant market, a player is: an economic unit

independent of the club; is in business on his own

account; assumes the financial risk associated with the

services provided; and is engaged in economic activity.

In that situation, a rugby league player may fall within

one of the ‘borderline cases’ to which Advocate

General Jacobs referred in Albany International BV v

Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds Textielindustrie.32

Further clarification is required, however. The matter is

relevant to a consideration of whether the players’

contract forms an agreement between undertakings

(being the club and the player).

Even if a professional rugby league player is not viewed

as an undertaking with the result that the players’

contract falls outside the scope of Article 81 (EC), the

Commission may nonetheless inquire into the anti-

competitive nature of a clause contained in the players’

contract if the clause affects the market’s competitive

structure.33 A club’s playing strength determines the

club’s success on the field and its financial success off

the field. Open competition within the market for

playing services may be hindered if a clause contained

within a contract was free from competition law

scrutiny simply because the employment relationship

formed subsequently removed the contract from the

scope of Article 81 (EC).

The RFL may be described as an undertaking and an

association of undertakings on the relevant market.34 In

Piau v Commission35 the Court of First Instance

concluded that FIFA was an actor on the market for

players’ agents’ services even though it did not

purchase the services in question.36 The Court’s

conclusion was based on the fact that FIFA: was an

emanation of the clubs; operated on the market

through its members; and prescribed the rules which

affected the relevant market.37

The RFL’s membership is comprised of professional

and amateur rugby league clubs (which includes the

Super League clubs) and accordingly it is an
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association of undertakings. It is also an emanation of

the clubs that purchase playing services on the

relevant market and it operates on the market through

its members. The RFL prescribes the players’ contract

which is used to conclude a transaction in the market;

and the playing services acquired by the clubs are

used in the RFL’s Challenge Cup competition from

which the RFL derives revenue. The RFL operates on

the market and is engaged in economic activity.

A potential or actual effect on inter-state trade is

required in order for Article 81 (EC) to apply. Owing to

the presence of the French club, Catalans Dragons, in

the relevant market, any restriction on competition

potentially affects inter-state trade.38 The following

section considers whether terms contained in the

players’ contract restrict competition.

Market Effects
The effect of an agreement for competition must be

assessed in the legal and economic context in which

the agreement arises and where it might combine with

other similar agreements to have a cumulative effect

on competition.39 Competition may be restricted if

having regard to the economic and legal context of the

agreement at issue it is difficult for competitors to gain

access to the market.40 The extent to which an

individual agreement may contribute to the sealing off

effect in the market depends upon the position of the

contracting parties in the market and on the duration

of the agreement.41 Although dominance per se does

not infringe European competition law, it may in

certain circumstances form part of the economic

context and therefore be a relevant consideration

under Article 81 (EC).42 A contractual restriction may

not have an anti-competitive effect if it is necessary to

achieve: a legitimate commercial purpose;43 or a non-

competitive objective such as, for example, the proper

administration of the legal profession44 or the

administration of sport.45

The players’ contract ties a player to a club for a fixed

period of time thereby foreclosing access by a sporting

code’s governing body to the player’s services for the

contract duration. Access is restricted owing to: the

terms of the players’ contract (such as, for example,

the restraint of trade clause and the player’s obligation

of personal service); and the inability of a sporting

code’s governing body to establish on the relevant

market as a primary employer of a Super League

player. Opportunities for access depend upon the

goodwill of the clubs; the enforcement of the sporting

code’s governing body regulations; and the scheduling

of the international match. Similar terms and conditions

of employment apply to all players and clubs in the

competition, thus there is a cumulative effect for

competition in the market.

Access is not completely foreclosed because the club

may release the player; the sporting code’s governing

body regulations may compel the release of the player;

or the player may terminate his contract prematurely

thereby enabling him to participate in an international

match without restriction. However, it is not necessary

for complete foreclosure to arise; the fact that access

by competitors is rendered ‘very difficult’ is sufficient.46

In the circumstances of the Super League competition

access to playing services required for an international

match is very difficult for the following reasons. First, it

is unlikely that a player will forgo fulltime employment

to participate in a single international representative

match. A player is more likely to obey a club’s

instruction not to participate in the match in order to

preserve a continuing relationship with the club.

Secondly, a player selected to an international match is

usually one of the best players in the market. A club,

acting in its own self-interest, is likely to consent to a

player providing services to a sporting code’s

governing body during the contract term only if the

player’s release minimises inconvenience to the club.

Thirdly, at a domestic level, the pathway provided

under the regulatory framework may be obstructed. By

way of example, in April 2008 Mr Brent Webb (Leeds

Rhinos) and Mr Thomas Leuluai (Wigan Warriors) were

selected to play for the New Zealand international

representative team in the annual ANZAC test in

Australia. Leeds Rhinos and Wigan Warriors refused

permission for the pair to play in the test because the

players’ services were required for Super League

fixtures and Challenge Cup fixtures that coincided with

the international match (the Challenge Cup

competition is organised by the RFL and is one from

which the RFL benefits financially).47 The lengthy

journey to and from the southern hemisphere was also

a concern for the clubs. The RFL supported the clubs’

position on the following basis:

The Rugby League International Federation’s (RLIF) rule

states that international selections should take priority

over domestic playing requirements. The RFL fully

supports that principle; however, in respect of mid-

season internationals, we clearly understand the

legitimate concerns of our clubs when travel between

hemispheres places an unreasonable demand on players.

Also in this case the international in question falls within

an extremely important period for the clubs. This
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includes the showcase Millennium Magic event which

places additional heavy demands on players and the

Carnegie Challenge Cup fifth round, which is a sudden-

death fixture in a hugely important competition.48

Although the issue was resolved by the RLIF and the

players were eventually released to play for the New

Zealand international representative team,49 the

incident demonstrates how access at a domestic level

may be obstructed.

Foreclosure in the market for playing services can limit

access by a sporting code’s governing body to playing

services with detrimental effects for: innovation;

competition in a downstream market; the consumer

interest; and the employment interests of professional

players.

The Interests of a Sporting Code’s Governing
Body; Consumer Interests
Professional playing services enable a sporting code’s

governing body to field a team in an international

representative match and earn income. A match

between two international representative sides

generates income through ticket sales, merchandising,

sponsorship and the sale of television broadcast rights

for the commercial benefit of the sporting code’s

governing body. Some of the income may be used to

support the development of the sport at a grass roots

level.

A match between international representative teams

provides consumers with the opportunity to see the

world’s best players performing in a single game. If

access to eligible international representative players is

foreclosed, the quality of the international

representative match on display to consumers

decreases. The sporting code’s governing body will

field a team that does not reflect its true strength and

the pattern of international competitions may be

distorted.50 Consumers may be discouraged from

attending the international game or viewing it on

television. In the short term there may be a decrease in

ticket sales for the international product.

Sponsorship contracts and the contract for the sale of

television broadcast rights are usually concluded in

advance of the international match being played and

before the international representative team is

selected. Consumer demand is a factor that determines

the value of sponsorship deals and the value of

television broadcast rights. In the long term,

foreclosure of access to international representative

playing services may reduce the value of these

commercial arrangements. (European competition law

may apply even if the international match takes place

outside the European Union. The foreclosure effect

arises in the common market; and international

matches are televised to consumers in Europe).

When acquiring playing services, a sporting code’s

governing body will also acquire the commercial use of

the player’s intellectual property. A player may have a

photo taken or a shirt may be produced with the

player’s name on it for sale by the sporting code’s

governing body. If denied access to a player’s services,

particularly the services of a player with a high public

profile, merchandise which uses that player’s

intellectual property is not produced.

Player’s Interests
In the modern era of professional sport, participation in

an international representative team:

• provides income for a player under a contract with

a sporting code’s governing body;

• provides financial benefits under a professional club

contract in the form of performance bonuses

and/or an improved salary and/or a contract re-

negotiation;

• enhances a player’s public profile with potential for

endorsement opportunities to follow; and

• provides an opportunity for the player to obtain an

employment contract at another professional club.

Additionally, a player released to play in an

international match benefits from the opportunity: to

improve his playing skills at an international level; to

learn new playing skills under a different coach; and to

advance a playing career. The club (as the player’s

employer) and the club’s sponsors benefit through an

association with the player.

The non-release of a player causes financial

disadvantage to the player (which the player may be

unable to recoup). A player does not receive a

payment in addition to his salary as consideration for

providing the restraint of trade. Potentially a player

may be prevented by the club from participating in any

international match for the duration of his contract.
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The Club’s Interest
The club is the player’s primary employer and whilst

the player is on international duty, the player’s services

are not available to the club. The club will also continue

to pay the player’s wages. If the player sustains an

injury during an international match, then the player

may be unable to provide playing services to the club

on his return. Reasons provided by the clubs for the

non-release of a player include:

* player welfare concerns (such as fatigue or injury);

* the absence of insurance provided by the sporting

code’s governing body to cover the player for

injury; and

* a requirement for the player to participate in

forthcoming domestic competition fixtures.

A player provides a personal service to an international

sporting code’s governing body. If a player is injured or

considers the travel involved to be too fatiguing, then

the player may decline to participate in the

international representative match. A player can not be

compelled to provide personal services.51 In addition,

unlike professional football clubs that are obliged to

provide insurance cover for players selected to an

international football match, the Super League clubs

are not so obliged. Since the player will likely request

the insurance as a condition of providing services in

any event, a club’s refusal to release the player for

reasons related to insurance cover may be unjustified.

It is for the player to decide whether or not he

participates in an international match and the terms

upon which he provides those services. A contractual

provision which obliges a player to seek insurance from

the relevant governing body if selected to an

international match, or an RLIF rule to the effect that

the relevant governing body is responsible for

insurance cover for players, would remove the club

from an involvement in the player release issue.

The non-release of a player on the basis that his

services are required for a domestic fixture may not be

justified when balanced against: the consumer interest

of viewing a match between two full strength

international teams; the player’s employment interests;

the interests of a sporting code’s governing body; and

taking into account the collectively dominant position

of the clubs and the RFL in the market for playing

services (a point that is discussed further below).

On balance the contractual restraint contained in the

standard form players’ contract restricts competition in

the relevant market. The restriction does not serve a

legitimate commercial purpose taking into account the

detrimental effects for competition and the position of

the parties on the market. The foreclosure of

competition: does not improve the distribution of

playing services; does not benefit some consumers; and

potentially stifles innovation in a downstream market.

An exemption under Article 81(3) is, therefore, unlikely.

Article 82 (EC)
A dominant undertaking owes a special responsibility

not to operate in a manner that distorts competition

on the common market.52 It is not unlawful to occupy a

dominant position per se,53 however, the entity must

not engage in conduct that abuses its position and

harms consumers. Article 82 (EC) provides a non-

exhaustive list of abusive conduct, which includes:

imposing an unfair purchase price or imposing unfair

trading conditions.54 In order for Article 82 (EC) to

apply the abusive conduct must affect a substantial

part of the common market. Whilst rugby league is not

dominant in respect of the totality of sport within the

European Community, it is the only full time

professional rugby league competition in Europe.

Accordingly, the RFL and the clubs are dominant in a

substantial part of the common market, namely the

United Kingdom and France.55

By requiring a player to provide services to a club on

standard terms which: do not permit the player to

provide services to a sporting code’s governing body;

and do not reasonably compensate the player for the

restraint, the clubs and the RFL abuse a dominant

position. The abusive conduct limits access by a

sporting code’s governing body to playing services

required for an international match, to the detriment of

consumers of the international product. The fact that

the player and the club agree to the standard terms

does not prevent an abuse arising.56

A rugby league player is dependent upon the clubs for

employment as a full time professional player. A player

who wishes to participate in the competition must

accept the terms and conditions of the standard form

players’ contract or forfeit playing in Super League.

During the contract negotiation process, a player is

unable to compel changes to the terms and conditions

which may reduce the foreclosure effect and secure

the player’s release for an international representative

match. A dominant position in the relevant market

enables the RFL and the clubs to refuse amendments
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during the contract negotiation process, which favours

the commercial interests of those entities.

A dominant undertaking is entitled to protect its

commercial interests provided that its actions do not

strengthen or abuse a dominant position.57 Abusive

conduct does not infringe Article 82 (EC) if the

restriction of competition is necessary and

proportionate.58 Requiring the player to provide

services exclusively to the club with whom he

contracts enables the club to plan a team strategy

around a constant group of players and to protect its

business interests. Nonetheless, a balance is required

between the business interests of the club and other

interests which are affected by the abusive conduct.

Enabling a player to negotiate the terms of release

reduces the foreclosure effect in the relevant market. It

protects the consumer interest and promotes a

valuable social policy objective outlined in Article 136

(EC), namely ‘the promotion of...improved living and

working conditions’ for employees.

Conclusion
Co-ordinating the international playing calendar in a

way that minimises scheduling conflicts benefits the

clubs, players, a sporting code’s governing body and

consumers. As Advocate General Kokott observed in

Motosykletistiki Omospondia Ellados NPID v Elliniko

Dimosio:

it is in the interests of the sportspersons participating

in the event, but also of the spectators and the public

in general, that the individual competitions in a

particular sport are incorporated into an overarching

framework so that, for example, a specific timetable

can be followed. It may make sense to prevent clashes

between competitions so that both sportspersons and

spectators can participate in as many such events as

possible.59

In rugby league the international calendar is usually

organised so as to minimise conflict between

international fixtures and fixtures in the Super League

competition and the Australian NRL. However, disputes

concerning the release of players still arise. In the

situation of Messrs Webb and Leuluai neither the terms

of the players’ contract or the RFL Operational Rules

secured the release of the players. The RFL supported

the position adopted by the clubs thereby obstructing

the pathway of access to playing services for the New

Zealand Rugby League.

In Motosykletistiki the European Court of Justice

concluded that an abuse of a dominant position could

arise in circumstances where a sporting code’s

governing body held dual regulatory and commercial

functions. The Automobile and Touring Club of Greece

(“ELPA”) was authorised under Greek national law to

issue licenses for all motorcycling events. It also

organised events for its own commercial gain. By

virtue of its regulatory position, the ELPA was in a

position to prefer its own commercial interests ahead

of those of competing organisers of motorcycle events

thereby infringing Article 82 (EC).60

The situation of Messrs Webb and Leuluai

demonstrates a similar abuse of a dominant position.

Owing to its regulatory function, the RFL was in a

position to prefer its commercial interests and the

commercial interests of the clubs. By not applying its

regulations to require the clubs to release the players,

the RFL preferred its commercial interests and the

commercial interests of the clubs ahead of those of a

competing organiser of rugby league matches and also

the employment interests of the players. The

application of European competition law to the market

for playing services provided to the Super League

competition can secure the pathway for players to

participate in an international match.
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CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, LECTURES,
COURSES, ETC

[None]

OBITUARIES

Jack Kemp
This outstanding personality in US public life, who has

died aged 73, was one of nature’s all-rounders – as well

as being described by some as a bundle of

contradictions. He first attracted the national headlines

as an American footballer, having been signed to play

for the Los Angeles Chargers in 1960. He was then

acquired by Buffalo, winning two AFL championships

before retiring after the 1969 season. He subsequently

went into politics – for which his role as President of the

AFL Players’ Association had given him plenty of

training and preparation, and during which time he had

campaigned for many leading Republican politicians of

that era. In his new incarnation, he became Secretary of

Housing and Urban Development. Although his tenure

in this office was not particularly happy, he was at one

stage considered as a likely candidate for the White

House. He was one of the favourites for the Republican

nomination at the 1996 presidential election, but

surprisingly ruled himself out of contention, being

convinced that his brand of libertarian conservatism

was out of line with Republican thinking at the time

(The Independent of 5/5/2009, p. 32).

Mathieu Montcourt
The promising 24-year-old French tennis star was

found dead outside his Paris flat in early July 2009 as a

result of a cardiac arrest after spending the evening at

the home of Patrice Dominguez, the technical director

of the French Tennis Federation. He had just begun a

five-week suspension gambling on other players’

matches, although he was cleared of influencing the

outcome of any of these fixtures (The Daily Telegraph

of 9/7/2009, p. S12).

Salamo Arouch
As a promising boxer during the immediate pre-war

period, Greek-born Salamo Arouch, who has died at

the age of 86, had his career cut short by the German

invasion of his homeland. As was the case with many

other Greek Jews, he and his family were deported to

the Auschwitz concentration camp. He escaped the

gas chambers by engaging in boxing bouts with other

prisoners for the entertainment of the Nazi guards. The

bouts ended only when one of the fighters was unable

to continue, with the loser being executed and

incinerated. His story formed the basis for the film

Triumph of the Spirit (1989) much of which was shot

on location at Auschwitz (The Daily Telegraph of

2/5/2009, p. 18).

Andrea Mead Lawrence
Alpine skiing has always been dominated by Europeans,

but the one exception to this rule was Andrea Mead

Lawrence, from the US, who has died at the age of 77.

At the 1952 Winter Olympics she won gold in the giant

slalom event – in spite of having fallen on the first run.

Following her skiing career, she was equally successful

as an environmental campaigner. When she moved to

Aspen she became a member of the town’s planning

board, thus starting a long career in conservation. In

Mammoth Lakes, California, she led the fight against

high-rise condominiums in the Mammoth Mountain ski

area. She helped to establish the Sierra Nevada Alliance,

among other campaigning groups, and spent 16 years

on the County board of supervisors. The environmental

lawyer Antonio Rossman described her as the “most

significant and effective citizen activist in California”

(The Independent of 7/4/2009, p. 34).

Jobie Dajka
The Australian cycling community suffered a serious

blow with the death, at the age of 27, of Jobie Dajka.

Although police did not disclose the cause of death, his

demise was not being treated as suspicious. In 2002,

the South Australian won the keirin title at the World

Championships, as well as gaining a team sprint gold

medal at the Manchester Commonwealth Games. He

was removed from the Australian team for the 2004

Olympics after lying to a doping investigation team

(Daily Mail of 8/4/2009, p. 87).

Achilles Compagnoni
The Italian mountaineer, who has died at the age of 94,

was celebrated for having made the controversial first

ascent of K2 (the world’s second-highest summit) in

1954. The events which occurred during the final

stages of the historic climb remained a cause for bitter

recrimination, wounded reputations and legal dispute

for ever afterwards.

Three attempts at scaling the summit had already been

made by US expeditions, two of them in 1938 and 1953
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led by Charles Houston, before the Italian climbers, led

by Ardito Desio, director of the Milan Institute of

Geology, triumphed the following year. Mr. Compagnoni

was a member of that team and had reached the final

camp below the summit with his climbing partner Lino

Lacedelli. Climbing towards them in support and

carrying cylinders of oxygen for the summit attempt

was Walter Bonatti, the youngest climber of the team,

and a Hunza porter named Mahdi. Bonatti reached the

site which had been agreed for the expedition’s ninth

camp only to discover that it had been repositioned

higher on the mountain and separated by a dangerous

traverse. Compagnoni insisted that the earlier site had

been dangerously threatened by an overhanging rock.

Mahdi lacked the strength to reach the new camp, and

he and Bonatti were compelled to bivouac in the open

at 8,100m, causing the former to lose several fingers

and toes from frostbite. This was the start of decades of

bitter recrimination between Bonatti and Compagnoni,

with mutual accusations of sabotage and sharp practice

which had allegedly marred the ascent. In 1964, a

newspaper claimed that Mr. Bonatti had attempted to

steal the summit from Compagnoni and Lacedelli, and

had promised Mr. Mahdi the honour of being the first

Pakistani to reach the K2 summit. Bonatti sued for

defamation and won, but the Italian triumph remained

in dispute. Last year, the Club Alpino Italiano officially

recognised Mr. Bonatti’s version of events, and that

Bonatti and Mahdi, as support climbers, had a decisive

and essential role in the success of the expedition. In

spite of this, Messrs. Bonatti and Compagnoni were

never reconciled (The Times of 16/5/2009, p. 79).

Alexis Arguello
With his outstanding good looks, the Nicaraguan

boxer, who was found dead at the age of 57, Mr.

Arguello looked more like a film star than a boxer. Yet

once in the ring he fought with concentration and

aggression, possessing an outstanding left jab and

powerful right hand which helped to bring him 65

knockout or stoppage victories. He later became

embroiled in his native country’s political unrest of the

early 1980s, losing two houses, his cars, a boat and

other property when the Left-wing Sandinistas came to

power. He lost much of the remainder of his wealth

fighting for and financing the Contra rebels who

refused to accept the new regime, and was ultimately

compelled to rebuild his life in exile, establishing

himself in Miami (US). He subsequently changed sides

and campaigned for the Sandinista National Liberation

Front, becoming Vice-Mayor of the capital Managua in

2004. He became mayor four years later. (The

Guardian of 4/7/2009, p. 34).

At the time of writing, police investigations into his

death were continuing (Ibid).

Emmanuel Baba Dawood
Also known as “Ammo Baba”, this iconic figure in Iraqi

history, who has died aged 74, was revered in his

country both as a player and later as a coach of the

national side. As coach he presided over the most

successful period in the annals of the national squad.

First appointed in 1978, he was reappointed on several

occasions and won a clutch of titles, including the Gulf

Cup, the Asian Games and the Arab Cup. He also led

Iraq to the Moscow Olympics in 1980.

However, his most notable achievement was to be

courageously outspoken in relation to his country’s

dictatorial authorities where others preferred silence.

He was one of the few Iraqis who dared openly to

confront Uday, Saddam Hussein’s vicious son who

became president of the Iraqi Football Association.

However, he did not escape Uday’s vengeance. After

the national side had been eliminated from the 1984

Olympics, Uday’s media machine organised a

campaign of vilification against him, claiming that he

had spent most of the Olympics in US bars and clubs,

and that he had affairs with several women. In addition,

insinuations were made about his past relationship with

the British in his early career spent at an RAF base. But

Ammo Baba was undeterred, and, at a national title

decider in 1992, he refused to walk up to the podium

and receive his medal from Uday – in front of 50,000

people. His action dissipated the fear of the crowd, and

the stadium erupted, chanting his name. The chaotic

situation which prevailed in the wake of the 2003

invasion by the Western forces did not spare him

either, and in January 2006 he was attacked in his

home by thugs, tied, blindfolded, beaten and robbed

(The Independent of 3/6/2009, p. 31).

LAWYERS IN SPORT

[None]
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DIGEST OF OTHER SPORTS LAW
JOURNALS

Latest issue of Zeitschrift für Sport und Recht
The 3/2009 issue of our German sister journal

commences with a paper which discusses some of the

more controversial aspects of the World Anti-Doping

Code, which entered into effect earlier this year. More

particularly the author, Niklas Korff, concerns himself

with a rule which has aroused considerable obloquy

amongst sporting clubs and performers, i.e. the

“International Standard of testing” under which

athletes must, on a quarterly basis, provide details of

their residence and training location, as well as the

sporting competitions in which they intend to

participate. He considers this obligation to constitute

an infringement of the right to private life, as protected

by Article 8 of the European Convention on Human

Rights, as well as various other international rules on

the subject. In addition, he avers that there is no legal

basis for any official enforcement measures taken

under this provision. Moreover, he states that this rule

breaches the proportionality principle.

Next, the author Anita Bohn examines the problems

which can arise in connection with international “player

purchases”, both after the expiry of the contract and

prior to it; in the case of the latter, a further distinction

is made between those which fall inside or outside the

“protected period” laid down by the world governing

body for football, FIFA. Only transfers which have

occurred within this period can qualify as “player

purchases” in the legal sense. Where the protected

period has expired, there can be no reciprocity

between the old and the new club.

In another contribution, the author Bettina Bergmann

concerns herself with the investigations carried out by

the Federal Competition Authority (Bundeskartellamt)

on the activities of the German Football Association

(DFB) and the German Football League (DFL). More

particularly the question has arisen as to whether, and

if so under what conditions, agreements involving

sponsors are subject to German competition law. In

this connection, she examines the proceedings which

have in the meantime been instigated against the DFB

and DFL. She also considers the extent to which

exclusive sponsoring agreements and guidelines issued

by sporting federations as regards sporting equipment

are allowable under competition law.

Finally, this edition highlights the problem of child

labour in sport – an issue against which the President

of European football’s governing body UEFA, Michel

Platini, has already made a number of pronouncements

(see below, p. 000). In this regard, attention is focused

on the recent decision by the Court of Arbitration for

Sport (CAS) in the FC Midtjylland case. The Danish

football club in question had used its partnership with

an African side in order to incorporate a number of

promising minors in its football academy. However,

under Article 19 of the FIFA rules, the international

transfer of minors is prohibited in order to protect

young footballers, and is only allowed by way of

exception where certain conditions have been met. The

CAS confirmed that this rule was compatible with EU

law. It also ruled that Article 19 applies both to amateur

and to professional football. (Reviewed in [25] 2009

Neue Juristische Wochenschrift p. LIV).

SPORT AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

Sport and the “War on terror”
Cricket being the wildly popular sport in Asia that it is, it

was sadly inevitable that it would at some point suffer

the effects of terrorism – and of the efforts made to

contain it (as can be seen from the horrific events in

Lahore earlier this year, see below p.000). However, the

sport is also capable of producing a healing effect, as

can be concluded from certain developments which

have occurred in recent months. Indeed the sport is

growing fast in the country which represents the

fulcrum of the “war”, i.e. Afghanistan. Against all the

odds, and in the face of very low-quality training and

playing conditions, the national team succeeded in

competing in qualifying tournament of the International

Cricket Council (ICC), held in South African in April this

year (The Daily Telegraph of 31/3/2009, p. S15).

True, the Afghan team did not quite manage to obtain

a place in the 2011 World Cup, but it did enough to

secure One-Day International (ODI) status. Many of the

team are actually based in Pakistan, significantly mainly

round the tribal areas of Peshawar which have caused

many problems for the Western security services. In

fact, the links with Pakistan have caused come ructions

with the ICC. On the eve of the tournament referred to,

they removed Afghanistan’s top batsman, Riffatullah

Momand, from the side as he was ineligible to play for

the country. Mr. Momand is a regular in Pakistan first-

class cricket (Ibid). When the Taliban came to power in

the country, they issued a ban on cricket, but relaxed

this prohibition in 2000, a year before the Western

invasion.
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Afghanistan’s rapid rise in the cricket rankings has also

been the product of a remarkable effort in international

co-operation. After the national squad had soundly

beaten an MCC team captained by former England player

Mike Gatting, an English tour was arranged for the team,

and two young Afghan players, Mohammad Nabi and

Hamed Hassan, were invited to spend a year on their

ground staff at Lord’s. The pair are currently key players

in the national team. In addition, the Asian Cricket Council

has funded the players’ travel and accommodation and

paid the coach’s salary, and the cricket boards of

Pakistan, Sri Lanka and India have all hosted the side for

training camps and competitive fixtures. Although the

team remains dominated by Pashtuns, increasing

numbers of players are emanating from all parts of the

country (The Guardian of 14/2009, p. 9).

Improbable though it may seem, cricket is also making a

contribution towards solving the age-old dispute

between Israeli Arabs and Jews. More particularly the

organisers of an initiative close to the Gaza border are

hoping that the sport could transcend the boundaries on

what is one of the world’s stickier political wickets. In the

course of 2008, Cricket for Change, the organisation

which advocates using the game as a way of bringing

people together, travelled to Israel in order to establish

whether there was any scope for taking the sport to

young Israeli Arabs, Israeli Jews and Ethiopian Jews. The

trip was, by all accounts, a success, and the organisation

accordingly returned in the course of April this year in

order to work in and around Beersheva, 25 miles from

the Gaza border. During the recent exchange of fire, a

rocket fired from the Gaza Strip landed on the boundary

of the city’s cricket club, but there were no casualties

(The Guardian of 13/4/2009, p. 15).

Cricket for Change was established after the Brixton

riots of 1981 with a view to introducing unemployed

people to the game. It also promotes the sport for

people with disabilities, for girls and in parts of the

world currently unfamiliar with the game. During last

year’s Israel trip, they met the development officer of

the Israeli Cricket Association (ICA), George Sheader, a

former baker from Scarborough, who moved to Israel

30 years ago and is anxious to “spread the word”. He

commented:

“The great advantage of the game in bringing

people together is that it is completely new, it

comes without any baggage. We went intentionally

into poor areas where everyone told us we wouldn’t

succeed because there was no tradition of cricket.

But the result was the opposite. One of my biggest

dreams is to see one of the young Arab players

become part of the Israeli team” (Ibid).

The next step, he believes should be cricket played

between Palestinians and Israelis – and believes that it

may even be played in Gaza. The initiative kicked off

with a three-day programme aimed at introducing the

game to colleges and schools in Beersheva, with a

competition to follow (Ibid).

Football fosters closer Iran/US links – but
players are banned from “wristband protests”
For many years, it was a source of bitter rivalry among

Iran’s vast army of football fanatics. Recently, a

decision was taken that the fixture in question, the

Persepolis v. Estghlal Tehran derby which is frequently

the scene of crowd violence and angry on-pitch

confrontation, should be transformed into a tool of

international diplomacy by being staged on US soil.

Iran’s two largest clubs are understood to be planning

simultaneous US tours culminating in a match between

them. The plan was revealed by the Persepolis

manager, Abbas Ansarifard, who asserted that his club

was seeking authorisation for this venture from the

Iranian foreign ministry. Allowing a trip by football

teams could be indicative of a positive response by the

Iranian political leadership to President Barack

Obama’s call for engagement, expressed recently in a

videotaped message to mark Nowruz, the Iranian new

year. Iran’s President. Mahmoud Ahmedinejad, is

known to be a football enthusiast (The Guardian of

25/3/2009, p. 22). No further details are available at

the time of writing.

However, it would seem that the “beautiful game” can

also cause dissension in Iranian ranks – particularly in

the wake of the disputed election held in June 2009,

which witnessed a victory, against the odds, of the

incumbent President Ahmedinejad. The election in

question was followed shortly by an international

fixture with South Korea in Seoul, during which six

players took the field wearing green wristbands in

protest against the election result. Most of the players

obeyed instructions to remove the bands at half-time,

but Mehdi Mahdavikia wore his green captain’s

armband for the entire match. As a result, he and three

other international players were “retired” from the

sport. The fate of the other two players who displayed

the armband is unknown. None of the team members

had their passports restored to them on returning to

Tehran after the fixture, which ended in a 1-1 draw – a

result which ended Iran’s hopes of qualification for the

2010 World Cup. One of the banned players, Ali Karimi,

is one of Iranian football’s best-known stars, having

turned out for the German champions Bayern Munich

(The Guardian of 24/6/2009, p. 11).
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The country’s hard line media subsequently linked this

protest to the arrest of Mohsen Safayi Farahani, who

headed the country’s football governing body under

the former reformist president Mohammad Khatami.

A pro-Ahmedinejad website accused Mr. Farahani, a

member of the pro-reform Islamic Iran Participation

Front, of bribing the players to wear the symbols.

Farahani was also one of the several prominent figures

accused by Mr. Ahmedinejad of corruption during the

disputed electoral campaign (Ibid).

Sweden bans spectators are from Malmö
Davis Cup tie – and are fined by ITF
It was almost inevitable that the fighting which

occurred in the Gaza strip earlier this year was going to

produce certain sporting consequences – as can be

seen from one of the previous sections. However, what

was less predictable was that the sporting

repercussions would be felt as far away from the

theatre of war as Sweden. This is precisely what

happened when the latter were drawn against Israel in

the Davis Cup tennis tournament. One significant

cultural factor here was the influence exerted by

singer-songwriter Mikael Wiehe. The latter had already

made his mark in the politics surrounding sport in 1975,

when Sweden played at home in the same tournament

against Chile – then in the grip of the Pinochet

dictatorship. His song Stop the Game caused the first-

ever occasion to take place when a Davis Cup-tie was

played in an empty stadium (The Daily Telegraph of

6/3/2009, p. S15).

History repeated itself 34 years later when an updated

version of the song was also instrumental in causing a

spectator ban at Malmö, where the tie between

Sweden and Israel was due to be played. The third-

largest Swedish city has a large Muslim population and

a left-leaning city council. Its leaders strongly criticised

Israel after the Gaza invasion, and some had called for

the Cup tie against Israel to be dropped altogether.

The matter was naturally raised before the

International Tennis Federation (ITF), which initially

fined the Swedes $25,000 – a sum which was reduced

to $5,000 on appeal. However, Sweden remained

liable to pay the $15,000 in gate money which would

have been earned had the three days of play been

open to the general public (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 11/6/2009).

OTHER ISSUES

[None]
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CORRUPTION IN SPORT

Tennis corruption scandal – an update
As has been the case with other sports afflicted with

the albatross of corrupt practices, the authorities in

charge of tennis on a world-wide scale have made a

sincere effort to tackle the problem of bribery and

other corrupt practices which threatened to impugn

the probity of the sport. Previous issues of this Journal

have related the extent to which the problem was in

dire need of rectification for this particular sporting

activity, as well as the praiseworthy measures hitherto

adopted by those in charge of the game to put a stop

to them. However, in spite of the authorities’ best

endeavours, it has been widely alleged that the spectre

of corruption continues to stalk the tennis courts – with

varying degree of justification, as can be seen from the

events described below.

During the period under review, the first signs that this

cancer may not have been completely eradicated

came in mid-June 2009 at the Ordina Open

tournament in the Netherlands, on the occasion of a

match involving the two top-rated players, after “a

sudden and suspicious swing” in odds during what was

thought to be an “industry-wide gamble” was reported.

The tennis authorities immediately launched an

investigation into the fixture which had caused the

concern, i.e. the first-round tie between Spain’s Oscar

Hernandez and Austrian Daniel Köllerer. Both players

were originally priced at 5-6 joint favourites, but

bookmakers saw a surge of money, recorded just

before the start, in favour of Hernandez which pushed

his price to 1-5 favourite status. The majority of

bookmakers suspended betting at this stage,

Hernandez eventually winning the match 6-3 6-2.

William Hill and Ladbrokes confirmed that they had

seen “unusual money” and therefore suspended the

betting. Online bookmaker Betfair had witnessed the

same swing, but did not suspend its trading. Other

online firms, including Unibet and Expekt.com, said

that they had stopped taking bets prior to, or early in,

the match (The Independent of 17/6/2009, p. S5). It

later also emerged that a 29-year-old male Russian

spectator was arrested at the tournament for gambling

on a laptop on court, which is prohibited (The

Independent of 18/6/2009, p. 60).

This incident did not give rise to any further

recriminations, and the result was not challenged

before the relevant authorities. However, the timing of

the controversy was significant, coming as it did with

barely a few days to go before the commencement of

the highly prestigious Wimbledon tournament.

Significantly, news broke the very next day that

between six and 12 players due to compete in the latter

tournament had been put on a “watch list” of

individuals under scrutiny by the tennis authorities

because of their previous involvement in fixtures in

which suspicious betting had been noted and match-

fixing suspected. This revelation was the outcome of

an investigation launched by a leading British

newspaper into tennis corruption and into the methods

which the authorities, including the men’s governing

body (ATP), were applying in order to eliminate such

practices (The Independent of 18/6/2009, p. 60).

The newspaper in question reported that the full “watch

list” included Russians, Argentinians, Italians, Spaniards

and competitors of other nationalities – including male

players drawn from the top 50 as well as those in the

lower reaches of the sport. The investigation also

claimed to have discovered that the ATP was aware of

the identities of a group of big-time gamblers,

particularly in Russia, but also in Italy, who have wagered

on “suspicious” games. Details of the only occasion on

which a match-fixing allegation was raised on court also

surfaced in the report, along with information setting out

how the the ATP failed to produce records which might

have assisted the prosecution. One of the major

challenges in fighting corruption, the newspaper

continued, appeared to be the process of “sifting self-

perpetuating gossip from hard evidence”, as well as

stopping the use of “inside information” where “a

privileged few profit for financial gain” (Ibid).

Also revealed by The Independent was that a match in

Kitzbühel, Austria, played in May 2009, had been

signalled to the ATP as being “of concern”. There was

also reported to be irregular betting on at least one

fixture at the Monte Carlo Masters the previous month.

Frenchman Jean-René Lisnard’s first-round win (6-2 6-

2) over Belgian player Christophe Rochus led to non-

payment of bets by some bookmakers. That match

was referred to the Gambling Commission as well as to

the Tennis Integrity Unit (TIU), which is the game’s “in-

house” anti-corruption team. As was reported in

previous issues of this Journal, the head of the TIU is

Jeff Rees, a respected detective who served in the

(London) Metropolitan Police for 32 years and earned

a reputation as a leading expert in sporting integrity

whilst working for cricket’s Anti-Corruption Unit

(Journals passim!). It was Mr. Rees and his fellow

integrity expert, Ben Gunn, who wrote the

Environmental Review of Integrity in Professional

Tennis, published in May 2008, which recommended

the establishment of the TIU (Ibid).
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This Review claimed that the relevant tennis authorities

knew about suspicious betting activity by 27 Betfair

account holders in two countries, and that three

Russian-based account holders in particular placed

huge amounts of money on the controversial fixture

between Nikolay Davydenko and Argentinian Martin

Vassallo Arguello in Sopot (Poland) in August

2007([2007] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 44).

Betfair alone took more than $7 million in bets on that

match, i.e. 10 times normal levels of betting. In spite of

Davydenko being ranked much higher than his

Argentinian opponent, vast sums were wagered on the

latter even as the Russian, then ranked No 5 in the

world, went one set ahead. It should, however, be

stressed that no-one was ever charged with any

misdemeanour over this affair, following an exhaustive

investigation (The Independent of 18/6/2009, loc. cit.).

As was mentioned earlier, the timing of these revelations

was quite significant in view of the impending start of

the world-famous Wimbledon tournament. Sure enough,

the event was merely one round old when the tennis

authorities were put on alert over suspicious betting

patterns surrounding Jurgen Melzer’s 6-1, 6-4, 6-2 victory

over Wayne Odesnik. Various betting companies

contacted the TIU after thousands of pounds were

wagered at several betting outlets on a straight-sets

victory for the Austrian player. It was noted that there

had occurred a dramatic hardening of the odds on

Melzer before and during the fixture. Bookmakers Paddy

Power and Ladbrokes stopped taking bets over an hour

before the game started, whereas the inline betting

company, Betfair, became suspicious when over

£350,000 was staked on Mr. Melzer two hours before

the start of the match. When challenged over the

controversy, Mr. Odesnik, from the US, commented that

he would “never do anything” to jeopardise his future

(The Daily Telegraph of 24/6/2009, p. S7). The inquiry

was still in progress at the time of writing.

Naturally, this affair caused a great deal of concern –

and not only in official circles. The players themselves

are showing signs of extreme preoccupation with the

manner in which these various allegations, whether

true or not, are tarnishing their sport and could

ultimately cause it to be fatally undermined. Eventual

Wimbledon winner Roger Federer was particularly

outspoken on the matter, and called on the sport’s

governing bodies to display no leniency towards those

proven guilty. He continued:

“We don’t talk about it in the locker room. But it’s

happened more frequently than we talk about it. If

it’s happening or not, we are suspecting. We’re not

sure. But, of course, it has no place in tennis. I think

we should have massive bans on those who get

caught so they get really scared doing it. We talk

about it in the Player Council, Player Board. We

have a good set-up, so we can’t avoid that there are

some funny results sometimes here and there. That

doesn’t mean it’s really happening” (Daily Mail of

25/6/2009, p. 85).

However, there are some question marks over some of

the personalities enlisted by the tennis authorities in

their attempts to crack down on corruption. Thus it

emerged, in June 2009, that Michael Franzese, an ex-

New York Mafia boss and a former match-fixer in US

sport, was working on the ATP’s education programme

in order to warn players of the dangers of gambling.

He claimed that match-fixing and attempts to fix

matches were definitely happening in tennis, and that

he had received emails and telephone calls from

players confiding in him on this score. However, there

must be at least some concern at the involvement in

tennis administration of Mr. Franzese, the son of the

notorious John “Sonny” Franzese, a key figure in the

Colombo family, one of the “Big Apple’s” five Mob

clans. Michael Franzese is reported to have made

hundreds of millions of dollars, primarily from

bootlegging, racketeering and unorthodox fiscal

practices, with a sideline in match-fixing, mainly on

NBA basketball games and NFL football (The

Independent of 18/6/2009, p. 65).

Juventus manager recovers following
“suicide attempt” (Italy)
One of the most serious corruption scandals to afflict

Italian football was undoubtedly that which, in the

course of 2006, penalised several leading teams,

including top Turin side Juventus (Journals passim).

This may have been one of the factors in prompting an

alleged suicide attempt by Gianluca Pessotto, the

club’s current team manager, who in late June 2009

fell from an attic window of the club’s headquarters

into an internal courtyard. He was found by colleagues

clutching rosary beads in his hands, having left his car

keys and mobile phone in the window ledge. He was

later treated for multiple fractures and internal

haemorrhaging, but was later said to be recovering

(The Independent of 28/6/2009, p. 65).

It later emerged that Mr. Pessotto was being treated

for depression linked to personal problems, even

though he had in no way been associated with the

aforementioned match-fixing scandal. However, the

club’s troubles may have had some influence, since

their former managing director, Antonio Giraudo, and
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its former sporting director, Luciano Moggi, are

currently under criminal investigation for “sporting

fraud” for allegedly having controlled a network of

referees in order to guarantee favourable results. In a

related investigation by the Italian Football Association,

the club faces relegation to the Serie B and could be

stripped of its two most recent league titles (Ibid).

Romanian football club owner arrested on
match-fixing charges
In mid-April 2009, it was learned that the owner of

Romanian football club FC Arges, as well as the head

of the country’s refereeing committee, had been

arrested on bribery charges related to match-fixing. FC

Arges owner Cornel Penescu and referee chief

Gheorge Constantin were taken into custody for 29

days pending an investigation in the southern city of

Pitesti, where FC Arges is located, following a day of

questioning by anti-corruption prosecutors. The two

face 15 years’ imprisonment if found guilty of paying or

receiving bribes. An investigation which began in 2008

alleges that Mr. Penescu paid sums ranging from

$3,980 to $71,675 to four Romanian clubs in order to

fix matches in FC Arges’s favour, according to the

newspaper Pro Sport (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 14/4/2009).

The investigation was continuing at the time of writing.

Inquiry launched into FIFA vote-buying
allegations
The internal machinations and politics of world

governing body FIFA have frequently come under

suspicion of underhand dealing, and in mid-April 2009,

it was learned that the organisation in question was to

investigate allegations of vote-buying in a bitter

contest for one of the 23 seats on the FIFA Executive

Committee. Mohammad bin Hammam, the President of

Asian football, is currently being challenged for his seat

by Sheikh Salman bin Ebrahim al Khalifa, the president

of the Bahrain Football Association. The invigilation

body of FIFA, i.e. its ethics committee, has been

required to investigate claims made by Bin Hammam

that the Olympic Council of Asia offered grants to

selected national football associations in Asia in return

for securing their votes for Salman (The Guardian of

16/4/2009, p. S5). No further details are available at

the time of writing.

Floyd resigns as USC coach amid Mayo
allegations (US)
Tim Floyd is a top-rated coach who took the basketball

programme of the University of Southern California

(USC) from also-ran status to three consecutive NCAA

tournament appearances. Now he has left, having

suddenly resigned amid allegations that he paid a man

$1,000 to have top player O.J. Mayo delivered to his

team, the Trojans. In late June 2009 he submitted a one-

paragraph letter to USC athletic director Mike Garrett

announcing that he was leaving after four seasons

because he no longer had full enthusiasm for his work.

However, it soon appeared that there may have been

more to this story than appeared at first sight.

In May 2009, YahooSports.com reported that Louis

Johnson, a former associate of Mayo’s, told federal

investigators, as well as officials from the university

athletics supervisory body, the NCAA, that Floyd paid

$1,000 in cash to Rodney Guillory, who steered Mayo

to USC. Prior to this, Johnson, a former associate of

Guillory, has claimed that Mr. Guillory received

hundreds of thousands of dollars from a sports agency

that he partially funnelled to Mayo. The latter played

one season for the Trojans before leaving for the NBA,

where he plays for the Memphis Grizzlies. Floyd has

never addressed the allegations involving Mayo.

If the NCAA can prove that Mr. Floyd paid someone to

have Mayo delivered to USC, that would be considered

a major violation of the relevant rules. The Trojans

could be forced to forfeit victories, and could face

recruiting restrictions, as well as losing scholarships. It

should be pointed out at this stage that USC’s football

team is already under NCAA investigation for

allegations that former Heisman Trophy-winning

running back Reggie Bush and his family received

money and free rent from would-be marketers. Todd

Dickey, senior vice president-administration of the club,

later said in a statement

“The university is cooperating fully in the continuing

investigation with the NCAA and Pac-10 into all

allegations of NCAA and Pac-10 rules violations at USC.

The university, the NCAA and Pac-10 have jointly

conducted interviews of approximately 50 witnesses.

No conclusions have yet been reached. At this point, it

would be both inappropriate and premature to

comment further.” (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 10/6/2009)

No further details are available at the time of writing.
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HOOLIGANISM AND RELATED ISSUES

Rome Euro-fixtures continue to pose
problems (Italy)
The relations between English and Italian supporters

register very high on the Richter scale of football rivalry,

but in recent years the more robust manifestations of

this relationship have been causing increasing concern

for the general and footballing authorities. More

particularly the fixtures involving Roman clubs have

caused ructions, both in 2007 and 2008, and in one

particular incident Manchester United supporters

suffered attacks with several stabbings (Journals

passim). This sorry trend continued when English side

Arsenal were drawn against AS Roma during the recent

European Champions League campaign in March 2009.

Supporters of the “Gunners” came under attack from

the Italian capital’s notorious “Ultras”, who ambushed a

minibus outside the stadium, sparking violence which

left one travelling van with a stab wound to the leg.

Hooligans forced the private-hire vehicle to grind to a

halt by driving a car across its path. They then smashed

the front windscreen and side windows with bricks and

launched flares at the fans seated inside, whilst others

kicked and punched the minibus’s side panels (Daily

Mail of 12/3/2009, p. 85).

In addition, fighting broke out between rival supporters

as the Arsenal fans spilled out onto the streets and the

fan referred to above was stabbed. The London club

later confirmed that he required treatment at the

medical centre of the Stadio Olimpico, but that his

condition was not life-threatening. Arsenal had taken

the precaution of advising the 3,400 fans who travelled

to Rome to avoid areas which have become flashpoints

for trouble with the Ultras in recent years, and to travel

with care. Two Arsenal fans were arrested for being

drunk and disorderly (Ibid). Earlier, European governing

body UEFA had warned AS Roma that their stadium

risked losing the European Champions League final that

year if violent incidents continued to take place (The

Times of 13/3/2009, p. 61). Ultimately, the match in

question was staged at the Stadio Olimpico, but not

without a thorough review of security procedures (Daily

Mail of 13/3/2009, p. 77).The Italian authorities, for their

part, informed UEFA that they would provide

unprecedented levels of policing to ensure the safety of

the event (The Times of 21/3/2009, p. S2).

With a week to go before the final, Michel Platini, the

UEFA President, admitted that he had fears about the

fixture, as Manchester United and Barcelona fans

prepared to travel to Italy for the big event. Obviously

haunted still by the scenes which he witnessed as a

player for Juventus on that infamous night in May 1985

when 39 Italian fans lost their lives in the Heysel

tragedy, Mr. Platini expressed his fears about the

fixture in the town which, among English fans, had

earned the nickname of Stab City (Daily Mail of

23/5/2009, p. 67). The question which came to many

observers’ lips, however, was why the governing body

had allowed the Final to go ahead in Rome in the first

place, given the high likelihood of an English team

being involved. Another consideration was the

somewhat lax attitude that the Italian authorities

displayed towards enforcing some of the preventative

measures decreed. Thus the mayor of the Italian capital

had disposed that an alcohol ban should be observed

as from the evening which preceded the final; however,

one English newspaper reported that this requirement

was met more in the breach than in the observance,

with diners in several areas of the city cheerfully

drinking wine until the early hours of match day. Even

at the Colosseum, local restaurants and bars were

allegedly serving spirits disguised by a cola mix (Daily

Express of 28/5/2009, p. 77). Eventually, however, the

match passed off without any major security incidents.

Manchester United fan kills four after driving
into crowd (Nigeria)
Once again the extent to which football “fans” allow

their passion for their team to assume violent forms was

tragically demonstrated recently in Nigeria, when a

Manchester United “supporter” killed four people as he

drove his minibus into a crowd of Barcelona supporters

following the European Champions League final, which

the English club lost. The crowd in the town of Ogbo

were celebrating the Catalan side’s victory when the bus

drove into them. Ten people were also injured, and the

driver later arrested. Both teams have apparently large

fan bases in Nigeria (The Guardian of 29/5/2009, p. 13).

LA police department disperses rowdy crowd
following Lakers title win (US)
Following the Los Angeles Lakers’ NBA (basketball)

title win in mid-June, there were naturally widespread

celebrations in the Californian capital. However, some

allowed their enthusiasm to be carried to excess, with

certain revellers damaging police cruisers, hurling rocks

and bottles at officers and setting bonfires in the

street. Around 25 people were arrested, most of them

part of a rowdy crowd which separated from the thring

to surrounding streets after police declared the

gathering an unlawful assembly, according to police

officer Karen Rayner.
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Several police cruisers were damaged and

reinforcement officers were called in from other

locations throughout the city to help disperse the

crowd, Ms. Rayner continued. Aerial television footage

showed people jumping on a police car, rocking

vehicles attempting to pass through the crowd, setting

small trees on fire and throwing fireworks and flares

set up by police. However, no injuries were reported. In

addition, a gas station was looted and several cars,

buses and a news van were vandalized, police said.

Chief William Bratton commended officers for showing

restraint despite “a lot of provocation from a number

of knuckleheads”, he told KTTV-TV (Associated Press,

at www.,findlaw.com of 15/6/2009).

Police department strike teams pushed people from

the immediate area around the Staples Center into

surrounding neighbourhoods, dispersing the crowds

into progressively smaller clusters, police

spokeswoman Mary Grady reported. She added that

the department had declared a citywide tactical alert,

meaning all officers on duty were to remain on duty

until such time as the crowds dispersed. Ms. Rayner

explained that the arrests were for disturbing the

peace, arson, outstanding warrants and other crimes.

The game was not shown at the Staples Center as it

had been in previous years, but revellers from

surrounding bars and restaurants and nearby

neighbourhoods descended on the area around the

Lakers’ home for a post-game celebration.

Television reports also showed small crowds of people

parading through the streets of East Los Angeles,

where excitement over the Lakers’ Game 4 win, which

occurred the previous Thursday night, spilled into the

streets, with rowdy fans swarming vehicles trying to

pass through the area. Fans there filled the streets

again Sunday night, but large numbers of sheriff’s

deputies quickly dispersed the crowd without incident.

Mr. Bratton said that despite the problems the night

had not been as bad as in earlier years, following the

more widespread violence and vandalism of previous

championship celebrations. In 2000, after the Lakers

won their first NBA title in 12 years, fans rioted outside

Staples Center, burning police cars and leaving more

than 70 vehicles damaged, many at nearby car

dealerships. At least a dozen were injured (Ibid).

“ON-FIELD” CRIME

The Stanford saga – an update (US/Antigua)
It will be recalled from the previous issue of this

Journal ([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 000)

that the somewhat farcical story of Sir Allen Stanford,

the flamboyant US millionaire who had bankrolled a

Twenty20 cricket extravaganza in the West Indian

island of Antigua in November 2008, had somehow

ended with a criminal prosecution as a result of the

American’s collapsed banking empire. More particularly

he was accused of orchestrating an $8 billion “Ponzi

scheme” by the US Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC). Mr. Stanford has in the meantime

proved unrepentant, claiming to be a scapegoat for

the US authorities following their failure to detect the

massive felony allegedly perpetrated by fellow-

American Bernard Madoff, who is accused of

engineering a $65 billion fraud. More particularly he

alleges that someone was “looking for a moose head”,

for which role a “maverick rich Texan” was perfectly

suited (The Daily Telegraph of 21/4/2009, p. B2). He

also professed virtual ignorance concerning the

venture in which the $8 billion in question had been

invested, other then claiming that it was invested in a

combination of equities and property (Ibid).

However, the colourful Texan’s troubles seemed to

continue when a senior lieutenant to his operations

was indicted by a US grand jury on criminal charges of

obstructing an investigation into the fraud of which

Stanford had been accused. Laura Prendergast-Holt, a

former chief financial officer at the Stanford Financial

Group, was accused of lying to the US authorities

concerning her knowledge of the group’s assets.

According to the US Department of Justice, Ms.

Prendergast- Holt informed regulators that she knew

nothing about the composition of a mysterious “tier

three” which comprised 80 per cent of the $8.5 billion

in assets reported in the internal accounts of Antigua-

registered parent company Stanford International

Bank. More particularly, she is accused of withholding

information through a conspiracy with fellow-

executives to “corruptly influence” the US authorities.

She was the first person to be indicted in the

investigation, which began when regulators raided Mr.

Stanford’s office in Houston three months previously

(The Guardian of 13/5/2009, p. 26).

Naturally, it was inevitable that charges were also

going to be brought against the Texan himself, and this

is precisely what happened towards the end of June

2009. He pleaded not guilty before a Texan court to
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charges of orchestrating the fraud – more particularly

on 21 charges of fraud, mail fraud, as well as conspiracy

and obstruction. He faces a gaol sentence of up to 250

years if convicted of all charges. Prosecutors allege

that Stanford masterminded the fraud by taking

money from investors who thought that they were

buying high-yielding savings products. The date set for

the trial was 25 August. As ever, the present writer will

keep the readership of the Journal fully informed of

further developments (The Daily Telegraph of

26/6/2009, p. 17).

In the meantime, the thorny question arose as to what

the English cricket authorities should do with the £2.3

million which they received from the Texan magnate

for their involvement in the Twenty20 tournament

referred to above. The receiver investigating Stanford’s

collapsed banking network indicated that the funds

paid to the England and Wales Cricket Board (EWCB)

may have come from defrauded investors. However,

the EWCB insisted that they saw no reason why they

should repay any of this money, which has been

distributed to the county clubs and cricket’s grass

roots. In the words of a spokesman:

“ECB, like many other sporting bodies and

sportspeople, entered into contracts in good faith

with a Stanford company, performed its obligations

fully and was paid in full. ECB has passed on these

funds to counties and county boards for the benefit

of cricket in England and Wales. ECB has not been

asked and does not anticipate that it will ever be

asked to return any funds. Legal advice, based on

our current knowledge of Stanford’s affairs,

suggests that ECB will not have any legal obligation

to do so” (The Mail on Sunday of 17/5/2009, p. 81).

No further details are available at the time of writing.

Suspect arrested over alleged Alinghi
espionage (France)
In mid-May 2009, it was reported that a suspect had

been arrested in the South of France for allegedly

engaging in industrial espionage against the America’s

Cup (sailing) holder, Alinghi. The Swiss-backed team

believed that their jealously-guarded secrets, in what is

the sailing equivalent of Formula One, were under

threat. French police sources confirmed that a team of

officers had travelled from Paris to conduct a

surveillance operation around the Alinghi base. It is

understood that at least one individual was arrested in

the French town of Villeneuve, and that he was later

reported to have undergone questioning by specialist

officers. However, the operation was so secret that

police sources refused to provide any further details

(The Guardian of 13/5/2009, p. S2).

Court fines tennis dad over golf course
landing (US)
There appears to be something special about the

progenitors of tennis prodigies – as can be seen in this

edition of the Journal and elsewhere. The jinx struck

again in mid-May 2009, when it was reported that a

pilot who landed his four-seater aeroplane on an Illinois

golf course so that his 14-year-old son would not be

late for his tennis lesson was sentenced to 18 months

of court supervision. Robert Kadera, of Lake Villa,

pleaded guilty to criminal trespass and disorderly

conduct. The judge also ordered him to pay £330 in

fines and to perform 60 hours of community service.

No-one was injured in the incident. Mr. Kadera remains

subject to possible action by the Federal Aviation

Administration (The Guardian of 15/5/2009, p. 8).

(For further incidents involving “tennis relatives from

Hell”, see below p. 000 and 000)

Footballer shot dead on pitch (Iraq)
In mid-March 2009, a spectator was arrested after an

Iraqi footballer was shot dead as he was in the process

of scoring a last-minute equaliser in a fixture played in

Hillah, south of the capital Baghdad. Police reported

that a striker from the Buhairat amateur team had only

the goalkeeper to beat when a supporter of the rival

Sinjar club shot him in the head in the final minute of

the game. Sinjar were leading 1-0 when the incident

occurred. This tragic development came, paradoxically,

as increasing numbers of Iraqis are turning out for

sporting events now that general security in the

country appears to be improving. Major fixtures in the

capital are heavily guarded, but security for amateur

matches in smaller towns is frequently lax (The

Guardian of 17/3/2009, p. 23).

Recent “poisoning” incidents in sport
(US/South Korea)
Although it is fervently hoped that this does not

constitute a global or permanent trend, there have

been a few incidents at the top sporting level in which

attempts at poisoning opponents have at least been

suspected. This in mid-April 2009, investigators

opened a criminal inquiry into claims that someone

poisoned 21 polo horses who died during preparations

for a fixture in the sport’s top championship in Florida

(US), according to officials. The horses, from the
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Venezuelan-owned Lechuza polo team, collapsed as

they were being unloaded from trailers at the

International Polo Club Palm Beach, with some dying

on the spot and others doing so several hours later at

stables or clinics. Investigators believe that the animals

died from an adverse drug reaction, toxins introduced

in their food or supplements, or a combination of the

two (The Guardian of 22/4/2009, p. 16).

As veterinary surgeons operated tests aimed at

determining what had caused the deaths, investigators

were considering whether criminal negligence, or

perhaps something more sinister, was involved,

according to a spokesman from the Department of

Agriculture and Consumer Services. Post-mortems

were held, although their outcome was not yet known

at the time of writing. The Lechuza team announced

that its members were helping with the investigation.

The President of club operations, John Wash, said that

doctors had ruled out any kind of airborne infection

(Ibid).

A few weeks earlier, South Korean authorities felt

compelled to dismiss claims by North Korea that they

poisoned players from the North before the 2010

World Cup qualifying game between the two national

sides in Seoul. The allegations came as international

tensions mounted over North Korea’s long-range

rocket launch. A statement from the latter’s authorities,

which followed their side’s 1-0 defeat in the stadium,

described the alleged poisoning:

“a product of [South Korean President] Lee Myung-

bak’s moves for confrontation with the DPRK (North

Korea), and a deliberate behaviour bred by the

unsavoury forces instigated by it” (The Independent

of 7/4/2009, p. 23).

The statement went on to accuse the Omani referee of

bias, thus allegedly turning the match into a “theatre of

plot-breeding and swindling”. During the game, South

Korea scored with three minutes left for play, leaving

the visitors furious that Jong Tae’s earlier header,

which appeared to have crossed the line, was ruled

out. The Korea Football Association president, Cho

Chung-yun, dismissed the demands by North Korea for

an apology over the alleged poisoning, and said that

no further action was required (Ibid).

Merkel associate fined over ski incident
(Austria/Germany)
It will be recalled from a previous issue of this Journal

([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 54) that Dieter

Althaus, Prime Minister of the Eastern German state of

Thuringia, had crashed into a woman on a ski slope in

Austria on New Year’s Day. She later died of her

injuries. Mr. Althaus, who was himself severely injured

in the accident, is a popular conservative politician and

one of the closest allies in eastern Germany of

Chancellor Angela Merkel. In early March 2009, an

Austrian court found Althaus guilty of involuntary

manslaughter for his role in the accident, and fined him

£29,000. he was also ordered to pay €5,000 to the

deceased woman’s husband by way of compensation

(The Guardian of 4/3/2009, p. 24).

“OFF-FIELD” CRIME

Donte Stallworth involved in drunk-driving
incident (US)
In early April 2009, it was learned that Donte Stallworth,

the wide receiver playing for the Cleveland Browns

(American football), was facing charges of driving under

the influence of alcohol (DUI). In the incident concerned,

it was alleged that the player’s car struck and killed 59-

year-old Mario Reyes, and that the driver had a blood-

alcohol level of 0.12, well above Florida’s 0.08 legal limit.

Police claimed that Mr. Stallworth had been drinking in

South Beach during the hours which preceded the fatal

crash. The accused footballer later surrendered to face

a DUI manslaughter charge, and was later released from

Miami-Dade County Jail on $420,000 bail. The charge

carries a maximum 15-year prison sentence (Associated

Press, at www.findlaw.com of 2/4/2009).

Details of the incident gradually emerged. It appeared

that Stallworth had been drinking at a club in the top

Fontainebleau hotel during several hours before he

went behind the wheel of his black 2005 Bentley GT

and headed out on the MacArthur Causeway which

links Miami to Miami Beach. Mr. Reyes, a construction

crane operator just leaving his place of work, was

rushing across the causeway shortly after 7 am in order

to catch a bus home. He was not apparently in the

crosswalk when he was hit, and Mr. Stallworth

informed officers that he flashed his lights and honked

his horn in an attempt to warn the unfortunate

pedestrian. The footballer remained at the scene. The

car speed was estimated at 50 mph in a 40 mph zone.

He expressed condolences to Mr. Reyes’s family (Ibid).
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At first, it was announced that Stallworth would plead

not guilty to the charges brought against him

(Associated Press at www.findlaw.com of 4/6/2009).

However, a few days later it emerged that the accused

player had agreed to plead guilty (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 16/6/2009). The result was a 30-

day jail sentence followed by two years’ house arrest

following his release. He was also suspended

indefinitely by the National Football League (NFL). He

was released from jail after serving 24 days of his

sentence (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

10/7/2009).

Young baseball player killed in hit-and-run
accident (US)
In mid-April 2009, it was reported that Nick Adenhart,

a pitcher (baseball) with the Los Angeles Angels, was

killed in a car accident shortly after a memorable

performance for his team against the Oakland

Athletics. The 22-year-old prodigy was among three

people who died after the car in which they were

travelling was hit by a minivan in Fullerton, California.

The car carrying the victims then struck a utility pole,

according to the Fullerton Police Department. The

main driving the minivan fled the scene of the accident

on foot and was arrested by police some time later. Mr.

Adenhart was playing in only his fourth Major League

baseball game (The Guardian of 10/4/2009, p. S2).

The man in question was later charged on three counts

of murder and of three other felonies. Police

announced that the accused, Andrew Gallo, had almost

three times the legal blood-alcohol level at the time of

the incident (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

8/6/2009). It also emerged later that the woman who

was driving the car in which Adenhart travelled also

had consumed alcohol shortly before the crash.

However, at the time of writing prosecutors were

doubtful whether this finding could be used at Mr.

Gallo’s trial (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

11/6/2009). The outcome of this case was not yet

known at the time of writing.

Damir Dokic in trouble with the authorities –
again (Serbia)
Reference has already been made earlier to the curious

mental state which pervades some members of the top

tennis stars’ entourage – more particularly their

parents. A case in point is Damir Dokic, father of

erstwhile prodigy Jelena, and sometimes dubbed the

archetypal “tennis father from Hell”. The volatile Serb

had already been ejected from a string of tournaments

at the height of his daughter’s career, having become

notorious for his drunken and abusive behaviour.

Having been removed from a tournament in

Birmingham in 1999 after describing tennis officials as

Nazis, he was subsequently arrested for lying in the

road and jumping on a car bonnet. In 2000, he was

ejected from the Wimbledon event for stamping on a

journalist’s phone, and was banned from the women’s

tour for six months following an argument about the

price of fish at the US Open.

Mr. Dokic’s latest imbroglio took place in his native

Serbia, where he was arrested after threatening to fire

a rocket at the car of the Australian ambassador, Clare

Bergin. The reason was apparently an interview given

by his daughter to an Australian magazine, alleging

that her father regularly beat her during tennis

competitions. Mr. Dokic did not deny the allegation;

nonetheless, he was enraged by the interview. He told

the Serbian daily newspaper Blic that he held “an

arsenal of weapons” in his house, and was serious

about his threat to kill the ambassador. As matters

turned out, this was more than just empty bluster.

When police raided Dokic’s home in Vrdnik, north of

Belgrade, they seized seven hunting rifles as well as a

Beretta handgun – for which he had permits – and two

illegal bombs and a cache of .357-calibre bullets. He

has been charged with threatening to harm Ms. Bargin

and with the possession of illegal firearms and

explosives (The Independent of 8/5/2009, p. 21). He

later appeared in court at Ruma, where he was

formally charged (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com

of 29/5/2009). Later, he was given a 15-month prison

sentence (The Daily Telegraph of 24/6/2009, p. S6).

Michael Vick leaves prison – only to find
himself in bankruptcy court (US)
The sad story of Michael Vick, the former Atlanta

Falcons quarterback (American football), has occupied

many a page in previous issues of this Journal. Having

been found guilty of financing a dog fighting ring, Vick

was sentenced to 23 months’ imprisonment in

Leavensworth, Kansas. Once he had served 21 months

of this term, he was released for home confinement for

the remainder of his sentence. He will also be on

probation for three years. Mr. Vick has since announced

that he wishes to work with the Humane Society of the

US on a programme aimed at eradicating dog fighting

among urban teens. At the time of writing, he was

campaigning to be reinstated to the National Football

League (NFL), and NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell is

at present considering his case (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 20/5/2009).
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However, Mr. Vick is now faced with legal issues of a

different order as part of his endeavours to emerge

from financial ruin. In July 2008 he filed for bankruptcy

claiming assets of $16 million and debts of over $20

million. His plan – which falls under the “Chapter 11 rule”

– is to pay his creditors on the basis of earnings which

would be forthcoming if he were allowed to resume his

footballing career. A committee representing most of

Vick’s unsecured creditors endorsed his “Chapter 11”

plan because the alternative, a Chapter 7 liquidation of

his assets, would not provide them with any portion of

his future earnings. However, some other parties,

including a former agent who won a $4.6 million

judgment against Mr. Vick, oppose the plan

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 3/4/2009).

Nevertheless, the judge in question has rejected his

first Chapter 11 plan, claiming that it was not feasible

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 9/6/2009). No

further details were available at the time of writing.

NFL quarterback McNair shot in mysterious
circumstances (US)
In early July 2009, the world of American football was

shocked to learn of the death of Steve McNair, a star

player for the Tennessee Titans who led them to the

Superbowl final and was named as the Most Valuable

Player of the Year in 2003. He was found on a sofa in

his living room with multiple gunshot wounds, including

one to the head. Close by him was his girlfriend, Sahel

Kazemi, killed by a single gunshot. A pistol was

discovered near her, but police reported that it took

some time to find the firearm. McNair and Kazemi had

been together just two days earlier, when she was

stopped by police driving her 2007 Escalade. She was

arrested on drink-driving charges, and he was allowed

to leave in a taxi (The Independent of 6/7/2009).

In their first summary of the case since the two bodies

were found, investigators suggested that Ms. Kazemi shot

him because she felt her life was unravelling and she

suspected him of seeing another woman. It was thought

that he had proposed marriage to her, which is what

Kazemi was reported to have told relatives. The latter,

however, were not impressed by his fame and by the

fact that he was already married with four children.

Investigators also said that Ms. Kazemi had seen another

woman leave Mr. McNair’s home. She stalked the other

woman in an effort to establish her identity but never

confronted her. Several hours after McNair had secured

her temporary release from prison, Ms. Kazemi’s jealousy

and fury allegedly reached boiling point. She paid $100

for a 9mm pistol in a hurried transaction carried out in a

restaurant parking lot (The Guardian of 10/7/2009, p. 25).

Midget wrestlers killed in hotel room (Mexico)
In early July 2009, two midget wrestlers were found

dead in a low-rent hotel room in the Mexican capital.

Authorities reported that they may have been drugged

to death by female robbers. Two women were seen

leaving the hotel room in question. Prosecutor Miguel

Angel Mancera said that gangs of female robbers were

experienced at using drugs to knock men out and rob

them, but in this instance they may have used too

strong a dose because of the smaller stature of the

wrestlers – even though larger men have died in similar

crimes (The Independent of 3/7/2009, p. 28).

Vinnie Jones cleared of assault (US)
In mid-May 2009, the actor and former footballer

(Wimbledon and Wales), who has a history of

“muscularity” both on and off the field, was cleared of

assaulting a man during a brawl in a South Dakota bar.

He was found not guilty on three counts of assault

after having been accused of hitting a man three times

in the head several months earlier. He successfully

argued that he was acting out of self-defence after

being struck in the face with a beer glass in the bar in

Sioux Falls, where he was on holiday at the time (The

Daily Telegraph of 16/5/2009, p. 23).

Boxer Gatti “killed by wife” (Brazil)
In mid-July 2009, Arturo Gatti, the former world

boxing champion, was found dead in a Brazil hotel

room. His Brazilian wife was later charged with his

murder. He had apparently been strangled with the

strap of a purse, which was found at the scene with

blood stains (The Independent of 13/7/2009). No

further details were available at the time of writing.

Jim Leyritz arrested (US)
In early July 2009, it was reported that former Major

League Baseball (MLB) player Jim Leyritz had been

arrested and accused of battery in South Florida. The

arrest came around two months before he faces trial

on a drink-driving charge (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 2/7/2009). No further details

were available at the time of writing.

McEnroe victim of “art investing fraud” (US)
In late March 2009, an art dealer in Manhattan (US)

was charged with an $88 million fraud which counted

among its alleged victims the former Wimbledon

champion John McEnroe, as well as 25 other art

collectors and investors. Lawrence Salander is accused
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of selling shares to investors in works of art which he

did not even own, or selling the same share in an

artwork several times. He was charged on 100 counts

including larceny, forgery, perjury and securities fraud

committed over a 13-year period ending in 2007 (The

Daily Telegraph of 27/3/2009, p. 17). The outcome of

this case was not yet known at the time of writing.

Rugby league player given prison sentence
for “glassing” (Australia)
In late June 2009, Greg Bird, the Australian rugby

league player who turns out for French side Catalan

Dragons, was issued with a 16-month prison sentence

by a court in Sydney for “glassing” his girlfriend. He

was later freed on bail pending an appeal. In the

meantime, he faces another court hearing over an

unrelated incident at a night club (The Independent of

23/6/2009, p. 47). The outcome of that case, or of the

appeal, was unknown at the time of writing.

Ijaz Ahmed held in custody (Pakistan)
In early April 2009, it was reported that Ijaz Ahmed, the

former Pakistan batsman, was remanded in custody by

a court in Lahore for issuing forged cheques worth over

£90,000 (The Times of 4/4/2009, p. S5). No further

details were available at the time of writing.

Robber of NBA star sentenced (US)
In early May 2009, it was learned that a Chicago man,

ordered to serve 21 years in prison for robbing NBA

star Antoine Walker, has been sentenced to a further 21

years’ imprisonment for holding up the New York

Knicks player Eddy Curry. Cook County State attorney

spokeswoman Tandra Simonton said that Antoine

Larkins was to serve the two sentences concurrently.

He pleaded guilty to breaking into Mr. Curry’s home in

the Chicago suburb of Burr Ridge in July 2007

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 8/5/2009).

Police seize fake Barcelona and Manchester
United labels (Italy)
On the occasion of the Champions’ League Final in

Rome, played in May 2009, Italian anti-fraud police

reported that they had seized 15,000 fake labels

bearing Manchester United and Barcelona logos. Police

said that the labels had been shipped from China and

were seized at Rome’s Ciampino airport. An official

said that the labels were intended for sale as “official-

looking” T-shirts and other merchandise at the fixture

at the Stadio Olimpico, where the match took place. He

said three Italian nationals were being investigated

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 26/5/2009).

NFL player Dekker acquitted on obstruction
charge (US)
In mid-June 2009, a Virginian judge acquitted former

Pittsburgh Steelers tight end (American football)

Jonathan Dekker on a charge of obstructing justice.

The accusation had stemmed from an incident which

occurred in Alexandria’s Old Town a week before the

Super Bowl, when the footballer fled from police and

subsequently gave officers a false name by way of

identity. The judge ruled that Mr. Dekker’s actions did

not justify the obstruction of justice charge. If found

guilty, he was facing a one-year term of imprisonment

and a $2,500 fine. He explained that he fled from the

police because he did not want to distract his team by

being arrested a few days before the Super Bowl final

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 14/6/2009).

SECURITY ISSUES

Lahore attack: the aftermath (Pakistan)
The reader will not require any referral to the previous

issue of this Journal to be reminded of the horrific

attacks which were perpetrated on the Sri Lankan

national cricket squad in early March 2009. To

recapitulate, as the bus conveying the visiting Sri

Lankan team approached the Gadaffi stadium in

Lahore for the first Test against the hosts Pakistan, a

dozen gunmen from four sides launched a hail of

bullets at the convoy. The driver of the minibus

carrying the match officials was killed, and the fourth

umpire Ahsan Raza was left in a critical condition.

None of the Sri Lankan team were fatally hit, although

all-rounder Thilan Samaraweera suffered a gunshot

wound in his thigh.

The most immediate questions which were asked in

the aftermath of the tragedy related to security – an

issue which itself, regrettably, became politicised, as

will be related below. The most controversial

intervention in this respect came from ICC match

referee Chris Broad, the former England opening

batsman, who did not mince his words in his

condemnation of the relevant security arrangements.

He went so far as to state that he and his colleagues

were left as “sitting ducks” for the gunmen, in spite of

the fact that they were promised “high-level security”.

However, Mr. Broad seemed to hint at something

infinitely more sinister, as he continued:
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“(the security measures) were not well coordinated.

On the first two days (of the Test), both buses left at

the same time, with escorts. On this particular day,

the Pakistan bus left five minutes after the Sri

Lankan bus. Why? It went through my mind as we

were leaving the hotel ‘Where is the Pakistan bus’?

There were times in the Karachi Test when the Sri

Lankans went first and the Pakistanis went

afterwards. But after this happened you think ‘My

God, did someone know something and they held

the Pakistan bus back?’” (DailyMail of 5/3/2009, p. 80).

The clear implication of his observations was a

suspicion of a conspiracy whereby the Sri Lankan team

and those in the minibus had been the victims of a set-

up (Ibid). He also claimed that the convoy was meant

to change route, but that they travelled along the same

route every day (The Guardian of 5/3/2009, p. S7). In

fact, shortly before the Test stage of the tour began,

Mr. Broad had expressed concerns over security

because he had “an inkling” that something might

happen. However, he had been assured by Zakir Khan,

Pakistan’s director of cricket operations, that

“everything would be fine” (The Daily Telegraph of

8/3/2009, p. 17). He added that this episode signalled

the “death knell” for cricket in Pakistan, since no-one

would be willing to play in such potentially hostile

territory for a long time (Daily Mail, loc. cit).

Mr. Broad’s allegations were likely to be endorsed by

the Sri Lankans, who were also reported to believe that

Pakistan’s security was below the quality which they

had been promised. However, his remarks predictably

raised hackles in official Pakistani circles. Ejaz Butt, the

Chairman of the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB)

expressed his disquiet at Broad’s remarks, particularly

since “six brave policemen sacrificed their lives” in

attempting to protect the Sri Lankan team and the

match officials (The Guardian, loc. cit.). He added that

he would lodge a complaint with the International

Cricket Council about the match referee’s allegations,

and rejected any notion of a conspiracy, insisting that

the same security procedure as before had been

applied, but that “somehow or other” on that day they

were a little late (The Daily Telegraph of 6/3/2009, p.

18). However, criticism of the security measures also

came from certain Pakistani quarters – most tellingly

from Imran Khan, the politician and former international

all-rounder, who proclaimed himself “embarrassed” by

the poor level of security with which the Sri Lankan team

were provided (The Daily Telegraph of 5/3/2009, p. 17).

As might have been expected, the search for the

perpetrators was accompanied by accusations levelled

not only at terrorist groups but, given the tense stand-

off between the neighbouring countries involved, at the

official authorities of these neighbours as well. This

Pakistan risked a confrontation with India when it

accused the New Delhi intelligence services of plotting

the attack, in a bid to isolate Pakistan and prevent it

from jointly hosting the 2001 World Cup. They added

that Rehman Malik, Pakistan’s most senior interior

ministry official, “shared” the assessment of the country’s

ISI intelligence unit with Robert Mueller, the director of

the US FBI, who was visiting the country. Sources close

to Malik related that he had advised the FBI team “that

the report points the finger at India”. However, this

accusation contradicted earlier statements made by the

President, Asif Ali Zardari, in which he blamed Islamic

militants located along the border with Afghanistan (The

Daily Telegraph of 5/3/2009, p. 16).

Police lost no time in releasing sketches of four of the

gunmen and detained more than two dozen suspects in

raids across the Punjab. However, as the hunt for the

perpetrators intensified, suspicion seemed to centre on

extremist groups linked to the banned Al-Qaeda

organisation. This was certainly the case with one of

those targeted by the initial investigation, i.e.

Mohammed Aqeel, a member of the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi

militant group, who was said by officials to be sheltering

in the lawless frontier region of the country. A police

raid on his home in the Khauta district, Northern Punjab,

was intended to capture the suspected mastermind of

the attacks. However, he succeeded in fleeing to the

country’s tribal belt by the time the raid was performed.

A security official maintained that Mr. Aqeel, a member

of the group which is linked to Al-Qaeda, might be a

“chief co-ordinator” of the terrorist attack. He was jailed

10 years ago for attacks on Shia militants but was bailed

after one year. His name was first circulated by the

security forces when suspects rounded up in the

immediate aftermath of the attack reportedly

mentioned him in connection with the assault (The Daily

Telegraph of 10/3/2009, p. 18).

It was not until mid-June that the Pakistani authorities

made their first arrest in connection with the incident.

Police Chief Pervez Rathore announced that the

suspect in question, Mohammad Zubair, was a

“member of a banned militant group”, as were six

other suspects who had fled. Mr. Rathore alleged that

the group had planned to take the cricketers hostage

and said that Zubair had admitted taking part in the

raid (The Guardian of 18/6/2009, p. 24). No further

news about this arrest or any other investigative

operations had been forthcoming at the time of

writing. Surprisingly, no suspicion seemed to have
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centred on any of the factions involved in the recent

civil war in Sri Lanka itself. This was especially the case

since the conflict in question was drawing to an

extremely bloody conclusion, particularly for the

country’s minority ethnic group, the Tamils. In fact, it

was because of the large expatriate Tamil presence in

Britain that Sir Lankan players Kumar Sangakkara and

Muttiah Muralitharan had cancelled a speaking

engagement at Oxford University because of concerns

over security arrangements. Mr. Sangakkara himself

drew attention to the strong link between cricket and

politics in his native land at a press conference held

several months after the shooting:

“The end of the war is a weight off the shoulders of

all of Sri Lanka. The war touched every person in Sri

Lanka. Everyone lost friends, relatives and loved

ones and not a single family in Sri Lanka has been

able to wake up and not think about the war. But

cricket has been that one unifying force over the

years. It transcends religion, caste, race and politics

and that is the greatest thing we, as a team,

represent. If you take us as a team, we are

representative of all the ethnicities we have in Sri

Lanka. It is high time that people realise, we move

on and live as equals” (The Daily Telegraph of

1/6/2009, p. S14).

From a sporting point of view, one of the major

casualties of the murderous Lahore raid was always

going to be, as Chris Broad had indicated, Pakistani

cricket itself. Even though cricket has always been a

potential target in South Asia, in view of the prestige

earned by its major stars, there is general agreement

that touring Pakistan has always had a different edge

to it. In a country where governance, economic

development and security are very much in decline, the

national cricket team represented a national mania,

providing hope and vicarious glory to 160 million

people. This attack seemed firmly to put paid to any

visits by foreign teams to the country for a long time

to come. The current captain, Younis Khan, voiced his

fear that a long-term consequence would be that the

country would no longer produce the star players

which had graced the international scene for many

decades now (The Guardian of 7/3/2009, p. 25).

The consequences of the attack in purely cricketing

terms manifested themselves quite quickly. In mid-

April 2009, the ICC removed Pakistan as joint hosts for

the 2001 World Cup, and resolved to stage the event

entirely in India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, resisting

any temptation to delay the decision in order to

establish whether there was a possibility that the

security situation could improve. Several observers

noted that the ICC’s almost immediate acceptance that

Pakistan cannot host international cricket in the

foreseeable future contrasted sharply with their

lengthy attempts to stage the 2008 Champions’

Trophy in that country. The tournament was

postponed for over a year in the forlorn hope that the

security situation would improve before the event was

moved to South Africa. It is evident that this time, the

game’s international administrators were not prepared

to tolerate such uncertainty for a tournament expected

to earn profits of over £270 million (The Guardian of

18/4/2009, p. S9). Understandably, the news was

greeted with dismay in Pakistan, with former Test

batsman Javed Miandad claiming that there was

“plenty of time in hand” for the would-be host country

to ensure total security (Daily Mail of 18/4/2009, p.

103).

At the time of writing, it appeared that some makeshift

solution could be at hand – in the shape of enabling

Pakistan to play its “home” tests in England. This was

the gist of the plan outlined in mid-May 2009 by David

Collier, the Chief Executive of the England and Wales

Cricket Board (ECB). The plan was for England to host

eight Test Matches per annum, of which two would be

between Pakistan and – initially – Australia, thus

providing a template which might provide Pakistan

Test cricket with some kind of platform enabling it to

survive (The Guardian of 16/5/2009, p. S8). At first

sight, the idea seems quite an attractive one, given that

it would enable the Pakistan Tests to be staged at

grounds which are located in areas having high levels

of Pakistani immigrant population. Two factors are

relevant here: (a) the desire on the part of the ECB to

stage Tests at venues other than the “traditional six”

(Lord’s, Oval, Edgbaston, Trent Bridge, Old Trafford

and Headingly) and (b) the fact that recent Tests

between England and Pakistan in Manchester have

almost been marketed as “home” fixtures for the

visiting team. In fact, at the time of writing it was

learned that Lancashire and Durham were to bid for

such Tests subject to negotiating a suitable deal with

the ECB (The Mail on Sunday of 14/6/2009, p. 73).

Inevitably, some of the more immediate “outside”

effects of the Lahore attacks were felt in neighbouring

India – particularly since that country had itself been

the subject of a similar terrorist attack (albeit one

which had no immediate effects on the world of

cricket) in Mumbai just a few weeks earlier.

Immediately after the Lahore outrage, Indian cricket

officials held an emergency meeting to discuss security

for the forthcoming Indian Premier League fixtures.

Police officials had warned that security could not be
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guaranteed for six of the selected eight cities selected

to host the £1 billion tournament, particularly as the

various matches coincided with parliamentary

elections. The IPL agreed to reschedule fixtures and

shortlisted seven alternative venues. The Home Affairs

Minister, Palaniappan Chidambaram, moved rapidly to

guarantee safety as a result. Security was to be

centrally monitored. The enhanced security measures

were said to include CCTV cameras to cover every

corner of match venues (The Guardian of 7/3/2009, p.

25). In the event, the various fixtures passed off

without any major breach of security.

It was also highly predictable that speculation would

arise, both in official and in unofficial circles, as to what

the implications of this tragedy would be, not only for

cricket, but for sport as a whole. Apart from the

expected headlines that this incident would “change

sport for ever”, it was certain that security would

henceforth assume a totally different dimension. Other

sports also began to show greater concern for this

aspect. Arsène Wenger, the manager of English

football side Arsenal, expressed the fear that his sport

would be the next target for a high-profile terror

attack. He had already complained that it was

increasingly difficult to obtain police protection to and

from major games, and revealed that his team had

already experienced certain security scares – even

though they eventually turned out to be false alarms.

Certainly the London Metropolitan Police confirmed

shortly after the attacks that their police regarding

police escorts for sporting teams was being reviewed.

Normally the police provide motorbike guides to

negotiate the traffic, but no full-scale security. This

policy is now apparently under review (The Mail on

Sunday of 8/3/2009, p. 83).

OTHER ISSUES

Le Tour Criminel started (France)
In late May 2009, it was learned that nearly 200

prisoners were to cycle around France in the course of

June, watched by scores of guards on bicycles, in the

first penal version of the Tour de France. The 196

prisoners will cycle in a pack, and breakaway sprints

will not be allowed. They were to be accompanied by

124 guards and prison sports instructors. There will be

no ranking order, the object being that of fostering

values such as teamwork and effort. The “alternative

Tour” was to take the prisoners 2,300 km around the

country, starting in the northern city of Lille, and

stopping in 17 towns – each of which naturally has a

prison (even though participants would sleep in

hotels). The finishing line was to be Paris, in conformity

with French tradition (The Guardian of 26/5/2009, p.

14).
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MEDIA RIGHTS AGREEMENTS

The Setanta affair (Ireland/US/UK)
Ever since the broadcasting airwaves were opened up a

few decades ago, various operators have attempted to

profit from the transmission of major sporting events –

with varying degrees of success. Whereas outfits such as

BSkyB have undoubtedly thrived, others have been less

profitable, to the point of bankruptcy and extinction –

witness the ITV Digital fiasco in English League football,

related in all its disastrous detail in these columns

([2002] Sport and the Law Journal p. 38 et seq.).

Although it does not approach the size and seriousness

of the ITV Digital affair, the recent trials and tribulations

experienced by Irish broadcaster Setanta have served

as a reminder that not all sports broadcasting if paved

with the proverbial precious metal.

Setanta initially had a sizeable football portfolio, which

included a four-year deal with the Scottish Premier

League (SPL), worth £54 million. A further deal was

agreed last summer which saw the broadcaster agree

to pay £125 million to the SPL between 2010 and 2014.

However, its operation was thrown into turmoil by its

failure to retain half of the 46 English Premier League

games which it was due to screen live until the end of

the 2009-10 season. The alarm bells started to ring

urgently when it emerged that Setanta had defaulted

on a payment to the SPL. This raised serious questions

over its commitment to Scottish football and the other

parts of its rights portfolio. Given that this

development occurred in the midst of an economic

recession, and at a time when no gate receipt monies

were forthcoming, the Scottish football club

boardrooms had good reason for showing the utmost

concern (The Guardian of 2/6/2009, p. S5).

So dire did the situation seem that it appeared likely at

one point that the pay-TV broadcaster could be forced

into administration within a 24-hour period. In spite of

an emergency meeting aimed at securing a last-ditch

financial rescue deal put together by the company’s

founders, Michael O’Rourke and Leonard Ryan, some

City sources claimed that “the shutdown had already

begun” and that it was only the legal complications

involved in winding up the company, meaning separate

operations in three countries (Ireland, the US and

Britain), which were delaying an announcement about

its future. Ominously, Jeremy Darroch, the Chief

Executive of BSkyB, said that his company had

rejected a demand from Setanta of £50 million for Sky

to take over its (English) Premier League football

rights. He criticised Setanta for having “scaled up the

business too quickly”, and that they had major backers

who were looking to sell the business on too early (The

Guardian of 10/6/2009, p. S3).

In the meantime, it emerged that Setanta had also

defaulted on its last scheduled media rights payment to

the English Football Association (FA). Still its founders

attempted to rescue matters by assembling an Irish-

based consortium of high net-worth individuals willing

to salvage the company. Its staff were called to a

meeting and given the assurance that the business was

not in administration – however, they were offered no

reassurances about the future and received a two-week

advance on their salaries. The company also confirmed

that it had suspended its subscription services thus

preventing new customers from joining – a move widely

interpreted as a precursor to administration (The Daily

Telegraph of 11/6/2009, p S5). The next day, Setanta

executives expressed genuine hope that the

organisation had been pulled back from the brink after

a “very credible” investor had emerged with an 11th-

hour rescue plan. The new deal was understood to

envisage keeping the Setanta business intact, with its

operations in the UK, Ireland and US being maintained

as a single corporate entity. However, rights holders

such as the FA, Premier League, Premier Rugby and the

USPGA golf tour had reason not to feel entirely

reassured of their contracts with Setanta in view of the

warning that the plan needed the help of “certain rights

holders, including the Premier League” (The Guardian of

12/6/2009, p. S1).

It seemed that the Irish broadcaster had definitely turned

the corner when a Russian-born billionaire, Len Blavatnik,

put forward a rescue plan which envisaged offering £20

million for a 51 per cent stake in Setanta. The latter

immediately resumed taking subscriptions from new

customers. At the same time, it was informed by the

English Premier League that it had just days to raise the

£20 million still owing to them or face losing rights to

Premiership fixtures in the future – which would

represent a very sever blow to the entire operation (The

Independent of 16/6/2009, p. 45). However, doubts over

the broadcaster’s future re-emerged when the premier

League announced that it was seeking alternative

broadcasters for the 46 live matches the troubled station

was scheduled to broadcast during the forthcoming

season (The Daily Telegraph of 16/6/2009, p. S8). In fact,

a few days later the Premier League severed its contract

with Setanta after the latter was unable to negotiate a

deal with potential investors which would have allowed

it to pay the £10 million still owed for broadcasting rights

the following season (The Independent of 20/6/2009, p.

53).
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As expected, this announcement was followed by a

scramble for the rights to the 46 Premiership fixtures in

question, particularly with the deadline – 22 June – fast

approaching. In the event, it emerged that the Premier

League sold the rights concerned to ESPN, the sports

network owned by the media giant Disney. They were

understood to have paid around £90 million for these

rights. At the same time ESPN signed a distribution

deal with Sky under which its Premier League games

would be made available to Sky subscribers, who will

need to pay an extra amount in order to view the

matches – although ESPN stressed that these games

would also be broadcast on other platforms, including

cable television. The SPL in the meantime confirmed

that, Setanta having failed to pay the amount owed to

the Scottish football consortium, the latter would put

the rights to top-flight Scottish football out to tender –

with BSkyB once again been seen as favourites for this

outcome. In addition, the other sporting bodies,

(including Premier Rugby) which also signed deals with

Setanta, were compelled to auction the rights

previously held by the Irish company, although they

were faced with the prospect of receiving much less

for them (The Guardian of 23/6/2009, p. S1).

As far as the Scottish fixtures were concerned, it looked

initially as though the “Old Firm” of Scottish football

(Glasgow Celtic and Glasgow Rangers) would succeed

in an audacious bid to secure the relevant television

rights (The Guardian of 15/7/2009, p. S3). However,

there was some suspicion over the two clubs’ motives

in bidding for the rights, which is probably why the bid

did not, in the event, succeed. Ultimately, it was a joint

deal between ESPN and Sky which succeeded, and it is

they who will be broadcasting SPL football live in

Britain and Ireland for the next three seasons – with an

option for an additional two. The rival broadcasters

agreed a deal in mid-July worth $106 million over five

years to acquire the relevant rights (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 16/7/2009). Although no definitive

news about the fate of Setanta was forthcoming at the

time of writing, it would appear that the broadcaster

had become all but defunct.

Conditional access and sporting rights in
Europe. Article in academic journal
In “Conditional access and sports rights in Europe –

good and bad news” ([2009] 3 Entertainment Law

Review p. 100), the author, Rohan Massey, summarises

the European Commission’s second report on the

implementation of Directive 98/84 (the Conditional

Access Directive), focusing on the implications for

sports television broadcasting. He considers what the

Commission intends to do in order to stop UK public

houses from showing English Premier League fixtures

without subscribing to the exclusive licensed

broadcaster Sky. He examines the legal issues which

arise where EU citizens reside in other Member States

and watch broadcasts from their home country, thus

breaching territorial restrictions in their contracts. He

also examines the meaning of the term “illicit device”,

and how to tackle new technological means for

obtaining unauthorised access to such broadcasts

(featured in [2009] 6 European Current Law p. 64).

New work on sports broadcasting rights
The extent to which the broadcast media have

influenced sport, and vice-versa, is a well-known

phenomenon of our present-day society. It forms the

main subject-matter of a new work entitled TV Rights

and Sport – Legal Aspects edited by Blackshaw,

Cornelius and Siekmann. The first part of the book deals

with the European law on television rights in the digital

age in general and with the broadcasting rights relating

to major sporting events in particular. The second part

examines the law of 27 countries – both inside and

outside the European Union. The authors of the various

chapters are all, in their own countries, specialists in

media and sports law, and describe the relevant rules

from the perspective of property rights, broadcasting

rights, the commercial utilization of such rights and the

impact of competition law, including the collective sale

and purchase of sporting television rights.

Broadcaster Fox plans expanded Champions
League television coverage (US/EU)
In early April 2009, it was learned that the major US

broadcaster Fox was planning to expand its coverage

of the European Champions League next season, with

matches appearing on Fox Sports Net and FX in

addition to the Fox Soccer Channel.

After beating ESPN for the rights to the world’s most-

followed club competition, Fox will broadcast 31 live

and 79 delayed matches on FSC next season. Sixteen

games will be shown on Fox Sports Net on Tuesdays,

and the final from Madrid on 22/5/2010, will be

featured on FX as the European governing body for

the sport, UEFA, switches the championship to

Saturday from its traditional Wednesday. In addition,

Fox Sports en Espanol will broadcast 31 matches live

and 63 in relay. Broadcasts by ESPN and ESPN2, which

have televised the Champions League since the 1994-

95 season, are available in 98 million homes and have

broadcast Champions League matches in high-
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definition this season. FSC, which reaches 34 million

households, plans to launch HD telecasts at the end of

this year.

FSC is known primarily for its broadcasts in the US of

England’s Premier League (EPL), which began in 1998.

The network’s EPL rights run through the 2009-10

season, and it took over all U.S. rights to Italy’s Serie A

starting in 2007-8 under a three-season agreement.

Spokesman David Sternberg said five years ago that

midweek afternoon Champions League matches were

“a tough square” to circle, but that attitude changed

when Nielsen began to measure FSC’s audience last

October. Seeking to attract new advertisers, FSC

began examining its viewers.

Top matches, such as that between Manchester United

played Chelsea on 11/1/2009, received a 0.43 rating in

the network’s universe. Whilst this represents a

relatively small quota, i.e. about 146,000 homes, it

achieved a tied second place among male viewers

aged 18-34 watching advertisement-supported cable

TV at the time. ESPN says its 27 Champions League

telecasts last season were watched by an average of

255,000 households, and Manchester United’s victory

over Chelsea in the May 2008 final was ESPN’s most-

watched Champions League television broadcast, with

798,000 homes and 1,097,000 viewers. FSC hopes the

Champions League will expand the network’s reach

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 2/4/2009).

IOC sells 2014-16 rights to Arab broadcasters
In mid-June 2009, the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) announced that it had concluded a

deal under which 20 Arab states would broadcast the

2014 Sochi Olympics as well as the Summer Games in

2016. The agreement with the Arab States

Broadcasting Union (ASBU) is believed to be worth

$32 million – an increase of almost 50 per cent on the

$21.2 million paid for the 2010-12 deal. The ASBU

members (which include Algeria, Egypt, Iraq and Saudi

Arabia, agreed to give a prime time slot to daily

highlights from the 2014 Winter Olympics. In addition,

they will each show at least 200 hours of action from

the 2016 Olympics on free-to-air channels, as well as

broadcasting through subscription services, websites

and mobile telephones (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 18/6/2009).

LEGAL ISSUES ARISING FROM
TRANSFER DEALS

Leading Italian club calls for protection of
young players such as Macheda
One of the more promising young players to emerge

from the 2008-9 season in the English premier League

(football) was Federico Macheda, who marked his

senior debut for Manchester United with a spectacular

injury-time winner in the crucial game against Aston

Villa as the season drew to a close. The player had

been lured to Old Trafford from Italian side Lazio as a

callow 15-year-old in the course of 2007. In so doing,

United were exploiting rules which prevent Italian clubs

from offering professional contracts to players under

the age of 16. In the event, the Premier League

champions were compelled to pay £200,000 by way

of compensation to the Rome club, with a similar fee

going to AS Roma in July 2008 for securing the

services of Davide Petrucci. United also took

advantage of the restrictive system applied in Italy

when it tempted Giuseppe Rossi from Parma in 2004

(The Daily Telegraph of 7/4/2009, p. S3).

Having been powerless to prevent United from

removing the club’s prime asset, the Lazio president,

Claudio Lotito, called for stringent new regulations

aimed at repelling these predatory advances by foreign

clubs. He fears that other clubs will remain vulnerable

to such practices unless rules are changed to “ring-

fence” their rising stars. He went on:

“I talked repeatedly with Macheda’s parents, we

established a dialogue, but it was not possible to do

anything. We could not compete with United’s offer.

Normally these boys are not from wealthy families

and they look for alternatives in foreign countries for

economic reasons. That is not right. We have to be

provided with more reliable and concrete rules than

those which govern Italian clubs. We knew that he

was a great player and we did everything to keep

him, but we cannot allow ourselves to behave in a

way which I feel is immoral” (Ibid).

(On the subject of child labour issues, the reader’s

attention is drawn to other calls for greater safeguards

reported elsewhere in this volume – see the following

section, as well as above at p. 000).
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Norwegians want fresh inquiry into Mikel
transfer
The saga of John Obi Mikel is also a case which has

certain overtones of exploitation. Prominent among the

concerns which have been expressed about the way in

which young players are taken advantage of has been

the case of African footballers being lured to Europe

by some of the less scrupulous big names in the sport.

In the light of this, it came as no surprise when, in May

2009, it was learned that leading English Premier sides

Manchester United and Chelsea were facing calls for

the investigation into Mikel’s controversial transfer to

be re-opened. The Norwegian Football Federation

(NFF) want the English Football Association (FA) and

world governing body FIFA to consider the case once

more because new details on the subject have

allegedly emerged.

The reader will no doubt remember previous issues of

this Journal in which the star player’s tortuous journey

from Nigeria to Stamford Bridge via South Africa,

Norway and Old Trafford, was set out in detail. It will

be recalled that, a few days after signing an option

agreement with United, Mikel had disappeared from

Norway and re-emerged in London, where he gave an

interview claiming he had been pressured into signing

for United and wished to join Chelsea instead. United

expressed serious concerns for the player’s well-being

and called for maximum penalties against Chelsea and

certain agents if any offences were proved. The clubs

involved may have been forgiven for considering that

the matter had been definitively settled when they and

Mikel, together with Norwegian club FC Lyn, signed a

settlement under which Chelsea paid United £12 million

and Lyn £4 million to sign Mikel and all sides withdrew

allegations of serious rule infringements.

However, in mid-May 2009 a leading British newspaper

claimed to have obtained a copy of the agreement, as

well as a number of other documents which have come

to light following the conviction last year of former Lyn

chief executive Morgan Andersen for forging Mikel’s

professional contract before striking a deal to sell him

to United in April 2005. The documents and evidence

heard at Andersen’s trial strongly suggest that a

number of regulations were breached during the

multiple moves made by the Nigerian player before

settling at Stamford Bridge. More particularly has

emerged that the deed of settlement, drafted by

Chelsea’s lawyers, Hammonds, and signed by all the

parties, required Mikel, United, Lyn and Chelsea not

only to withdraw the allegations they had made to

FIFA, the FA and the Premier League against each

other and certain agents – but also, under clause 11.2 of

the contract, not to “take any step to encourage any

Football Authority or other statutory or judicial

authority to investigate Mikel or his playing

registration” (The Mail on Sunday of 24/5/2009, p. 83).

Mr. Mikel was also required, according to clause 8.4, to

notify the Norwegian police that he did not wish to

proceed with the Norwegian criminal action. He

subsequently signed the draft letter to police

appended to the settlement. However, the Norwegian

police did not abandon the case and, in March 2008,

Andersen was fined and given a suspended one-year

jail sentence for forging Mr. Mikel’s professional

contract. State prosecutor Svein Holden commented:

“The police told me they thought the case was too

serious and the parties to the agreement were doing

what was best for them. The agreement made both

the investigation and the trial more difficult. I

thought there would be some action by FIFA, the

English FA or someone after the conviction, but it’s

only the NFF. I’m surprised.” (Ibid)

The deed of settlement, along with other documents,

are featured in The Missing Diamond, a work by

Norwegian journalists Lars Backe Madsen and Jens M

Johansson which tells the whole story of Mikel in the

context of the transfer of young footballers around the

world. Following the trial, the Norwegian Football

Federation fined Lyn and Rune Hauge, (the agent who

infamously paid former Tottenham Hotspur manager

George Graham the “bung” which cost him his

position), for their roles in the Mikel affair. The NFF

then wrote to FIFA and the English FA, drawing their

attention to Andersen’s conviction and revelations

about the case contained in the book. NFF general

secretary Karen Espelund said:

“We need to take every case on and that’s why the

English FA and FIFA have to consider how they have

handled it. You have to protect football. In this

matter (the Mikel case) it’s about football’s

reputation and we are all responsible for that. I

would be happy to see a thorough investigation of

the case because it raises so many questions. There

may be good answers. But if there are not good

answers, there should be consequences.” (Ibid)

A fundamental issue is how and why Mikel and two

fellow Nigerians all under the age of 18 came to be in

Norway in the autumn of 2004. FIFA rules forbid the

international transfer of minors, and in June 2005 the

NFF raised serious concerns with FIFA. After Mikel had

made the forgery complaint in November 2005, FIFA

legal director Heinz Tannler wrote to the NFF saying

no probe could take place while police were
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investigating. Andersen was convicted in March 2008

and later in the year, Chelsea took legal action against

him and Lyn to recover the £16million they had paid on

the basis of the forged contract. Lyn reached a

settlement for a token amount, but Chelsea are

reserving their rights regarding Andersen (Ibid).

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Contracts continue to pose problems for
West Indies cricket team
Employment relations between the West Indies

cricketing authorities and the players who represent

them on the field have for some time been on the

fractious side – as previous issue of this Journal are

able to testify. This problem resurfaced during the run-

up to the two-Test series which they were scheduled

to play at home against Bangladesh in July 2009,

when the West Indies Players’ Association ordered a

boycott in protest at the refusal on the part of the

West Indies Cricket Board to issue contracts of

employment for the past four seasons. There are also

long-standing disputes over pay and the Indian

Premier League. In response, the home selectors called

up an improvised squad of fringe players captained by

Floyd Reifer, a Barbados batsman who had played the

most recent of his Tests more than a decade ago The

most experienced player in the side was Tino Best,

who played 12 Tests between 2003 and 2005 (The

Times of 10/7/2009, p. 87).

It was not known at the time of writing whether the

employment dispute between the cricketers and their

administrators had been resolved.

NFL players lobby US legislators
Industrial disputes are not unknown in the world of

sport, but seldom can the representatives of sporting

performers have gone as far as the National Football

League (NFL), which represents the interest of the

American football community across the Pond. Just

before this issue of the Journal went to press, it was

learned that NFL players were organising a “blitz” on

the US legislature, meeting around a dozen members

of Congress, including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, in

order to build political support in a possible industrial

showdown with team owners. Around 20 current and

former players were said to be sitting down with

lawmakers (fanning out in three teams) following a

negotiating session held a day earlier between players

and owners on a new collective bargaining agreement.

Last year the owners voted to opt out of the current

agreement in 2011, raising the possibility of a work

stoppage in two years’ time. The owners are arguing

that the current agreement is too favourable to the

players, who are in receipt of around 60 per cent of

revenues. The players have countered with a union-

commissioned study that shows the average value of

the teams to have risen from $288 million to $1.04

billion over 10 years, an increase of about 14 per cent

per year. They fear that there may be a “lockout”, and

intend to remind lawmakers about the “gifts” which

Congress bestows on the League, such as an anti-trust

exemption for broadcasting contracts, the union’s new

executive director, DeMaurice Smith, said in an

interview with The Associated Press.

As is the case in this country (where Premier League

footballers seem to earn millions by the second) it may

be hard to conjure up much sympathy for football

players making seven-figure salaries. However, Mr.

Smith reminded legislators that thousands of people

are employed as stadium workers. He maintained that,

during an economic downturn it may not be altogether

wise for a business that generated $8 billion in revenue

last year to be contemplating throwing those people

out of work during a lockout, adding that lawmakers

should think about the consequences which could be

visited on their home cities. Besides Ms.Pelosi, other

lawmakers on the players’ agenda included Chris Van

Hollen, . assistant to the Speaker, Joe Barton, the top

Republican on the House Energy and Commerce

Committee; Senator Herb Kohl, who is the chairman of

the Senate Judiciary Committee’s anti-trust

subcommittee, and senator Arlen Spector, who has

taken on the NFL on various issues (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 15/7/2009).

NFL Vice-President Joe Browne said the league was

“hopeful” that matters could be resolved, adding that it

was “a little premature to talk about putting stadium

workers out of work in 2011”. Congress has jurisdiction

over the NFL in several areas, including a 1961 Law

granting sporting leagues anti-trust exemption for

broadcasting. That allowed the NFL to sign TV

contracts on behalf of all its teams, helping to

transform the league into the economic powerhouse it

is today. Mr. Browne said the main beneficiaries of the

exemption were:

“the league, the clubs, the players and the fans who

get all their games on free over-the-air TV because

of it. If we hadn’t been able to get the exemption,

I’m not sure we’d have 32 teams at this point – some

of the smaller markets wouldn’t be able to compete

with the New Yorks and Chicagos” (Ibid)
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Players participating in the lobbying effort included

Baltimore Ravens cornerback Dominique Foxworth,

San Francisco 49ers linebacker Takeo Spikes,

Cleveland Browns offensive tackle Joe Thomas and

Kansas City Chiefs linebacker Mike Vrabel. The NFL has

also enhanced its Washington presence by employing

a full-time lobbyist and creating a political action

committee aimed at obtaining federal campaign

donations. It should be borne in mind that Congress

has a history of taking a close look at sports leagues

during work stoppages. After the 232-day strike wiped

out the 1994 World Series, several lawmakers

introduced legislation to take away baseball’s coveted

antitrust exemption. Finally, in 1998, President Bill

Clinton approved narrower legislation that revoked the

antitrust exemption only for labour relations, not for

matters involving relocation, league expansion or the

minor leagues (Ibid).

No further details were available at the time of writing.

Employer found liable for roller skating
workshop accident. Netherlands court decision
The case under review concerned employer liability for

accidents occurring outside the performance of

employment duties. The employer organised, on

Fridays after working hours, a roller skate dancing

workshop on the marble floor of an office hallway. One

of the employees donned the roller skates, fell and

incurred an injury. The Netherlands Supreme Court

(Hoge Raad) ruled that an employer may be held liable

for the injurious effects of an accident suffered by

his/her employee outside the performance of the

latter’s employment duties where the injury arose,

either wholly or in part, because the employer failed to

act as a good employer on the basis of criteria which

depend on the special circumstances of the case in

question. Where an employee organises, for the benefit

of his/her staff, an activity which carries a particular

risk for the employee, he/she should endeavour to

apply standards of good employment practice aimed

at preventing such injury. There are no special rules on

the allocation of the burden of proof or contributory

negligence in such cases. The Court was satisfied that

the employer was subject to a duty of care and harm

prevention based on the requirements of sound

employer practice (Decision of 7/4/2009, Case

08/00635 Nederlands Juristenblad of 8/5/2009, p.

1166).

SPORTING AGENCIES

[None]

SPONSORSHIP AGREEMENTS

Kangaroo sponsorship deal may jeopardise
Four Nations tournament (Rugby League)
This coming autumn should, in principle, witness an

interesting Four Nations tournament featuring

Australia, New Zealand, England and France. However,

in mid-June 2009 Australia threw preparations for the

event into disarray by threatening to refuse playing

their scheduled Test in France because of the latter’s

ban on alcohol advertising. The Kangaroos are

sponsored by Victoria Bitter (VB), and, according to

their spokesperson Geoff Carr, they had “every

intention” of honouring the agreement. The English

Rugby Football League (RFL), which has the

responsibility of organising the tournament, responded

diplomatically but hinted at a degree of exasperation

at the Australians’ attitude (The Guardian of

10/6/2009, p. S6).

The RFL had, in fact, discussed the issue with its

Australian counterpart six weeks previously and was

thought to have referred it to the innovative marketing

strategies adopted by Rugby Union sponsors such as

Heineken and Brains. The Australian VB sponsorship

deal carries a certain irony anyway, in view of the spate

of alcohol-related incidents which have reflected badly

on the National Rugby League, and is also thought to

have complicated the global search for a title sponsor

for the Four Nations series (Ibid).

The dispute had not yet been resolved at the time of

writing.

Kenyan athletes’ success endangered by cut
in sponsorship
The current economic recession has already hit a

number of sports and competitors, and this would

appear to include the world of athletics. In early May

2009, it emerged that the dominance established by

Kenya in long-distance running may be in jeopardy as

its sponsorship begins to shrink. Athletes who were

traditionally supported by the major manufacturers of

sports clothing have seen dramatic cuts in their

funding over the past few months. This has left the

country’s world-beating competitors unable to travel
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to Europe in order to take part in major events, this

denying them appearance fees and prize money.

Joseph Chelimo is the head of the Keldo Athletics Club

located near Iten, the running capital of Kenya’s Rift

Valley, and helped to train two of the 10 men who

competed in the London Marathon, to wit Emmanuel

Mutai and Felix Limo. He despondently pointed out that

he used to be able to send 40 or 50 athletes to Europe

every year, but that this number may well be cut by as

much as half. Running is a major industry in Kenya, with

sponsors paying top competitors to appear in races in

the hope that they will win events or break records,

thus earning widespread publicity. It is this system

which helped to maintain the country’s runners on

leader boards for more than three decades. However, as

the cash dries up, the running industry also seems to be

heading for recession. The effect is already being felt in

Iten (200 miles North of Nairobi). Deals with clothing

manufacturers are being renegotiated, free kit is being

cut back and travel money reduced (The Daily

Telegraph of 4/5/2009, p. 14).

The position appears to be even more dispiriting for

newcomers. Thus Joseph Cheromei, the joint director

of a stable of athletes in Iten, has already cut 15 of his

200 runners and could cancel agreements with a

further 50. He pointed out the dramatic consequences

this can have for the athletes, since nowadays if one is

“new and untested, no manager is going to look at

you”. Even a top performer such as Emmanuel

Kipkoech Biwott, who is less than three minutes off the

world record for running the half marathon, is very

downbeat about the future. He commented:

“If this financial crisis is going to go on, running in

Kenya will end. We are poor. If there will be no-one

paying for new runners to go abroad there will be

no new runners coming up. If we earn no money,

why do it? This is a job for us. Without sponsorship,

we will look for something else to do” (Ibid).

The problem hers is that, in this rural corner of East

Africa, there is little else to do. Without the athletes’

revenue, the entire region will struggle.

MasterCard renewed as Champions League
sponsor
The relationship between the world of football – and

particularly its world governing body FIFA – and major

credit company MasterCard has been a somewhat

troubled one, as this column has testified on more than

one occasion. However, this does not have appeared

to have deterred the corporation from continuing is

financial support for the European Champions League

which, as was learned in early April 2009, will continue

for the next three seasons. The credit card firm is, in

fact, the fourth of the official commercial partners of

European governing body UEFA for this competition –

which earned at least $1.1 billion in broadcasting and

marketing income last season. The value of the

agreement was not, however, disclosed (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 7/4/2009).

OTHER ISSUES

Skiing operator held contractually liable for
safety shortcomings. French court decision
In the case under review, there was insufficient snow

on the skiing piste, which was intended for beginners.

More particularly one part of the piste was

insufficiently covered with snow, obliging the skiers to

approach a shed located at the end of the piste in

order to avoid grass patches. However, the protective

cladding placed on the shed did not cover its upper

part, as a result of which one of the skiers, when falling,

impaled himself on the shed and was seriously hurt.

The Court of Appeal of Chambéry ruled that, pursuant

to Article 1147 of the Civil Code, the operator of a

skiing resort was bound by an obligation to provide a

safe environment as an obligation de moyens (an

obligation to provide the means) because of the active

part played by the skiers. However, the operator in

question had failed to meet this safety obligation by

failing to take the necessary measures in order to

ensure adequate levels of safety for a piste intended

for debutant skiers, of whom it is foreseeable that they

are always likely to fall (Decision of 14/10/2008, in JCP

– La Semaine Juridique of 8/4/2009, p. 55).
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Contractual and competition law implications
of resale of football match tickets. German
Supreme Court decision
The case under review concerned the activities of an

organisation which sells on, at inflated prices, tickets

for top German Football League matches. The club

whose match tickets were thus being retailed brought

several civil actions against this operator. The legal

basis for these challenges was not only contractual, in

that the purchaser of such tickets undertakes to make

exclusively private use of them and not to sell them

further, but also competition law. These actions were

only successful in part.

This dispute ultimately landed before the German

Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof). On the one hand,

it ruled that anyone who omits to inform the seller of a

product who markets his produce on an exclusive basis

and forbids the purchaser of this product from reselling

it for profit (i.e. the football club in question), that

he/she is in the business of reselling this product, is in

breach of contract and of the applicable competition

law. However, it also ruled that the club in question

was not entitled to a court order having the effect of

prohibiting further breaches of contract under future

agreements which had yet to be concluded. In

addition, there was no incitement to breach of contract

on the part of an organisation which placed

advertisements informing the general public that it was

prepared to buy tickets for sporting events, even

where that organisation is aware that, under the

general terms and conditions (allgemeine

Geschäfstbedingungen), stipulated by the organiser of

such sporting events, the potential sellers of such

tickets have been specifically prohibited from selling

on these tickets. It also ruled that such an organisation

had not committed an act of profiting from a the

breach of a contract to which it is not a party, even

where the prohibition of selling on match tickets had

legitimate objectives such as ensuring safety in the

stadium or ensuring a socially acceptable pricing

structure (Decision of 11/9/2008, [2009] 21 Neue

Juristische Wochenschrift p. 1504).
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SPORTING INJURY

Allocation of liability in waterskiing accident.
German Supreme Court decision
The case under review resulted from an accident which

occurred when a married couple and their friend were

involved in a waterskiing event. At the time of the

accident, the wife of the couple was waterskiing in

Lake Garda (Italy) whilst her husband and friend were

driving the boat. At a certain point, she wanted to end

the exercise and swam towards the boat. Following a

warning cry by the friend, the husband pressed the gas

pedal whilst, unbeknown to him, being in reverse gear.

As a result, the boat, instead of moving forward,

moved backwards. The wife thus became entangled in

the screw propeller of the boat, and was seriously

injured. At first instance, the court ruled that the friend,

being the owner and operator, had been deficient in

his safety obligations. The husband had been

discharged of all liability on the grounds that the

accident occurred as a result of an unfortunate

combination of circumstances by virtue of Article 1359

of the German Civil Code, which requires a lower than

normal standard of care in relation to negligent acts

committed by married spouses towards each other.

However, the German Supreme Court

(Bundesgerichtshof) ruled that, in cases such as these,

it was not the standard of care laid down in Article

1359, but the much stricter standard of liability laid

down in Article 276 which applied. In the light of this

standard, there was contributory negligence on the

part of the husband, and the liability of the boat owner

was considerably reduced by the Court (Decision of

24/3/2009, in [2009] 26 Neue Juristische

Wochenschrift p. 1875).

Horse riding centre held liable for injuries to
disabled participant. French Court of Appeal
decision
The case under review concerned a disabled person

who was taking part in an equitherapy exercise at a

horse riding centre, and who was injured when he was

thrown to the ground by his horse, which did so

because it had been frightened by the bucking of a

horse riding in front of it. The Court of Appeal of

Amiens ruled that the centre was liable, under Article

1385 of the Civil Code, for the loss resulting from the

accident. It held that it was not unforeseeable,

especially for a horse-riding professional, that a horse

will be frightened by the bucking of a horse riding in

front of it. Nor should it be impossible for a riding

instructor especially trained in horse-riding for disabled

adults to manage this kind of incident. As a result, the

centre had failed to prove the existence of force

majeure capable of dispensing it from liability (Decision

of 12/6/2008, JCP-La Semaine Juridique of 14/1/2009,

p. 56).

LIBEL AND DEFAMATION ISSUES

Robinho threatens Pele with legal action over
drugs allegations (Brazil)
The Brazilian player Robinho was one of the major

purchases made by English Premier League side

Manchester City after its access to wealth emanating

from the Middle East. In late March 2009 it emerged

that he threatened to bring legal action against his

compatriot, the former football legend Pele, if the latter

did not issue a formal apology for allegedly

maintaining that he, Robinho, once had a drug

problem. It is claimed that Pele made the accusation

that both Robinho and his close friend Ronaldo had

once fought an addiction to drugs when speaking at a

private function in Sao Paulo. Pele was apparently

unaware that his statement was being recorded, and

his remarks were later widely reported in the Brazilian

media (The Daily Telegraph of 25/3/2009, p. S6). His

statement came whilst he was defending his son

against allegations of drug-taking (The Independent of

25/3/2009, p. 56).

Both Robinho and his side have strenuously denied the

allegation. According to a statement made on the

former’s website:

“A formal retraction will be requested, if what he

said was not misrepresented by the media that

published it. If Pele does not come forward, he will

have to deal with this very unfortunate comment in

court. Robinho is disappointed and upset at Pele,

who seems to have forgotten the great idol he was.

He must be reading sensationalist media to come up

with such a wrongful statement” (The Daily

Telegraph of 25/3/2009, loc. cit.).

No further details are available at the time of writing.
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Klinsmann crucified over his sense of humour
failure (Germany)
It is said that every cliché contains at least a grain of

truth, and that may include the one about the Germans

having no sense of humour. Certainly Jürgen

Klinsmann, the beleagurered manager of top club

Bayern Munich, and his legal advisors appeared to be

doing their utmost to demonstrate the veracity of that

stereotype – whereas Germany’s left-wing daily Die

Tageszeitung was determined to prove the opposite.

At issue is a satirical photograph spread across the

newspaper’s front page which depicted a deeply

anguished, Biblically long-haired and semi-naked

Klinsmann being crucified. Alongside him were the

words of the song from Monty Python’s film, Life of

Brian, “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life”.

The picture, published in mid-April 2009, was an

attempt to poke fun at the furore over Klinsmann that

has filled Germany’s sports pages for days. There has

been wild speculation about the coach’s future ever

since Bayern Munich were ousted from the Champions

League after suffering a humiliating 4-0 defeat at the

hands of Barcelona in April 2009. This so-called “Night

of Shame” turned Bayern’s fans against Mr. Klinsmann.

And the coach’s superiors have castigated him, saying

that they were overwhelmed by feelings of “shock,

sadness and fury”.

Die Tageszeitung concluded that Klinsmann was

“being crucified” and chose to illustrate the metaphor

with an appropriate photomontage. It pointed out that

Klinsmann, who three years ago was being hailed as a

national superstar for his role as Germany’s World Cup

coach, had become Bayern Munich’s whipping boy.

Yesterday however, Klinsmann and his lawyers let it be

known that, like a certain 19th century monarch (who

was also German-born), they were not in the least

amused. A grave letter received by Die Tageszeitung

informed its editor that Klinsmann felt his dignity had

been “deeply and massively” offended by its front

page (The Independent of 16/4/2009, p. 2).

Mr. Klinsmann’s Munich lawyers announced forthwith

that they intended to sue the paper for defamation and

announced that they were claiming damages of

€100,000 (£88,000). Their position was supported by

Bayern Munich. Markus Hörwick, the team’s press

spokesman, who described Die Tageszeitung’s front

page as “perhaps the worst gaffe ever made by the

German media”. Meanwhile, staff at the Berlin-based

newspaper did their best to laugh off the threat.

Bascha Mika, the paper’s editor, said she had been

entirely taken aback by the threat of legal action,

adding that she expected “a better sense of humour

from Bayern Munich and especially from Jürgen

Klinsmann” (Ibid).

It was not known at the time of writing whether court

proceedings had actually been instituted.

INSURANCE

Previously existing condition clause prevents
rugby player from claiming insurance. French
Court of Appeal decision
The case under review concerned a professional rugby

player who had incurred an injury to his spine during

training, and tried to claim on his insurance on the

basis that this injury caused him to abandon all

sporting activity on a definitive basis. However, the

Court of Appeal of Riom found that this loss had

resulted from various recurring clinical episodes

undergone by a person who had been playing

professional rugby for a number of years. Therefore,

there was no link between the loss claimed and the

accident advanced as its cause. No specific information

subsequently provided, or any additional protection

which may have been taken out, could have any

influence on this medical fact. Health questionnaires

required by insurance companies were precisely

intended to exclude previously-existing condition, this

being a general exclusion against which it is impossible

to protect oneself (Decision of 15/1/2009, JCP-la

Semaine Juridique of 13/5/2009, p. 50).

OTHER ISSUES

Romario ordered to pay damages for attack
on fan (Brazil)
In early April 2009, a Brazilian court ordered former

Brazil football star Romario to pay $17,000 for

assaulting a fan who threw chickens at players by way

of protest six years ago. The court thus upheld a lower

court which had already issued an order for damages.

The disgruntled fan of top side Fluminense,

disenchanted with his team’s performance at the time,

threw six live chickens onto the field during a practice

session. This upset Romario so much that he went into

the stands and confronted the fan, throwing punches

and kicking him. A Fluminense trainer also attacked the

fan (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 7/4/2009).
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New German work on sporting liability
Haftung im Sport (Liability in Sport) is the somewhat

mundane title given to this important work written by

Peter Heermann. One might expect such a work to

concern mainly the question of sporting injury; in fact,

a very substantial part of the book deals with purely

financial loss, reflecting the manifold legal relations

which can be involved in the world of sport. In the first

part, the author provides an overview of the general

principles of contractual and tort liability, including the

importance of sporting rules for settling issues of

liability, as well as the various liability limitations

effected by statute and by contract. These limitations

are examined in greater and more concrete depth

when applied to specific types of liability. More

particularly he analyses the liability of the club

management and the possibility of “piercing the

corporate veil” in relation to members of a club.

Part Two deals with the typical liability risk run by

individual sporting performers, in each case dealing

separately with sporting injury and purely financial loss.

The author goes into great detail in presenting the

case law relating to the liability, not only of sporting

performers, but also that of managers, referees, clubs

and sporting federations, in relation to sporting injury –

as well as the attempts made at finding a theoretical

base for such liability. He also concerns himself with

product liability as applied to the manufacturers and

sellers of sporting equipment.

As regards liability for purely financial loss

(Vermögensschade), the author deals with the legal

basis for various claims, which differ depending on the

specific legal relations involved and obligations to take

protective measures. Thus a sporting performer can be

held liable towards his club, sporting federation or

sponsor where he commits a doping offence or other

types of infringement. Conversely, a sporting

federation will be held liable towards the sporting

performer for an unjustified ban and, albeit in a more

restricted way, towards (a) a member club for

erroneous decisions by referees or for unjustified

withdrawal or refusal of a licence, (b) spectators where

a sporting event is cancelled or interrupted, and (c) the

sponsor for damage to its image (for example because

of a doping offence committed by a sporting

performer) which can affect the sponsor’s market value

([2009] 18 Neue Juristische Wochenschrift p. LXXII).
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SPORTS POLICY, LEGISLATION AND
ORGANISATION

Germany contemplates, but then abandons,
paintball ban following school gun deaths
In early March 2009, there occurred a horrific shoot-out

in Winnenden, Germany, when 17-year-ols Tim

Kretschmar killed 15 people at his former school. His love

of paintball, as well as violent video and computer

games, was widely publicised at the time. This prompted

the German authorities seriously to consider a nation-

wide ban on paintball and laser shooting games.

Predictably, there was a strong reaction from owners of

paintball arenas – which were already out of bounds for

those aged under 18 – who claimed that they were being

used as easy targets in what opposition politicians

described as “populistic placebo politics” (The Guardian

of 9/5/2009, p. 18). However, the ban was subsequently

lifted, although the Government have introduced stricter

legislation dealing with, inter alia, gun ownership (The

Times of 15/5/2009, p. 44).

UAE pays compensation to Bangladeshi
camel jockeys
In early May 2009, it was learned that Bangladeshi

children who were compelled to race camels in the

United Arab Emirates are to receive compensation. The

Minister of the Interior for Bangladesh, Sahara Khatun,

announced that the UAE had provided $1.4 million to the

Government for distribution among 879 children who

worked as camel jockeys at races even after a ban issued

in 1993. Hundreds of boys were lured or trafficked into

the Gulf states to ride bareback on camels. The majority

of them were repatriated following a 2005 agreement

between the UAE and world children’s organisation

Unicef (The Independent of 7/5/2009, p. 34).

Reverberations of Beijing Olympics continue
– the sad case of Liu Yan (China)
The 2008 Beijing Olympics may have been a roaring

success on the sporting field, but the many abuses and

restrictions engaged in by the Chinese authorities, well

documented in this Journal and other media outlets,

left a bitter taste in the mouth long after the

spectacular closing ceremony captured the world’s

imagination. In addition to the human rights abuses

committed and various freedoms restricted, there were

strict controls on the way in which the media were

allowed the report some of the less admirable aspects

of the Games. The unfortunate circumstances of

dancer Liu Yan are very much a case in point here.

As she rehearsed her moves on the stage of the main

stadium one evening in July 2008, she had no idea that

this would be the last occasion on which she would

ever grace the dance floor. As China’s most acclaimed

classical dancer, she had been given a coveted six-

minute window in order to perform her act during the

opening ceremony. As she was the only solo dance in

the ceremony, this was meant to be the highlight of her

successful career and an opportunity to display her

talent to a world-wide audience. However, on the night

of the ceremony itself, she was lying in a hospital bed,

paralysed below the waist as a result of a mistake by

stage crew at the rehearsal. As she attempted to come

to terms with being confined to a wheelchair for the

remainder of her life, the story of her tragedy was being

hushed up by government officials, who feared that it

might take the gloss off the Olympics, which were

designed to celebrate China’s ascent to superpower

status (The Sunday Telegraph of 3/5/2009, p. 27).

For many months after the Games, the full account of

the abrupt end to her career was not widely known in

China. However, she did appear at an award ceremony

hosted by Zhang Yimou, the opening ceremony

director who hailed her as a heroine. Whilst Ms Liu is

being portrayed as a brave symbol of Chinese

womanhood, the former dancer herself is less

enthusiastic about being used as a propaganda tool,

saying that what she wanted from the authorities was

“real support and help, not just a title and words of

encouragement”. Details of the accident also emerged

– it appears that she fell 10 feet and landed on some

metal equipment lying on the ground. At the hospital,

doctors discovered that her spine was severely injured

and that she was paralysed below the waist. There are

signs that, now that the truth is out, the authorities

would like her to become a national figurehead for the

disabled, in a country where they suffer widespread

prejudice. However, it is clear that she finds such a role

hard to accept (Ibid).

World Cup qualification poses problems for
North Korean government
North Koreans fans might have looked forward to

hours of live football next summer after their national

team qualified for the World Cup for the first time

since 1966. There is, however, a problem with live

sports coverage in Kim Jong Il’s North Korea, in that it

simply does not exist. Televised international football

matches, like much else under the nation’s Stalinist

regime, are a carefully wielded instrument of control:

victories are fêted as proof of the Dear Leader’s

inspirational powers; defeats are ignored. The nation’s
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most widely read newspaper, Rodong Sinmun, has no

shortage of advice from the Workers’ Party, but no

sports page. Radio was declared “an enemy of the

nation” in 2004, and North Korea’s one weekday

television channel simply does not do disappointment

— so for a country with very few triumphs on the world

sports stage, the broadcasting schedule is often a little

quiet (The Times of 19/6/2009, p. 23).

It remains unclear, for example, whether the general

public even knew of its team’s landmark result when it

secured a draw with Saudi Arabia. It is highly probable

that strictly edited highlights were shown days later, with

images of the crowd and any billboard advertisements

around the pitch blacked out. It was much the same

during last year’s Olympics: good coverage if you were

interested in women’s weightlifting and judo, but very

thin on all other fronts. However, the propaganda value

to the regime of World Cup qualification will be

immense and came at a highly opportune moment.

The regime declared a “150-day battle” last month to

improve the nation’s fortunes. The idea that the Dear

Leader had managed, by quiet inspiration, to

command immediate success for the nation’s football

squad will not, say observers, pass uncelebrated.

And yet qualification presents the regime with a problem.

Even the most gullible North Korean fan must realise that

a World Cup would have a fixed timetable of games.

Should the North Korean squad suffer three consecutive

drubbings and be sent home early, Kim Jong Il will have

to decide whether to pretend that the team won, or

that the whole event simply never happened. There are

thought to be 55 television sets for every 1,000 people

in North Korea, i.e. enough viewers to start wondering,

surely, what became of their glory boys (Ibid).

Himalayan villagers oppose ski resort plans
(India)
The first major ski resort in the Indian Himalayas could

be open by 2012 and attract up to two million people

per annum, according to developers. The £190 million

Himalayan Ski Village (HSV) in the Dhauladhar region is

to cover 6,000 acres of mountainside with five miles of

lifts and four hotels with 500 five-star rooms. The team

behind the project includes Alfred Ford, the great-

grandson of Henry Ford, the automobile pioneer.

Funds have been raised from private investors, most of

whom work in the City of London. The group’s ultimate

aim is to host the Winter Olympics. However, the

planned resort is a 15-hour bus journey on potholed

roads from New Delhi, or a 45-minute flight.

The surrounding area of Manali has previously been

popular among young Western travellers for its wild

marijuana. However, the resort’s developers are already

facing opposition from villagers of the Himachal valley

who claim their traditional lifestyle will be hit by the

influx of tourists. The Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata

Party, which won last year’s state election, also opposes

the resort. According to Maheshwar Singh, a former MP

from the BJP, who is representing a protest group:

“We are against the proposed project as it will take

away our rights on natural resources, livelihood and

deteriorate the environment. It’s against local

culture and it hurts the sentiments of the people, the

majority of whom are dependent upon natural

resources for their livelihood. The proposed project

would force the locals to migrate to other areas.”

(The Daily Telegraph of 12/6/2009, p. 19).

But John Sims, the managing director of HSV, blames

commercial opponents and xenophobic politicians for

the opposition. A public meeting with the protest

groups last week turned violent, with two of the

company directors’ wives being attacked. Mr Sims

commented that, whatever happened, the organisers

were “absolutely determined to go ahead with this

project” and that they would involve the courts to

obtain planning permission. He claimed to have “huge

local support” for the project (Ibid).

No further details are available at the time of writing.

Maryland legislature sends Preakness bill to
governor (US)
The renowned Preakness Stakes horse race would

have extra protection to remain in Baltimore under a

plan approved Monday by the general assembly that

would allow Maryland to buy the second leg of the

Triple Crown to prevent it from being moved. In mid-

April 2009, the Maryland House of Delegates voted 93-

43 to pass a measure already advanced by the state

Senate. The measure would give the state eminent

domain authority to acquire the race and Pimlico Race

Course in Baltimore if no buyer emerges that would

keep the race in Maryland. It is now up to Governor

Martin O’Malley to sign the measure.

The race’s fate is uncertain because of federal

bankruptcy proceedings for its current owner, Magna

Entertainment Corp. It is unclear how much impact a

state law could have on the federal case in Wilmington,

Delaware. Supporters, including Governor O’Malley’s

administration, claim that the race is crucial to

Maryland’s struggling horse industry. It generates

20,000 jobs and has an annual economic impact of
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$1.5 billion, according to administration estimates.

Supporters describe the measure as the best insurance

policy lawmakers can make to protect those economic

interests. They have been quick to cite the example of

Maryland’s loss of the Baltimore Colts football team to

Indianapolis 25 years ago as a stinging reminder of

what inaction could mean (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 13/4/2009).

Maryland contends it has a legal right to have the first

opportunity to purchase the race if it is put up for sale.

Magna has not recognized that right, and there are

many questions about the manner in which a federal

bankruptcy court will direct the sale of assets. A

hearing on the sale of the assets was scheduled to take

place within the next few months. Opponents of the

legislation claim that state law will be unable to pre-

empt a federal bankruptcy court. Some of them also

maintain that the plan has been poorly and hastily put

together, paving the way for the state to be saddled

with a “white elephant” race track at taxpayer expense.

According to Delegate Richard Impallaria:

“The state of Maryland should not be gambling in

this business, because at the end of the day there’s

a good chance we’ll be losers, and who’s going to

be on the hook? Your constituents, the taxpayers for

the state of Maryland.” (Ibid).

The bill would also allow Maryland to purchase or

exercise “eminent domain” over Laurel Park, a rights

and racing events associated with the Preakness,

including its trophy, the Woodlawn Vase.

The Maryland Economic Development Corporation,

created by the state in 1984 to help finance economic

development, would be able issue bonds to acquire the

property, under the legislation, a racetrack in Anne

Arundel County, and the Bowie Race Course Training

Centre. It also would have universal application (Ibid).

Louisiana lawmakers approve New Orleans
Saints bill (US)
In late May 2009, it was learned that the Louisiana

House (i.e. legislature) had approved a measure which

was central to the deal proposed by Governor Bobby

Jindal aimed at keeping top American football side

New Orleans Saints in the state. The measure, sent to

the Senate with a 70-23 vote, would enable team

owner Tom Benson to act as the state’s landlord by

the state lease office space from Benson for a

maximum of two decades. Mr. Benson plans to buy

and redevelop a vacant former mall next to the

Louisiana Superdome. Mr. Jindal had agreed to rent

office space from the Saints owner in a deal aimed at

funnelling money to the NFL team whilst limiting direct

cash subsidies, which have reached the figure of $23.5

million per year. For his part, Mr. Benson agreed to

keep the Saints in New Orleans until 2025 (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 28/5/2009).

Delaware Supreme Court agrees to sports
betting (US)
In late May 2009, the Supreme Court of the US state of

Delaware ruled that a proposed sports betting lottery

did not conflict with the state constitution. The ruling

had been requested by Governor Jack Markell, who

had signed a bill which would make Delaware the only

state east of the Ricky Mountains to offer sports

betting. In a 22-page ruling, the Court held that the

state constitution allows lotteries which have an

element of skill, provided that chance is the

predominant factor in winning or losing. The court also

ruled that the proposed sports lottery met the

constitutional requirement that lotteries be kept under

state control. However, the National Football League

(NFL) opposes the lottery and has already announced

that it may challenge the Bill in court (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 28/5/2009). No further

details are available at the time of writing.

Sochi 2014: Games, politics, intrigue…
and environmental issues?
If Beijing 2008 represented an institutional cauldron

which accommodated a poisonous conflagration of

politics, human rights, criminality and environmental

concerns, it looks as though the Winter Games, due to

be held in Sochi in five years’ time, will come a close

second, if developments as they have unfolded over

the past few months are anything to go by.

It was always fated to be thus – in spite of the euphoria

in evidence during the early summer of 2007, when the

delegates of the International Olympic Committee

(IOC) had gathered in Guatemala to decide the venue

of the 2014 Winter Olympics. For the Russian Prime

Minister, Vladimir Putin, this was a crucial moment. In a

speech delivered in English and French, Mr. Putin

issued a passionate plea for Sochi, Russia’s Soviet-era

Black Sea holiday and skiing resort, holding out a

prospect of mountains, misty forests and of course

much, much snow. To the joy of Russian delegates, and

of Putin, Russia’s inscrutable president, his city won the

day. Nearly two years later, however, Russia’s Olympic

dream appears to be in some trouble. Building work on

Sochi’s grandiose Olympic facilities has hardly started.

Environmentalists have protested that several of the
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major arenas are being built right in the middle of a

nature reserve, causing incalculable damage to the

region’s bio-diversity. The key investors in the whole

enterprise, meanwhile – patriotic Russian billionaires

keen to please the Kremlin – appear to have run out of

funds. Also, in a further humiliation, some locals have

made off with part of the blue fence surrounding the

so far unbuilt Olympic village.

Underlying Sochi’s problem is the global economic

crisis. In Russia, as in many other countries, this has led

to surging unemployment, rising food prices, a 30 per

cent devaluation of the rouble and the first stirrings of

popular unrest against an increasingly autocratic

Kremlin. More particularly the financial meltdown has

caused huge problems for the country’s industrial

oligarchs, who have found themselves suddenly unable

to repay Western loans. The most high-profile victim of

this has been Oleg Deripaska, a multibillionaire

aluminium tycoon and, until last year, the country’s

richest citizen. Mr. Deripaska, a close friend and skiing

companion of Putin, should in principle be in the

process of building crucial parts of Sochi’s Olympic

infrastructure, to wit a road linking downtown Sochi,

with its palm trees, promenade and beaches, to the

mountain resort of Krasnaya Polyana, a new terminal for

Sochi airport, a cargo port, and a speed-skating rink.

Few people doubt Sochi’s natural charm, or its

lucrative possibilities as a post-games tourist

destination. The dramatic slopes and glens around

Krasnaya Polyana, the Prime Minister’s favoured ski

resort, are clothed in primaeval forest, which is home

to such wildlife as leopards, brown bear and lynx. Sochi

itself is famed for its therapeutic baths and benign

subtropical climate, once enjoyed by Soviet leaders

such as Josef Stalin. Pine and cypress trees perfume its

streets. In the last year, however, the enterpreneur’s

net worth has fallen from $28.5 billion to $3.5 billion.

Worse than that, his aluminium company, Rusal, is in

debt to the tune of $14 billion. Nevertheless, Russia’s

2014 Olympic Committee has dismissed suggestions

that – with Deripaska and other backers in big financial

trouble – the Games are now in jeopardy Dmitry

Chernyshenko, chief executive officer of Russia’s Sochi

2014 organising committee, says that in any case, if the

oligarchs fail to deliver on Olympic projects, the state

will intervene. He claimed that the games enjoyed “a

sort of Olympic immunity”, adding that the event has

already attracted half a billion dollars in sponsorship

(The Guardian of 17/3/2009, p. 9).

Analysts agree there is no possibility that Russia will

allow the Games to fail. Given that Mr. Putin’s personal

stake in the project is incalculable, the Kremlin is

preparing to rescue Deripaska and other cash-strapped

investors with a series of soft loans. Last Wednesday

Kozak announced that Russia would spend 218 billion

roubles, or $6.1billion, on the 2014 Olympics (Russia’s

first-ever winter Games and its most prestigious sporting

event since the US-boycotted 1980 Moscow Olympics).

The figure is less than the $12 billion initially mooted.

Officials say costs have been “optimised” rather than

slashed. As the months wore on, however, many

observers are beginning to wonder whether the Games

are worth it and whether the IOC was wise to hand the

Olympics to a city with no infrastructure whatsoever.

Environmental campaigners say construction work has

already had a disastrous effect on local wildlife, with

Sochi’s bear population dwindling by a third. They add

the objection that builders have excavated so much

sand from the coastal city’s Mzymta river that the river

ecology has changed. Astonishingly, even Russia’s

environment minister, Yuri Trutnev, admitted during a

trip to Sochi this month (9 March) that the current

Olympic building sites “look terrible” (Ibid).

In an uncomfortable echo of the Beijing Games, the

IOC also appears to have ignored the high social cost

of the Sochi games. Several hundred residents, many

of whom let rooms to tourists, are being removed from

their homes to make way for a giant Olympic village.

According to Kaptsov, the authorities have so far made

only “vague” pledges of compensation and have not

built alternative housing. Consequently opposition to

the games and local disgruntlement started to

increase. The IOC, however, claimed that the Winter

Games would remain an attractive proposition for

prospective host cities, despite the impact of the

economic slump (Ibid).

There is also a possibility that history could repeat itself,

with the Games – like the 1980 Moscow Olympics –

falling victim to a partial boycott. Sochi is only a half-

hour drive from Abkhazia, the scenic Black Sea micro-

territory embroiled in the 2008 war between Russia and

Georgia. Moscow has recognised pro-Moscow Abkhazia

and South Ossetia, Georgia’s other breakaway region,

as independent states. Further political turmoil in the

region could lead to a Sochi boycott by Georgia,

possibly endorsed by the Baltic states and other former

Soviet bloc countries of eastern Europe.

In the meantime, local politics have interacted with the

local feeling on the one hand, and the actions and

designs of the organisers on the other hand, to provide

yet another stormy backdrop to the Games. In March

2009, it was learned that Russia’s anti-Kremlin
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Solidarity party, headed by the opposition leader and

former chess champion Garry Kasparov, was to field a

candidate to take part in Sochi’s mayoral elections. He

was unlikely to win but was seen as a rallying point for

disenchanted locals.

Then Andrei Lugovoi – the former KGB agent

suspected of poisoning Alexander Litvinenko, the

Russian dissident, which he denies – also emerged as a

possible candidate as Sochi’s mayor, for the ultra-

nationalist Liberal Democratic Party. Lugovoi is already

a Russian MP. (Incidentally, Marina Litvinenko, Mr.

Litvinenko’s widow, said she would campaign for a

boycott of the Games if Lugovoi was elected). And, to

add further spice to the mayoral contest, the billionaire

Alexander Lebedev (who also owns the leading English

newspaper Evening Standard) announced his

candidature as an independent (he had already been

unsuccessful in his bid for the Moscow mayoralty in

2003). He commented that Sochi’s prpblems were

similar to those of Moscow and other Russian cities –

decaying infrastructure and lack of affordable housing.

He also said that Russia could save money on the

Games by using existing facilities elsewhere rather than

building new ones (The Guardian op. cit. p. 19).

Came the day of the election which, as was widely

expected, did not pass off altogether smoothly. The

official result was announced as marking a victory for

the acting mayor, Anatoly Pakhomov, winning with

more than 76 per cent of the vote. The main

opposition candidate and Kremlin critic, Boris

Nemtsov, obtained 13 per cent. However, Mr. Nemtsov

claimed on his website that exit polls conducted by his

campaign had indicated that Pakhomov won 46 per

cent and Nemtsov 35 per cent. The leading candidates

needed over 50 per cent to avoid a run-off ballot. Mr.

Nemtsov accordingly denounced the election as a

fraud. He claimed that the Russian government used its

powers to silence opponents of Mr. Pakhomov, the

candidate representing Mr. Putin’s party (Associated

Press, at www.findlaw.com of 27/4/2009). Even in

defeat, he continued his campaign against the Winter

Games, predicting that it would foment corruption,

damage the environment and leave the city with

unneeded sporting facilities. He also claimed that it

would be more sensible to hold the Games in Moscow,

as this would remove the need to build ice arenas in

subtropical Sochi (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 8/5/2009).

In mid-May, the IOC arrived in the Black Sea resort to

inspect preparations – amid fresh allegations of

environmental infringements. More particularly

pressure groups claimed that Gazprom and other

contractors constructing the Sochi facilities had flouted

environmental regulations, contrary to the pledge

made by the Russian authorities that these Games

would meet strict ecological standards. One particular

group claimed to have uncovered serious violations in

Krasnaya Polyana, the ski resort which was to host

many of the events. Gazprom, Russia’s largest

company, is building a mountain resort centre inside

Sochi’s national park and next to a Unesco-protected

natural reserve. According to the group Environmental

Watch, the company had built a “massive” four-storey

garage, without authorisation, adjacent to the local

Achipse river and constructed an illegal road,

excavated gravel from the river bed and chopped

down hundreds of trees. Dmitry Kapsov, a Sochi-based

ecologist, claimed that construction work in the buffer

zone adjacent to the national park was ruining the area

(The Guardian of 13/5/2009, p. S10).

However, all these allegations appear to have left the IOC

inspectors unfazed. They praised the Russian organisers

of the Games for their “open and constructive” attitude,

whilst Jean-Claude Killy, the former skiing champion

who heads the IOC panel overseeing the Games, gave a

glowing assessment of preparations to renovate the

city and contrast the Olympic facilities. Deputy Prime

Minister Dmitry Kozak, who overseas the preparations,

also gave an assurance that, in spite of the economic

recession, funds earmarked for the building work would

be allocated as planned (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 13/5/2009).

No doubt this will not be the last news bulletin during

the run-up to the Games. The present writer pledges,

as ever, to keep his readership duly informed of further

developments.

World Cup 2010: many problems remain
(South Africa)
Ever since the world governing body in football, FIFA,

awarded the 2010 World Cup to South Africa, doubts

have emerged about the wisdom of this move.

Although most observers were, in principle agreeably

disposed towards the first tournament of this nature to

be held in the African continent, many continued to

entertain nagging reservations about several aspects

of this choice – not least the host nation’s ability to

deliver on several fronts. One of the most obvious

areas of concern relates to the actual organisational

aspects of the event, but there are other aspects which

continue to cause a certain degree of apprehension.

One of these areas relates to ticket sales. One of the
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main objectives of holding the World Cup in Africa was

to foster a sense of local involvement in the

tournament, yet the organisers have faced frequent

accusations that they only seem interested in

attracting wealthy foreign football fans. A warning to

this effect was issued by FIFA themselves as local

organisers conceded that 80 per cent of the

applications for the 3 million available tickets had

emanated from outside the country. One of the main

organisers, Danny Jordaan, commented:

“It is disappointing. If the random draw for phase

one tickets was to take place now, 750,000 tickets

would go overseas and 500 would be left for South

Africa. I urge South Africans to buy tickers now”

(The Observer of 8/3/2009, p. 44).

The ticket application process comes in five stages,

each of which culminates in a lottery followed by the

allocation of tickets. The system is further complicated

by a two-tier pricing structure which favours South

African fans. However, FIFA General Secretary Jerome

Valcke pronounced himself “astounded” not to see

posters and promotions when visiting the country in

early March 2009. The South African cabinet seems to

have heeded FIFA’s warning, and spokesman Thabo

Maseko pledged that ministers would “interact” with local

organising committees in order to review all marketing

strategies, admitting that “not enough money” had been

set aside in order to market such tournaments (Ibid).

Another major concern which has preoccupied many

observers about the 2010 event has been the high rate

of crime which has beset the country for many

decades now. The possibility that there could be at

least some incidents involving the local criminal

fraternity and travelling fans likely to indulge in more

than the odd alcoholic drink must have occurred to at

least some concerned organisers and authorities. There

were officially 36,190 rapes committed in 2007-8, as

well as 14,201 “carjackings”, and many others go

unreported. Around 50 people per day are murdered –

slightly more than the rate in the US, which has six

times South Africa’s population. However, Mr. Jordaan

points out that his country has staged 146 international

sporting events – including the cricket and rugby union

world cups – without any major incidents. A 1.3 billion

rand security operation will see hotels, stadiums and

transit routes flooded with 41,000 police, with water

canons, helicopters and surveillance cameras (The

Guardian of 13/6/2009, p. 24).

Another potential crisis is the state of the transport

system. Public services are minimal, aeroplanes are the

preferred means of transport, whereas trains are

unreliable and crime-ridden. Government plans for

buses have angered minibus drivers who fear that they

will be put out of business. FIFA has made veiled

threats that it will bring in its own fleet of buses of the

situation is not resolved (Ibid). Nor is the state of the

roads anything to boast about, particularly some of the

highways linking the cities. Roughly half the road

between Johannes burg and Bloemfontein – the

country’s fifth-largest city – consists of one lane in

either direction. Most of is not lit at night, and there are

only two towns along the way, which bodes ill for

anyone driving four hours back to Johannesburg after

a match. In addition, petrol stations along the highways

do not appear to accept foreign credit cards (The Daily

Telegraph of 26/6/2009, p. 14).

Another issue which could pose a major problem close

to, or during, the tournament is the threat of industrial

action. There was an ominous portent of this in mid-June

2009 when the workers employed in the construction of

the stadiums went on an indefinite strike. Around

70,000 workers downed tools after wage negotiations

had broken down. The workers were demanding a 13 per

cent increase in pay, whereas employers were only

willing to offer 10.4 per cent (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 8/7/2009). The situation assumed

an increasingly serious dimension when the construction

workers rejected a further wage deal offer (Associated

press, www.findlaw.com of 9/7/2009). The dispute was

resolved a week later when workers agreed to a 12 per

cent deal. One of the main reasons for the strike was the

fact that, although workers are guaranteed a minimum

wage of $300 per month, some casual labourers can

take home less than $100 per month. The trade unions

have also cited increases in fuel and food costs which

appear to make it harder for workers to make ends meet

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 15/7/2009).

There will obviously be fears that the same scenario

could arise when the tournament is in full flow.

Finally, there is the question of accommodation. Fans

travelling to South Africa for the tournament will find

that the host nation is so short of housing that they

may even be encouraged to base themselves in

neighbouring countries – Zimbabwe being promoted

as one of the more likely options. The country’s chronic

lack of hotels means that a system will also be

incorporated whereby fans are “billeted” to local family

homes. A further plan is to press into service hotels

which are not situated near World Cup venues and bus

in supporters from afar. An example given by FIFA is

the proposal to base fans on the picturesque Garden

Route and transport them by bus to Durban, 750 miles

away (The Times of 10/7/2009, p. 25).
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However, there is a good deal about which to be

optimistic. In June 2009, South Africa staged the

Confederations Cup – a kind of mini World Cup – and

this appears to have been quite successful, in spite of

some low attendances, which the Congress of South

African Trade Unions described as an “embarrassment”

for the country (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

17/6/2009). At all events, some of the calamities which

have been predicted for any major tournament taking

place in that beautiful but controversial country appear

to have been averted. There is therefore every reason

for believing that the World Cup will go the same way.

Costs v. benefits of hosting Olympics: jury
still out
The author of this column is not renowned for his

unstinting admiration for major sportfests such as the

Olympics. The extent to which this opinion is borne out

by in-depth research remains a subject of controversy.

Recent academic research appears to be sending out

some mixed dignals on this topic. On the one hand, it

appears that hosting the Olympics has a positive

impact on a country’s economy, giving a powerful

boost to exports – and that the benefits are just as

strong for unsuccessful bidders. On the other hand, the

picture remains highly uncertain for future Olympics

such as those scheduled to take place in London three

years hence.

It is a well-known phenomenon that governments go to

extraordinary lengths to secure the two-week event.

However, using a statistical model, Andrew Rose of the

Haas School of Business at the University of California

and Mark Spiegel of the San Francisco Federal Reserve

demonstrate that the 30% increase in exports enjoyed

by successful bidders is shared by countries that lose

out, and the latter are spared the expense of billions on

athletics tracks and velodromes.The authors suggest

this may be because, by offering to host the Games,

governments are sending a “costly policy signal” to the

world that they are ready and open for business. Beijing

won the games in 2001, just before China secured entry

to the World Trade Organisation; Barcelona was chosen

in 1986, the year Spain joined the European Economic

Community; and the Tokyo games in 1964 came at the

time of Japan’s entry to the International Monetary

Fund (The Guardian of 14/4/2009, p. 24).

However, with financing for some parts of the London

2012 project in crisis, the authors say that for Britain

the economic benefits of holding the Games are much

less clear, even without the backdrop of a deep

recession. Says Dr Rose:

“Our model predicts that bidders for the Olympics

regret actually hosting the games. That’s one

implication that seems consistent with the British

data so far” (Ibid)

In the meantime, the erstwhile hosts continue to

grapple with the problem of what to do with the

facilities which served the big event. Almost inevitably,

this has been the case with the “leftovers” from the

Beijing Olympics. The Water Cube, where Michael

Phelps won more gold medals than any other Olympian

in history, has proved easier to convert than other

facilities. It has become a water-themed fun park

complete with a fake beach and wave machine.

However, the main stadium called the Bird’s Nest which

cost £300 million to construct, has proved more of a

challenge. Already 11,000 of the 91,000 seats have been

removed, and there are only two events scheduled on

the calendar. This includes a performance of Puccini’s

China-set opera Turandot and a concert featuring film

star Jackie Chan. This is hardly surprising, since it costs

almost 4.5 million yuan to rent the stadium for one day.

It is true that there is a daily stream of visitors to the

stadium, but here also, cost is a considerable factor. On

top of the 50 yuan entrance fee, it costs 200 yuan to

pose for a photograph standing on the famous medal-

winners’ podium. However, according to Zhang Yimou,

the architect of the opening ceremony last year,

maintains that the income from the visitors could cover

the 70 million yuan maintenance costs (The Times of

4/4/2009, p. 47).

Race for 2016 Olympic nomination intensifies
Regardless of the cost/benefit analysis of organising

the Games, adumbrated in the previous section, it is a

fact that competition for the right to hold the

Olympics, far from flagging, has intensified over the

past few years – and the race for the 2016 nomination

appears to be no exception. It should be said from the

outset that the International Olympic Committee (IOC),

which takes the final decision in this matter, seems to

have taken a number of precautions aimed at

removing some of the irregularities which have

attended previous bids – by which the present author

is not only referring to the corruption which is now

known to have accompanied at least one such bid

(Journals passim). An attempt has also been made to

stamp out some of the other manoeuvres – not exactly

corrupt yet most unseemly – which have marred other

contests of this type in the past (once again, earlier

issues of this column will bear eloquent testimony!).

This motive no doubts explains the statelemt made by

IOC president Jacques Rogge in mid-June, as the
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bidding process was reaching its height, that the

ultimate choice should reflect the loftiest of motives:

“Of course the IOC is always going to look more

closely at the financial guarantees the candidates can

offer differently in a tough economic climate than in

a time of profitability. But ultimately it is not about

economics, it is about leaving a legacy for the region,

the country and the city. That is what is important”

(The Daily Telegraph of 17/6/2009, p. S7).

It was reported in the previous issue of this Journal

([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 000) that four

cities had been shortlisted for the 2016 Games – to wit,

Madrid, Tokyo, Chicago and Rio de Janeiro. Mr.

Rogge’s aforementioned statement was made against

the background of indications that the momentum was

gathering force for the IOC to look towards the West,

and more particularly Chicago and Rio. Shortly after

the shortlisting process, the current economic

recession has affected the bidding environment and

the IOC. For a warning of the full implications of a

successful bid, one need look no further than London

2012, for which the Government have been compelled

to release £500 million in order to compensate for a

shortfall in private investment. Thus the candidate

citieis will need to convince the selectors that they are

a “safe bet” as well as making a compelling case for a

movement which seems desperate to renew itself and

remain relevant (Ibid).

At a certain point, the newly-elected president Barack

Obama entered the fray, and issued a message to

African Olympic officials endorsing Chicago’s bid. Mr.

Obama said that the Olympics offered the US an

opportunity “to reach out and renew our bonds of

friendship around the world” and to welcome the

world to its shores “with open arms”. He offered his

Government’s commitment to assist Chicago in its bid

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 7/7/2009). It is

a moot point whether the election of an admittedly

charismatic leader of a leading nation should have any

influence on the proceedings – indeed, some may

regard this intervention as somewhat out of order.

Nevertheless, it is a fact that, come 2016, it will have

been 20 years since the summer Games were allocated

to North America, and there is also the suggestion that

a Chicago Games may provide the last major terrestrial

television bonanza from North America before digital

diversification and the growth of the Asian market

changes the landscape (The Daily Telegraph, loc. cit).

Certainly the “Windy City” spared no effort to spruce

up its image for the inspection visit which occurred in

early April 2009. Every effort was made by the local

Roads Department to ensure a good impression was

made on the IOC visitors, to the point of finishing the

famed Buckingham Fountain ahead of time. The city

fathers also ensured that each member was greeted by

someone who spoke their language and knew their

country’s customs – even admitting that they had

detailed biographical information about each of the

visitors (once again teetering on the brink of the

unseemly). Altogether, some 1,500 people played

some part in the visit, and staffers have rehearsed each

stop on the venue tour and the drive conveying

members to their destination (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 31/3/2009). Pat Ryan, the leader

of the bid, commented that the IOC could feel

“comfortable” with the guarantees given by his city

(The Daily Telegraph of 17/6/2009, p. S3).

The Brazilian capital appears to be a more enigmatic

proposition for the selectors, offering the prospect of a

step into uncharted territory. The Olympic Movement

has never ventured as far as South America, and not

since the Mexico Games of 1968 has it allocated the

event to a developing nation. Rio would provide an

iconic host city on the right longitude for the benefit of

US prime-time audiences – which seems to be a major

consideration in allocating the bid nowadays. Rio

insists that it has federal, state and city guarantees in

place for the Games, as well as an agreed $11 billion

infrastructure budget which will see extensions to the

underground network as well as airport improvements.

In addition, the Government has issued a $700 million

cheque in order to provide an initial fund for the

organising committee. However, a more compelling

motive may be to take the Games to a developing

nation of 180 million people – 65 million of them under

the age of 21 – and the only one of the world’s 10

largest economies never to have hosted the event. It is

an offer that may play to IOC members’ hearts (Ibid).

There was, indeed, an element of this kind of

“underdog pressure” when the Brazilian President, Lula

da Silva, said that poor countries have as much right to

host major sporting events as developed nations.

Identified by the US president Obama as the “most

popular politician on earth”, the Brazilian leader has

made a passionate pitch for the 2016 Games in order

to propel his country into the “premier league” of

geopolitics (The Times of 4/4/2009, p. 28).

As to the other two bids, Tokyo’s seems, at the time of

writing, to be the most promising – even though the

methods employed by the Japanese capital are not

altogether uncontroversial. Thus the City governor

Shintaro Ishihara at one point insisted that his country’s

sustained period of peace made its capital the most
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appropriate candidate to host the 2016 Games

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 8/4/2009).

This appears to be a somewhat questionable

proposition, since it would seek to give Japan an

advantage over other nations which had not

perpetrated a near-holocaust in the mid-20th century.

Less controveresially, the city’s authorities pledged

that their bid would offer the prospect of the most

compact – and therefore environmentally-friendly –

Games, with almost all venues being located fewer

than five miles from the main stadium. In addition, it

claimed that 23 of its proposed 34 venues already

existed and that land had been secured for the 11 new

facilities. It also boasted the financial security of its bid

amid the global economic recession (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 10/4/2009). The Japanese Prime

Minister, Taro Aso, also pledged his full support for the

Tokyo bid, pledging to “abide in full by every

guarantee in the candidate file” (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 16/4/2009).

However, Tokyo has to overcome one circumstancial

disadvantage – to wit, the fact that its bid may be too

close to the Beijing Games to marshall sufficient levels

of support. Similar considerations apply to the Madrid

attempt, in that it is campaigning to be the third

European Olympic venue in a row, after London and

Sochi. Nevertheless, it would be unwise to

underestimate the Spanish capital. With the support of

former IOC President Antonio Samaranch, they appear

to have considerable lobbying prowess, and there is

genuine concern in Brazil that Madrid’s call on Latin

members may split the latter’s vote. This raises the

possibility that any one of the favourites. Altogether,

the sheer tightness of the race raises rthe possibility

that any one of the favourites could fall put of the race

at the first round of voting, leaving the contest wide

open (The Daily Telegraph loc. cit.).

The present writer pledges, as ever, to keep his

readership informed of all the latest developments in

this area.

News of other bids (all months quoted refer to
2009 unless stated otherwise)

Rugby Union 2015 World Cup
The English Rugby Football Union is extremely keen to

stage this event in England, in spite of profound

concerns over the financial guarantees being demanded

by the tournament’s custodians, not to mention the

current economic crisis which has arguably hit this

country with greater force than many other developed

nations, and which has led to a drastic reduction in

corporate hospitality prices – notably for last season’s

Six Nations fixtures at Twickenham. In addition, the RFU

is likely to face stiff competition from Japan, which in

fact missed out narrowly on the 2011 Cup after being

“blind-sided” at the late stages of the bidding process by

New Zealand. It is a fact that officials from the

International Rugby Board (IRB), who are due to

announce the venues for the 2015 and 2019 tournaments

shortly, held intense discussions with the Japanese Prime

Minister, Taro Aso, and pronounced themselves

impressed by the level of government support displayed

for the a new bid (The Independent of 10/4/2009, p. 51).

Cricket 2011 World Cup
One of the repercussions of the horrific attack on the

Sri Lankan national cricket team in the Pakistan city of

Lahore in early March 2009 (see above, p. 000) was

the decision by the International Cricket Conference

(ICC) to strip Pakistan of co-hosting the 2011 World

Cup for this particular sport. As a result, India will host

29 of the 49 matches, including the final and semi-final.

Bangladesh will host the tournament opener among its

eight matches, and Sri Lanka will accommodate 12

fixtures. The 10th edition of the World Cup was initially

scheduled to be jointly hosted by the four South Asian

Test-playing nations (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 28/4/2009).

Football 2018 World Cup
In early April 2009, it emerged that Spain’s joint bid for

this tournament had been modified into an almost solo

campaign following public expression by the President

of world governing body FIFA, Sepp Blatter, of his

fundamental objection to cross-border bids. Viewed as

the biggest European rival to England for the 2018

tournament, Spain’s proposal now extends to holding

only one group match in Portugal. This is likely to cause

major embarrassment if there is no public admission of

the plan virtually to erase Spain’s neighbour from the

equation before the formal submission of the bids (The

Guardian of 10/4/2009, p. S2).

Football European Championship 2012
In mid-May 2009, it was learned that world governing

body FIFA had selected four cities in Poland to host

fixtures for the 2012 European Championship, but had

confirmed only one venue in the Ukraine thus far. It

was decided that Warsaw, Gdansk, Wroclaw and

Poznan, with Krakow and Chorzow being kept as

reserve cities. However, the European governing body,

UEFA, cited major shortcomings in relation to

infrastructure in joint host Ukraine, and restricted itself

to nominating the capital Kiev, as a host city for group
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matches, quarter final and semi final. Originally, Kiev

had been scheduled to host the host the final, but

UEFA said that this would be only be the case in the

event of major improvements over the coming six

months (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of

13/5/2009).

Summer Olympics 2020
In mid-June 2009, it was learned that the Czech capital

Prague had ruled itself out of the race to host the 2020

event. The Council of the Republic voted 11-0 to cancel

preparations for the bid. The Council took account of a

report by international accounting firm

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, which recommended that

the city should use the funds required in order to stage

the Games in order to ease the effec ts of the

international economic recission. The export-oriented

Czech economy has been badly affected as its major

tradijg partners – including Europe’s largest economy,

Germany – face a deep economic crisis (Associated

Press, at www.findlaw.com of 16/6/2009).

Public/private initiative and sporting
infrastructure. New Belgian work published
Co-operation between the public and private sectors is

a notion which has taken hold in several countries (and

given rise to a certain degree of controversy in some).

In the Belgian federated state of Flanders, this type of

initiative has lately received a good deal of attention in

connection with the so-called “catch-up operations” in

public works and schools infrastructure. Public/private

initiatives (PPI) are currently also being harnessed to

the cause of making good the shortage in sporting

infrastructure in that country – which is the subject

matter of a new work by P. De Knop (ed) called PPS

en Sportinfrastructuur. It was prompted especially by

the seal of approval given, in February 2008, by the

Flemish regional government to the proposed Decree

on catch-up operations in sporting infrastructure

through alternative financing.

The work commences with a description of the

sporting infrastructure requirements in Flanders. This

had already prompted the Flemish Government to

draw up an infrastructure plan in mid-2006. This plan

envisages, inter alia, the establishment of a sporting

infrastructure fund, which seeks, in the first instance, to

reduce the existing sporting infrastructure deficit, and,

in the longer term, to remove it altogether. The author

examines both the Fund and the manner in which

sporting infrastructure projects are selected, as well as

the phased implementation of the infrastructure plan

up to 2010. The work also explains the difference

between contractual and participatory PPI, both being

aimed at creating a “win-win” situation for the public

and private partners. In another chapter, the

advantages and disadvantages of PPI structures for the

public and private sector are outlined.

This book also contains a very useful introduction to a

number of legal concepts such as the outsourcing of

public works, and the “two-routes rule”. It also contains

brief sections on certain variants of PPI which are often

used in the realisation of infrastructure. There are also

a number of case studies, which gives a practical

insight into the concrete operation of PPIs and the

alternative financing of sporting infrastructure. An

analysis of a number of cases provides an objective

assessment of the extent to which the PPI/alternative

financing models can be assessed as being successful.

The work ends with a number of frequently asked

questions on the Flemish infrastructure plan referred to

above, as well as a general conclusion (Rechtskundig

Weekblad of 2/5/2009, p. 1495).

Bullfighting continues to experience
opposition and other problems (Spain)
STATUTORY WARNING: This column refuses to

recognise bullfighting as a sport, but will report on any

development and measure which, actually or

potentially, signals an end to this barbarous practice.

During the period under review, there are signs that

the momentum of the anti-bullfighting movement is on

the increase. Protest actions are multiplying, and a

national television station has curbed broadcasts

during children’s viewing hours. In addition, as was

reported in the previous issue ([2008] 2 Sport and the

Law Journal p. 59). The city of Barcelona has even

voted to ban them altogether. The proetst movement

has recently centred on the case of a young torero

called Jairo Miguel Sanchez. He was 12 years old when

he first left Spain for South America, since he was not

allowed to enter the ring in the country of his birth

until he was 16. Two years later, he was nearly gored to

death in Mexico by a charging beast called Hidrocalido.

His case prompted a fierce debate on the proper age

to allow youngesters to engage in bullfighting. Now

that he has reached the age of 16 he has made his

debut as Spain’s youngest fighter, sparking further

controversy (The Daily Telegraph of 3/4/2009, p. 17).

Indeed, the sight of teens such as Jairo facing a pair of

charging horns has acted as something of a catalyst

for the debate. According to the national children’s

advocate, Arturo Canalda:
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“I am horrified. It seems to me barbarous to place a

14-year-old child before an animal that weighs

400kg or 500 kg. That a father would find a way to

skirt the law and take his son to fight bulls in Mexico

and expose him to such a risk seems irresponsible.

We have to change our customs” (Ibid)

The Spanish branch of the International Movement

agsinst Bullfighting (IMAB) has taken aim at the 43

“bullfighting schools” in the country, where the

apprentice toreador can can learn how to stick

bandoleros onto a charging bull as early as the age of

nine. They have also launched a campaign amied at

cutting the schools’ public funding (Ibid). Another

factor which seems to be militating against the sport is

the current economic recession. A very significant

development in this regard occurred when a town

voted, in March 2009, to cancel its annual bullfighting

festival in order to save public money. The festival in

Manzanares El Real, North of Madrid, is held in August.

Residents decided in a recent referendum that the

four-day fiesta would not feature any corrida this year.

This development is bound to have an impact on the

nationwide debate concerning the ethics of bullfighting

(The Independent of 30/3/2009, p. 21).

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES

Outbreak of swine flu affects sport
The emergence of this particularly virulent strain of

influenza in Mexico during the Spring of 2009 has

naturally concentrated the minds of the public

authorities – including those in the sporting arena,

where physical contact between humans is eminently

capable of spreading the disease. An early indication

came as the death toll reached 150 in late April. The

world governing body in handball, the FIVB,

announced that us was making contingency plans for

the women’s junior world championships to take place

in Mexico later that year. It said that the players’ safety

was of prime concern for the tournament, scheduled

for Tijuana and Maxicali in the later summer, and that if

the outbreak of the illness threatened the event, it

could decide to switch the venue, postpone or even

cancel the event (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 28/4/2009).

Mexican nationals appearing for teams abroad were

also predictably the subject-matter of some concern.

Thus Carlos Vela, the striker recently signed by English

Premier League (football) side Arsenal, was ordered to

stay away from the club’s training ground at Colney in

late April after club doctors took advice from the

Government’s infectious diseases experts. They were

especially concerned after a visit the previous week

from the 20-year-old player’s family and friends from

his native land, during which the group had toured the

club’s training ground. Mr. Vela himself, however, was

tested by the Arsenal staff, who subsequently

announced that the player was not affected by the bug

(The Independent of 29/4/2009, p. 55).

Some weeks later, in what some commentators

regarded as something of an overreaction, Malaysian

football officials cancelled the Intercontinental Under-

23 Cup because of the spread of swine flu. It cancelled

the eight-team tournament following consultations

with the country’s Health Ministry, according to the

New Straits Times. Among the teams which were

expected to compete were Brazil, Mexico and Soyth

Korea, which all had reported cases of the disease. The

virus had up to that point left Asia relatively unscathed,

but obviously the authorities were leaving nothing to

chance. It was also reported that, as a precautionary

measure, competitors arriving in Thailand for the Youth

World Weightlifting Championships were to be

monitored by thermal scanners at airports in a bid to

identify possible cases of infection (Associated Press,

at www.findlaw.com of 12/5/2009).

The outbreak of the disease has even given rise to a

political imbroglio between American football

federations. The emergence of the virus prompted the

two leading Mexican clubs, San Luis and Chivas, to seek

out alternative venues for their home fixtures after their

opponents in the Cope de Libertadores (the Latin

American equivalent of the European Champions

League) declined to travel to their grounds. The US

Major League Soccer (MLS) intervened, offering

Houston as one of the grounds to be used and

obtaining the relevant authorisation from the North

American federation, CONCACAF. Doug Quinn, the

president of the MLS commercial arm, Soccer United

Marketing (SUM) informed a major British newspaper

that the US Soccer Federation even arranged the

issuing of visas from the State Department. However,

Julio Grondona, the Chairman of CONMEBOL, the South

American federation, under whose auspices Mexico

compete, blocked the move. This episode has

accordingly poisoned relations between Mexico and

South America, leading to the withdrawal of its clubs

from the Copa de Libertadores and of the national team

from the Copa America. This is likely to push Mexican

football into the arms of CONCACAF and the MLS,

whose long-term strategy (world governing body FIFA

permitting) is to include Mexican clubs in its
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competition in a move which would make the US

league a major global player in terms of supporter

interest and income (The Guardian of 14/5/2009, p. S2).

The disease has also disrupted the World University

Games, held in Belgrade during the early summer of

2009. The Games had hardly commenced when

Serbian health authorities diagnosed an Australian

athlete with the pandemic, and that the unideintified

competitor had been taken to the Serbian capital’s

military hospital. Several Australian team members

who were in contact with the infected athlete were

subsequently isolaetd to prevent a spread of the

disease (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of

2/7/2009). Serbian health officials later identified

another two athletes as carriers, one from Uganda and

the other from Argentina – here again, several people

who were in contact with them were also isolated

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 6/7/2009).

Stadium disaster hits Ivory Coast
There has been increasing concern of late at the safety

of major African football fixtures, in view of a recent

spate of fatal accidents which have occurred recently –

at least some being caused by overcrowding. The

latest tragedy took place at a World Cup qualifying

fixture in the Ivory Coast, in which more than 20 were

killed and over 100 injured. According to the Minister

of the Interior, Désiré Tagro, fans pushed against each

other, setting off a panic which led to a stampede. An

Associated Press photographer reported that people

began shoving 40 minutes before the start of the

match; police fired tear gas into one section of the

crowd, causing further panic and injury. The fatal crush

is said to have arisen after part of a wall collapsed

when thousands of ticketless fans stormed one of the

entrances to the 45,000-capacity Houphouet-Boigny

arena in Abidjan, the West African nation’s main city

(The Guardian of 30/3/2009, p. S6).

In spite of the tragedy, the match went ahead, with the

home side defeating Malawi 5-0 (The Independent of

30/3/2009). A minute’s silence was observed before

the various international fixtures played during the

week following the disaster. world governing body

FIFA have started an investigation (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 31/3/2009).

Giro riders stage safety protest as Spanish
rider is seriously injured (Italy)
As Britain’s Mark Cavendish notched up one of his many

sprint victories in this year’s Tour of Italy (Giro d’Italia),

the stage in question – one of the showpiece events of

the race – was overshadowed by a massed riders’

protest claiming that the circuit was too dangerous.

They staged the demonstration after four of the ten

laps on the 16.5km circuit, stopping en masse. The man

in the race leader’s pink jersey, Danilo Di Luca, stepped

forward to act as spokesman. Addressing supporters

via a microphone, he announced that the competitors

would “continue to ride”, but felt that they were

unnecessarily exposed to risk as the circuit was unsafe.

In addition to narrow roads, tight corners and tram

lines, the element which also caused some concern to

riders was the cars parked on the circuit. It was

rumoured that former multiple Tour de France winner

Lance Armstrong, a vociferous critic of various stage

finishes, was involved in organising the protest (The

Guardian of 18/5/2009, p. S5).

An equally likely cause was the horrific crash suffered

by Pedro Horrillo a few days earlier. The Spanish rider

plunged 60 metres down a ravine on the mountainous

stage, incurring fractures to the thigh, knee, vertebrae

and ribs, as well as a punctured lung. The 34-year-old

veteran was put into an induced coma but regained

consciousness later. Earlier, Mr. Armstrong had

complained on his website that the finish to one of the

stages, which was made even more treacherous by

rain, made “no sense”, adding that many riders were

“livid” about these conditions (Ibid).

Concern about safety increases as four
horsed die in Australian steeple chase racing
In late April 2009, four horses had to be euthanized in

as many days from injuries suffered in steeplechase

races in Victoria State. This has renewed calls for these

races to be banned. Lawrence Pope, President of the

Victorian Advocates for Animals, subsequently called

on state Racing Minister Rob Hulls to stop the races

(also referred to as “jumps”). The deaths bring jumps

racing under closer scrutiny at the very moment when

the industry prepared for the Warrnambool May

Racing Carnival, which started the following week

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 27/4/2009).

The race meeting features the Dominant Grand Annual

Steeplechase, which consists of 33 jumps over roughly

6,000 yards. It is the longest thoroughbred race in

Australia and reportedly has the most jumps of any

horse race in the world (Ibid).
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SPORTING FIGURES IN POLITICS

Former American football star seeks
congressional seat (US)
In mid-June 2009, it was learned that Jay Riemersma,

the former Michigan and Buffalo Bills tight end, had

designs on a seat in the US legislature. According to

the Grand Rapids Press, Mr. Riemersma had lodged the

necessary forms in order to become a Republican

Congressman (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

10/6/2009).

Imran Khan banned from entering Karachi
(Pakistan)
In early May 2009, it was learned that Pakistani

authorities stopped the cricketer-turned-politician

Imran Khan travelling to Karachi yesterday for fear that

his journey could trigger violence in the commercial

hub. The previous week, at least 27 people were killed

in clashes there between rival ethnic-based factions,

another security worry for the nuclear- armed country

already battling a wave of Islamist militant aggression.

In the latest violent incident, Pakistani Taliban

beheaded two government officials in the north-

western Swat Valley, according to local police. A

militant spokesman said the beheadings were revenge

for the killing of two insurgents commanders by

security forces. The trouble came as the President Asif

Ali Zardari prepared to meet Barack Obama and his

Afghan counterpart Hamid Karzai in Washington (The

Independent of 4/5/2009, p. 18).

American football team “knew of earlier
canopy collapse” (US)
In July 2003, the Summit company, based in Allentown,

Pennsylvania, received permission from the city of

Irving to begin construction on the Dallas Cowboys’

training facility (American football). However, in the

course of May 2009, the 88,000-square-foot building

fell in high winds almost two years later, leaving a

scouting assistant paralyzed from the waist down and

injuring 11 others less severely. It has now been alleged

that the Dallas Cowboys knew when they hired Summit

Structures LLC to build their now-ruined practice facility

that a similar fabric structure built by the company for

the Philadelphia Regional Port Authority had collapsed

in a storm, according to a port official.

Greg Iannarelli, the port authority’s chief counsel, said

he was contacted by Cowboys official Bruce Mays not

long after a warehouse built by Summit for the port

collapsed during a snowstorm in February 2003. Mr.

Iannarelli added that the Cowboys were considering

using Summit and were concerned. He added that he

had several other conversations with Mr. Mays, the

Cowboys’ director of football operations, during the

next three years. He said he also sent Mays a copy of a

decision by a Philadelphia judge in December 2006

stating that the collapse of the warehouse was due to

design flaws. Iannarelli confirmed the conversations

after the port authority provided the Associated Press

with a page from his phone message log showing he

was contacted by Mr. Mays on 25/9/2006. The

document was turned over to the AP in response to a

request for information under Pennsylvania’s Right to

Know legislation (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com

of 11/6/2009).

The Cowboys’ spokesman Rich Dalrymple said the

team would have no comment to make. Mr. Mays, for

his part, declined to discuss the conversations, saying

that if his name was on a message slip, that meant he

“must have talked” to the port, but he declined to

make any comment. The 102,000-square-foot

warehouse at the Philadelphia port collapsed less than

two months after it opened. The building was

unoccupied when it fell. Although the incident

generated little publicity, it resulted in a protracted

legal battle between the port authority and Summit. It

ended with Common Pleas Court Judge Allan Tereshko

ruling that the structure collapsed in conditions “that

would have easily been tolerated ... had the building

been properly designed and constructed.” The

company agreed to pay the port $4.8 million to settle

the lawsuit. Another company was subsequently hired

by the port to rebuild the warehouse.

The Summit engineer listed as responsible for the design

of the Cowboys’ facility was also in charge of overseeing

the Philadelphia project, according to The Dallas Morning

News. Mr. Iannarelli also said he learned through Mays

that the Cowboys had a “roof issue.” He said he referred

Mays to an expert witness that the port authority used

to help identify the cause of the warehouse collapse. The

Summit company refused to answer questions put to

them by the Morning News. In a statement, Summit chief

executive Nathan Stobbe said:

“It is speculative to comment on what goes on in

another organization’s decision-making process.

Summit’s reputation in the industry for constructing

high-quality buildings is well-recognized.” (Ibid)

The Cowboys replaced the roof of their facility in the

course of 2008, according to City of Irving records.

Their facility is at least the fifth fabric structure built by
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Summit or a related company, Cover-

All Building Systems, to collapse since 2002. A

warehouse-type building in upstate New York

collapsed in February 2007, and an indoor arena for

horse competition in Oregon fell in January 2002,

according to court records. Both collapses occurred in

heavy snow. Also, an aircraft shade covering made by

Summit collapsed in April 2002 at the Naval air station

in El Centro, (California), according to a Navy

spokesman. The spokesman declined to provide

details, citing the fact that the matter is the subject of

a pending complaint over payment by the general

contractor. In 2004, in a deposition taken as part of the

Philadelphia port case, Stobbe attributed the El Centro

collapse to F-14 fighter jets being flown through the

open-ended structure (Ibid).

No blame attached to doctors in Russian ice
hockey star death (US/Russia)
The reader will recall from a previous edition of this

Journal ([2008] 1 Sport and the Law Journal p. 65) that

Alexei Cherpanov, a promising young Russian ice

hockey player who had also been picked for US team

New York Rangers, died after collapsing on the bench

during an October 2008 game in Chekhov, a town

outside Moscow. According to the relevant authorities,

an autopsy showed that he suffered from myocarditis,

a condition which obstructed the blood flow to his

heart and other organs. However, it has now been

established that doctors attached to the Siberian team

Avangard Omsk, for whom the unfortunate player was

appearing at the time, had no reason to suspect that

the 19-year-old aspiring star suffered from a chronic

heart problem and did not prescribe the medicine

which he was taking, according to the Federal

Investigative Committee. Accordingly, the team

doctors in question will not face a criminal

investigation (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

16/7/2009).

Documents reveal mistakes in O’Neal death
(US)
In mid-April 2009, legal documents obtained by the

news agency The Associated Press revealed that

officials of the University of Missouri failed to follow

policies for medical emergencies when freshman

linebacker (American football) Aaron O’Neal collapsed

and subsequently died during a 2005 summer

workout. The University had agreed, in March 2009, to

pay the sum of $2 million to Mr. O’Neal’s parents in

order to settle a court action against them. However,

the sworn testimony of several key University

employees who supervised the workout has revealed a

series of missteps. Athletic department employees also

showed a lack of familiarity with potential exercise-

induced complications caused by sickle cell trait. Mr.

O’Neal carried this hereditary blood disorder, which

affects an estimated 8-10 per cent of African

Americans (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of

14/4/2009).

Politics and football prove heady mix in
Iranian election
The dictum, attributed to the late Bill Shankly, that

“football isn’t a matter of life and death – it’s a good

deal more serious than that”, has become yet another

aphorism which has enriched the culture surrounding

the “beautiful game”. Yet it remains an undeniable fact

that the game can produce an distinct effect on public

affairs – to the extent of nearly causing wars, as was

the case in Central America a few decades ago. More

recently, however, it appears to have produced a

decisive influence on the politics of the Middle East,

more particularly the highly controversial elections held

in Iran during the summer of 2009.

Indeed, it is fair to state that politics and football can at

times produce momentous consequences for each

other. However, rarely can the outcome of a football

match have had such potential geopolitical

consequences than that which was enacted during the

early part of June in Tehran, the Iranian capital. Coming

as it did just days from the presidential election, its

result was heavy with implications for the nation’s

future. It was widely predicted that if the national team

lost its World Cup qualifying fixture against the United

Arab Emirates (UAE), this would have been largely to

the detriment of the existing president, Mahmoud

Ahmedinejad, and to the benefit of his reformist

opponent, Hossein Mousavi. As it was, Iran won the

contest 1-0, and Mr. Ahmedinejad won the election –

even though the result continues to be bitterly

contested to thus very day (The Daily Telegraph of

11/6/2009, p. 16).

Yet even the match itself was not free from political

controversy. Fans were banned from waving campaign

flags for either the President or for Mousavi. However,

on the terraces they rapidly displayed their proclivities,

with “Bye Bye Ahmedinejad” chants reverberating

around the stadium (Ibid). In addition, as has been

noted earlier (supra, p.000) some members of the

national team themselves also showed signs of being

caught up in election fever. Four of them wore green

wristbands, a show of support for Mr. Mousavi. Shortly
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after the match finished, the Iran Daily reported that

the four had been “retired” from the team, although Ali

Kafashin, the head of the Iranian football federation,

denied that the players had been punished.

Nevertheless, the world governing body FIFA decided

to launch an inquiry into these allegations (The Times

of 26/6/2009, p. 36). The outcome of this enquiry was

not known at the time of writing.

Tottenham star “was communist informant”
(Romania/UK)
In early July 2009, Gheorghe Popescu, the former

captain of Romania’s national football team, confessed

that he acted as an informer for his country’s secret

police, the dreaded Securitate during the communist

era. His admission comes just three days after he

denied the allegations, calling a newspaper report that

he had been a Securitate informant “a big lie. However,

he has now admitted he wrote four notes informing on

teammates and other colleagues while he was playing

at Universitatea Craiova (The Daily Telegraph of

3/7/2009, p. 19).

The defender was part of a Romanian team that

qualified for three consecutive World Cups, as from

1990, and for two European Championships. He also

helped Barcelona win the European Cup Winners’ Cup

in 1997. When the allegations surfaced a few days

earlier, the 41-year-old Popescu said he had merely

signed a document in 1985 promising to “defend the

national interests” during the regime of the late

dictator Nicolae Ceausescu. However, he has now

defended his actions under the communist régime.

During Ceausescu’s rule, the Securitate relied on an

army of 700,000 informants in a country of 22 million

to maintain checks on the population. The regime’s

security services checked Romania’s athletes, and

some players involved in international competitions

were reportedly asked to share details of their

conversations with foreigners.

Romania’s star football player, Gheorghe Hagi, who is

related to Popescu through marriage, came to his

defence, saying sports had brought glory to Romania

in the communist era, that the players involved “were

the ambassadors for Romania, and that the media

should “look elsewhere” for Securitate agents. Mr. Hagi

denied that he himself had been an informant, instead

accusing Steaua football club owner Gigi Becali of

working for the Securitate.

The latter vigorously denies the accusations, going so

far as to state that if it was proved that he was an

informer, he would will hang himself. Mr. Becali is

currently a member of the European Parliament for the

far right Greater Romania Party. The daily newspaper

Adevarul had reported earlier that Mr. Popescu had

been an informant from 1986 until the regime was

toppled three years later (Ibid).

Spanish television chief dismissed in national
anthem row
In mid-May 2009, it was learned that Spain‘s state

television network TVE had dismissed its sports chief

after the channel censored boos and hissing that

greeted the national anthem at the country’s football

cup final. Supporters of the Catalan team Barcelona

and the Basque team Athletic de Bilbao greeted the

Royal March with cat-whistles and the stamping of feet

when it was played before Spain’s King Juan Carlos

and 55,000 spectators who gathered for the final of

the Copa del Rey on Wednesday night. However, as

soon as the whistling started, TVE cut away from the

stadium to reporters in Bilbao. The teams come from

the two regions of Spain where local nationalist

sentiment and separatism are strongest (The Guardian

of 16/5/2009, p. 21).

The channel apologised to its viewers at half-time,

alleging that “human error” prevented it showing the

national anthem live. It broadcast an edited version in

which the anthem was amplified and cameras picked

out a Basque fan clutching his heart. The censorship

was denounced as “deplorable” by the channel’s

workers’ committee. TVE’s head of sport, Julián Reyes,

subsequently had his offer to resign accepted.

Spain’s media observe a degree of self-censorship

about royal affairs, with even jokes about the country’s

royal family seldom heard on television until recently.

Specific laws against insulting the monarch and his

family are occasionally applied, with recent court cases

involving cartoons about the king being given a

drunken bear to shoot in Russia, and of the heir to the

crown, Prince Felipe, and his wife having sex. Spain’s

national anthem has no words. Attempts by the

country’s national Olympic committee to add some

have failed, mainly because of the difficulties of finding

words that nationalists in Catalonia, the Basque

country and elsewhere would accept (Ibid).
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Cuba admits desertion of top pitcher
In early July 2009, the Cuban authorities

acknowledged the defection of baseball pitcher Aroldis

Chapman, a week after he walked away from a

tournament held in the Netherlands. The Communist

Party daily Gramma announced that Mr. Chapman had

hired baseball agent Jaime Torres in order to represent

him. Previously the Cubans had said nothing about

Chapman’s absence, in spite of widespread media

coverage in exile-dominated Miami (Associated Press,

at www.findlaw.com of 10/7/2009).

US Open Polo play resumes after Florida
horses deaths
In late April 2009, it was learned that championship

polo matches had resumed in Florida four days after 21

prized horses from a Venezuelan-owned team

mysteriously died. The International Polo Club Palm

Beach held a memorial ceremony for the dead horses

after the semi-final matches at the U.S. Open Polo

Championship. Investigators continued to be stymied

as they mounted both a criminal and a medical probe.

Initial tests revealed internal bleeding but no definitive

cause. The authorities were hoping that laboratory

tests would reveal further details (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 23/4/2009).

The horses belonged to the Lechuza Polo team. Team

leader Juan Martin Nero told a Venezuelan newspaper

that the horses were given a supplement that may

have caused their deaths. The supplement is not

approved for horses in the U.S. but is widely used

elsewhere (Ibid).

This item should be read in conjunction with

allegations that the horses in question had been

poisoned (see above, p. 000).

OTHER ISSUES

[None]
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Administrative courts have jurisdiction to
hear appeals against sports arbitration
panels. Italian court decisions
In the matter under review, Italian administrative courts

at various levels were required to deal with appeals

against decisions made by sporting arbitration bodies.

In one case this concerned a penalty inflicted on a

football club which consisted in its relegation to the

Third Division (Serie C1). Here, the question arose

whether the administrative court actually had

jurisdiction to try such appeals. The Supreme

Administrative Court (Consiglio di Stato) ruled in the

affirmative. Where a dispute of this kind arose before a

sporting arbitration panel merely as a result of a

compromise agreement, such a decision will be

classified as an ordinary arbitration decision (lodo

arbitrale rituale) and as such is appealable on grounds

set out in clear terms in Article 829 of the Code of Civil

Procedure (Decision of 25/11/2008, (2009) Il Foro

Italiano p. 196).

In another case, the dispute concerned an appeal

brought by the president of a sporting federation

against a decision by a sporting court which disciplined

him for alleged irregularities in his conduct. Here also,

the regional administrative court (Tribunale

amministrativo regionale) ruled that the administrative

courts have jurisdiction in such matters. Moreover, the

Court ruled that the sporting court’s decision itself was

unlawful given that the President in question had

merely telephoned one of the members of the referees’

nomination panel concerning the actions of a referee in

a particularly delicate fixture. An approach by

telephone was in fact the most suitable way of

avoiding any abuses in this respect (Ibid).
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LAND LAW

[None]

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

Legal implications of “right to offer bets”:
article in leading sports law journal (France)
In “Creation of a ‘right to offer bets’: analysis”, the

authors, Carl Rohsler and Marine Baudriller ([2009] 7

WSLR p. 10-11) examine the legal mechanisms used by

sporting organisations, particularly in France, in order

to claim a proportion of the profits made from betting

on their fixtures. They highlight the case law in which

the sporting organisations concerned relied on (a)

trade mark infringement in order to prevent third

parties from offering bets on sporting events, (b)

database rights (c) direct taxation, particularly in horse

racing, in order to ensure that part of the revenue is re-

invested into the sport, and (d) the exclusive right to

the commercial utilization of the tournaments which

they organise (featured in [2009] 5 European Current

Law p. 56).

Ambush marketing protection at Lusophony
Games: article in sports law journal
In “Ambush marketing: new law to protect Lusophony

Games” ([2008] 6 WSLR p. 12-13), the author, N.

Darbosa, highlights the power of sports marketing as

well as the use of ambush marketing at major sporting

events in order to promote brands without paying any

compensation to the promoters of the event. He

reviews the legal protection and infringement remedies

introduced by Decree Law 193/2008 enacted by the

Portuguese authorities in order to combat explicit

forms of ambush marketing during the Second

Lusophony (i.e. Portuguese-speaking) Games, held in

Lisbon in July 2009 (featured in [2009] European

Current Law p. 57).

Distinctiveness requirement for trade mark
relating to sports clothing. German Supreme
Court decision
What is the relevant time for deciding whether a trade

mark is distinctive enough to qualify for registration?

The German Federal Supreme Court

(Bundesgerichtshof) recently answered this question in

a court order made in January 2009 in relation to

sports clothing and shoes. (‘STREETBALL’ decision

dated 15/1/2009, ref. I ZB 30/06, in [2009] 3-4 GRUR

p. 411 et seq). The Court ruled that an assessment as to

whether a mark possesses a sufficient level of

distinctiveness for the goods or services applied for

should be based upon the perception held by the

relevant consumers at the time of deciding whether to

grant the application to register the sign as a trade

mark. The fact that an identical mark has already been

registered for the applicant covering identical goods or

services does not mean that the required standard of

distinctiveness may be different; more particularly it

does not mean that the required standard of

distinctiveness may be even lower.

OTHER ISSUES

[None]
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COMPETITION LAW

[None]

EU LAW

The Blatter “6+5 plan” – the saga continues
This Journal has frequently featured both factual

reports and comments on proposals to restrict the

number of foreign nationals which professional

sporting teams may field in the course of their various

competitions. The latest campaign to achieve this

objective in football has taken the form of a plan to

confine teams to a maximum of five foreign players for

each fixture – known as the “6+5” plan as put forward

by no lesser person than Sepp Blatter, the

controversial President of the world governing body

FIFA. The plan has, however, met with considerably

resistance – not only from leading European clubs

whose sides exceed this quota by far, but also from the

EU authorities on grounds of unlawful discrimination

based on nationality.

As to the leading clubs, in most cases their reaction

was as predictably negative, although some were more

civilised than others. Arsenal manager Arsène Wenger

framed his opposition in terms of a demand that

English teams’ domination of the continent’s premier

competition, the European Champions League, be

respected. Although he recognised that this

domination removed some of the romance from the

competition “because we all known each other so

well”, he insisted that it was the English sides which

lifted the overall standard of the competition (The

Guardian of 13/3/2009, p. S6). Others were less

diplomatic, to the point of accusing Mr. Blatter of

“xenophobic rhetoric”, in the words of Richard

Scudamore, the English Premier League’s chief

executive. Somewhat disingenuously, Mr. Scudamore

added that everyone in the England team, with the

exception of David Beckham, played at home – which,

some would aver, says more about the quality of the

England team than Mr. Scudamore may care to admit

(The Guardian of 28/3/2009, p. S5).

As to the consistency of this plan with EU law, the

evidence remains divided – in spite of the fact that the

European Commission has expressly ruled it out of

order (The Guardian pf 3/4/2009, p. S2). Mr. Blatter

remained undeterred by this finding, claiming that FIFA

had hired an agency which, in turn, had instructed

specialists in European law to produce an expert

opinion demonstrating, according to the FIFA

supreme, that his plan would not contravene the

applicable EU legislation (The Times of 21/3/2009, p.

47). The main basis for this interpretation seems to be

the “specificity of sport” safeguard (The Guardian of

3/4/2009, loc. cit). However, the latter constitutes an

area which is very much uncharted, and the extent to

which it could exempt areas of economic activity from

the well-established rules on discrimination based on

nationality seems to be extremely limited. Nor have

various journal articles recently published shed much

light on the matter. The author Ian Lynam, writing in a

leading sports law journal, discusses the various legal

issues, but arrives at no definitive conclusion (“6+5:

analysis of whether proposal is ‘fit for purpose’, [2009]

7 WSLR 14-16). In the meantime, it has transpired that

European football officials would “abstain” if a vote is

taken on this matter within FIFA; however, such a vote

cannot as yet been taken until such time as the legal

issues have been settled (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 1/6/2009).

However, Mr. Blatter received some welcome, if

unexpected, support from members of the UK

Parliament. In a report on the governance of English

football, the all-party Parliamentary Football Group –

made up of 150 MPs – concluded a year-long inquiry

and recommended that Blatter’s controversial plan be

adopted. The FIFAesident commented:

“I would like to express our satisfaction to the all-

party Parliamentary Football Group for

recommending that the Football Association and

respective English leagues adopt the Fifa-proposed

6+5 rule. These recommendations are based on the
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need to protect national teams, promote youth

development, safeguard and encourage clubs

investing in training domestic talent and

development of football worldwide.” (The Daily

Telegraph of 22/4/2009, p. S10)

(Incidentally, the group referred to by Mr. Blatter also

expressed concerns over the level of debt harboured

by British clubs and recommended that stricter rules

be introduced regarding club takeovers. The report’s

authors expressed “grave reservations” about the

practice of purchasing a club by transferring the debt

required to fund the takeover to the club’s accounts.

This financial technique was used in the takeover of

Manchester United by the Glazer family and the

purchase of Liverpool by Tom Hicks and George Gillett

[Ibid]).

This issue is obviously far from settled. The present

author pledges, as ever, to keep his readership full

informed of further developments.

EU law aspects of Premier League
broadcasting deals. Article in sports law
journal
In “Premier League broadcasting deals” ([2009] 7

WSLR, the authors, D. Grey and Mohammed Karim,

examine the English Premier League’s continuing court

proceedings against the QC Leisure firm, as well as

publican Karen Murphy, in which both parties rely on

EU Directive 98/84 (Conditional Access directive) in

support of their arguments concerning the lawfulness

of displaying foreign Premier league broadcasts on

British screens, as well as the European Commission’s

report which identifies the emergence of a “grey

market” in which European citizens are subscribing to

pay-television services from Member States other than

those in which they live. They also consider the effect

which “online streaming” is producing on subscription-

based rights (featured in [2009] 8 European Current

Law p. 48).

EU casts doubt on WADA’s “whereabouts”
rule
It has been known for some time now that there is at

least a “grey area” of legal controversy concerning the

compatibility of world-wide anti-doping legislation and

EU law. In this respect, the controversial “whereabouts”

rule issued by the World Anti-Doping Agency

(WADA), which has been extensivley featured in earlier

issues of this Journal, suffered yet another setback

when a key European Union panel said it contravened

privacy laws. The rule, which was introduced on 1

January this year but has split world sport after it came

in for major criticism from major athletes and sporting

bodies (including the world governing body in football,

FIFA), requires a pool of elite athletes in each sport to

say where they will be for an hour a day, 365 days a

year. If they miss three tests in an 18-month period,

they will be banned for at least a year.

The EU working party said today there were

“numerous issues that remain problematic” about this

rule. Leading sporting performers, including Andy

Murray, Britain’s No1 tennis player, have claimed that it

infringes their human rights and could break privacy

laws. The panel added:

“It is also in light of the proportionality principle that

the working party invites Wada and anti-doping

organisations to reassess the collection of

whereabouts as it is conceived today, and more in

general, the current retention period of processed

data” (The Guardian of 22/4/2009, p. S7).

The panel’s decision will form the basis of a broader,

binding legal opinion by the European Commission.

The EU sports commissioner, Jan Figel, had asked

Wada to suspend the rule while Brussels examined it.

WADA said the panel went beyond its mandate and

criticised its verdict, saying it contained “some

regrettable factual errors” and could potentially

undermine the fight against doping. In response, the

WADA president, John Fahey, has claimed that Wada

repeatedly offered to meet the working party in order

to provide more information and clarifications, but that

the European Commission, acting as the working party

secretariat, “regrettably turned down our requests”. He

added that, by challenging well-established and

accepted anti-doping practices and offering no

constructive solutions, the working party could

“potentially undermine the fight against doping in

sport”. A legal challenge has also been lodged in

Belgium on behalf of 65 athletes, including cyclists and

volleyball players, who argue the rule breaks EU

privacy laws (Ibid).

The panel also said that “types of sport” should also be

taken into account, but Wada argues that if the rule is

not applied equally across all sports around the world,

it will undermine its effectiveness (Ibid).
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BANKRUPTCY (ACTUAL OR THREATENED)
OF SPORTING CLUBS & BODIES

Judge rejects sale of Coyotes and move to
Canada (US)
The Phoenix Coyotes form one of the more prestigious

teams in North American ice hockey, operating under

the auspices of the National Hockey League (NHL) In

early May 2009, its owner, Jerry Moyes took the NHL

by surprise when he applied for “Chapter 11

bankruptcy”, whilst at the same time proposing to sell

the team to Canadian billionaire Jim Balsillie for $212.5

million – an outcome which was contingent on the

franchise moving to Hamilton, Ontario. However, at the

time of writing, this manoeuvre appears not to have

succeeded. In mid-June, a bankruptcy judge rejected

the proposed sale of the franchise. Judge Redfield T.

Baum issued a 21-page ruling which concluded that the

29 June deadline imposed by Mr. Balsillie did not allow

enough time to resolve the complex case and for all

the issues involved “to be fairly presented to the court

given that deadline”.

The ruling is a victory for the NHL, which had argued

Balsillie was using the U.S. Bankruptcy Court to

circumvent the League’s rules on the ownership of

teams as well as their location. According to NHL

deputy Commissioner Bill Daly,

“We’re pleased the court recognized the validity of

league rules and our ability to apply them in a

reasonable fashion. We will turn our attention now

toward helping to facilitate an orderly sales process

that will produce a local buyer who is committed to

making the Coyotes’ franchise viable and successful in

the Phoenix-Glendale area. We are confident that we

will be able to find such a buyer for the Coyotes and

that the claims of legitimate creditors will be

addressed.” (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of

16/6/2009).

However, Mr. Balsillie, who had already failed in two

other bids to buy NHL teams, refused to concede

defeat, saying he wished to work with the League and

move the franchise. He said “he looked forward to

hearing from the NHL soon” concerning its view of the

relevant relocation application and an appropriate

relocation fee, in order to allow the court to determine

whether that fee is reasonable. His spokesman insisted

that there was “enough time for the NHL to approve

Mr. Balsillie’s application” and move the team to

Hamilton by September 2009, adding that the judge’s

ruling “invited mediation.”

Judge Baum, for his part, described the case as

“unprecedented” in U.S. bankruptcy history.

Significantly, he added that the legal issues were a

trigger not only for bankruptcy law, but also for

antitrust and commercial law in the context of a

professional sports team which is a Chapter 11 debtor

and had for years incurred, and was continuing to

incur, very serious financial losses and problems. He

added that “no cases have been found that precisely or

even closely fit this scenario”. Indeed, in his decision,

Judge Baum dismissed the claim by Messrs. Moyes and

Balsillie that failure to allow the team, over the

objection of the NHL, to move would violate antitrust

law, since his court was unable to find that anti-trust

law, as applicable non-bankruptcy law, permitted the

sale, free and clear, of the NHL’s relocation rights of

the NHL. He added that is did not constitute an

antitrust violation for professional sports leagues to

stipulate terms and conditions on the relocation of its

members. An anti-trust claim requires a “bona fide

dispute”; however, in this case there was none because

Mr. Balsillie only sought the NHL’s permission to

relocate the franchise after it was brought up in court

(Ibid).

Accordingly, the judge was “unconvinced” that it

should order the NHL to decide that the relocation

application should meet the June 29 deadline (Ibid).

Mr. Baum also dismissed claims by Moyes and Balsillie

that, whilst assuming the contract the Coyotes have

with the NHL, they could disregard that part of the

agreement which requires the games be played in

Glendale. The judge compared that claim to a

purchaser of a bankrupt franchise in a remote location

claiming that the outfit in question could be relocated

far from its original agreed site to a highly valuable

location, for example New York City’s Times Square.

The judge’s decision is also a win for the city of

Glendale, which had spent $183 million to build an

arena for the Coyotes and had contended the franchise

could not use bankruptcy to evade its lease. Mr. Baum

said that because he was rejecting the motion, he need

not rule at this time on whether Moyes and Balsillie

could void Glendale’s lease. The city pronounced itself

“pleased” with the ruling – particularly the

circumstance that he court based this decision on the

law and facts rather than on “countless rumours and

innuendo regarding this matter”.

This is the third occasion on which Mr. Balsillie, whose

company makes the Blackberry email mechanism, has

tried to buy an NHL team. His made previous attempts

to purchase the Pittsburgh Penguins and Nashville

Predators. For its part, the NHL said that commissioner
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Gary Bettman was on his way to deliver a letter of

intent to Moyes from Jerry Reinsdorf, owner of

baseball’s Chicago White Sox and the NBA’s Chicago

Bulls, to purchase the team and keep it in Glendale.

However, it is expected that any bid to buy the team

will be far less than the offer Balsillie made. In fact, Mr.

Moyes’s attorney, Thomas Salerno, expressed his belief

that the general public would be “shocked when they

see the value of this team remaining in Glendale” (Ibid).

He added that his client was “disappointed” and was

evaluating his options. Moyes claims to have more than

$300 million invested in the team and that he would

have recovered about $100 million if the Balsillie sale

had gone through. The NHL alleges that four parties,

including Reinsdorf, have filed preliminary applications

to investigate purchasing the team and keeping it in

Arizona. However, if no buyer can be found, the

League would attempt to relocate the franchise.

Messrs. Moyes and Balsillie, for their part, contend that

the team would never succeed in Arizona and would

flourish in “hockey-crazy Ontario”. However, the move

also raises territorial rights issues because of the

proximity of two other top NHL teams in the shapes of

the Toronto Maple Leafs and Buffalo Sabres.

Mr. Baum, in his judgment, had also raised the spectre

of the fee which would be due to the NHL and the two

teams if the franchise moved. The Coyotes have lost

more than $300 million since the franchise moved

from Winnipeg, Manitoba, in 1996, and at least $36

million each of the last three seasons, but the NHL

contends the franchise can be viable with better

management and more success on the ice.

No further details on this matter were available at the

time of writing.

OTHER ISSUES

Corporate structures in football. Article in
leading journal
In “Calderon case: analysis of football’s corporate

structure” ([2009] 7 WSLR p. 12-13) the authors (Borja

Echegoyen, Daniel Beery, Hector Romero, Jaime de la

Lastra and Jone Manuel Pineiro) proceed on the basis

of Ramon Calderon’s resignation as President of top

Spanish football team Real Madrid after it was revealed

that some of the delegates who voted at the club’s

Annual General Meeting were not eligible to do so (see

[2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 000). They

provide an overview of the three legal structures

governing Spanish football clubs, as well as the

Rationalisation Plan 1990 which was designed to

improve the clubs’ financial and legal transparency,

They also outline the real Madrid corporate structure in

terms of a basic sporting club, and suggest that, if the

famous multiple European Cup winner were to be

structured as a public limited sports company, it would

have been subjected to a great deal more regulation

(featured in [2009] 7 European Current Law p. 61).
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PROCEDURAL LAW AND EVIDENCE

Article on sports arbitration in leading
academic journal (Ireland)
In “A game of two halves?” the author, Liam Keane

([2008] GLSI p. 200] assesses the effectiveness of the

Disputes Resolution Authority (DRA), an Irish

independent sports arbitration body established by the

Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA). He considers the

question why the DRA was set up, how it operates and

the number of disputes which it has handled since its

foundation in 2005. He also outlines the operation of

the Federation of Irish sports’ arbitration system, Just

Sport Ireland (in: [2009] 4 European Current Law p.

57).

INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LAW

[None]
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FISCAL LAW

Charitable fiscal status of sports clubs in New
Zealand. Article in professional journal
In this paper, the author (Bland, N., “Tax, charities and

the Charities Act”, in [2009] 3 New Zealand Law

Journal p. 61 et seq.) examines this issue in the light of

the likelihood of developments in relation to the

underlying basis for tax concessions for which sporting

organisations are eligible, and in particular the notion

of “charitable purposes” as a result of the approach

adopted by the New Zealand Charities Commission

towards the registration of charitable entities under the

Charities Act 2005.

More particularly, the article considers the approach

adopted by the Commission towards the registration

of sporting organisations and amateur sports clubs, as

well as the fiscal implications of registration for such

organisations. The general contention put forward by

the author, based on his experience with particular

applications and monitoring of the Charities Register of

his country, is that the Commission has adopted a

liberal approach towards the law which governs

charitable purposes as regards such clubs. This should

encourage clubs not having applied for registration to

assess the potential benefits of so doing, including

gaining access to fiscal concessions.

However, any additional benefit is dependent on the

Inland Revenue accepting the Commission’s

assessment that such clubs are actually charitable. The

first decision of the New Zealand High Court in relation

to a Charities Act registration application which was

rejected by the Commission (Travis Trust v Charities

Commission, 3/12/2008) may cause the Commission to

modify its approach to the registration of such acts.

Top racing driver acquitted in tax evasion
case (US)
In early April 2009, Helio Castroneves, the Brazilian

racing car driver, went on trial in the US on a charge of

tax evasion. Ultimately, he was acquitted of most of

the charges that he worked with his sister and lawyer

to evade more than $2.3 million in U.S. income taxes. A

US federal jury acquitted him on six counts of tax

evasion but was hung on one count of conspiracy. The

jury also acquitted Katiucia Castroneves, 35, who is her

33-year-old brother’s business manager, on the tax

evasion counts but had also been indicted on the

conspiracy charge. Michigan motor sports attorney

Alan Miller, 71, was acquitted on all three counts of tax

evasion and one count of conspiracy. The deliberations

took six days after a six-week trial.

All three faced more than six years in prison if

convicted of conspiracy and tax evasion between 1999

and 2004. The case mainly revolved around income

from a $2 million sponsorship deal which Mr.

Castroneves had with the Brazilian firm Coimex and his

$5 million licensing deal he reached with Penske

Racing in late 1999. Alicia Valle, spokeswoman for the

U.S. Attorney’s office, later announced that prosecutors

would review all of the options on the “hung”

conspiracy charge “to determine how best to

proceed.” Mr. Castroneves’ lawyers, on the other hand,

said it would be “illogical to proceed” with refiling the

conspiracy count (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com

of 17/4/2009).

Mr. Castroneves, twice winner of the Indianapolis 500

race and one of the “Indy” racing circuit’s most popular

drivers, was temporarily replaced on Team Penske by

Australian Will Power pending the outcome of the

case. Central to the case was the ownership of a

Panamanian company called Seven Promotions.

Prosecutors called it a shell corporation set up

primarily so that Mr. Castroneves could evade U.S.

income tax, but the racing driver’s father testified he

created Seven to boost his son’s image in Brazil. The

elder Castroneves said his son never owned it.

Prosecutors described this as a lie, showing jurors

several documents in which Castroneves claimed

Seven Promotions as his own. If it was, an Internal

Revenue Service agent testified that the driver owed

U.S. taxes on the full $5 million from Penske even

though he has never actually received the money.

Instead, the Penske payments were eventually invested

in a deferred compensation deal with the Dutch firm

Fintage Licensing B.V. Mr. Castroneves’s attorney Roy

Black told jurors in closing arguments that such deals

are common, and perfectly legal, for athletes who have

relatively short careers and face injury or worse at any

moment. He added that his client had only a slight

understanding of his financial affairs and relied on

professionals to deal with them. Prosecutor Matt

Axelrod, however, said it made little sense for

Castroneves to sign away $5 million to Seven if he had

no control, adding that one does not “send millions of

dollars” to a company one does not own or control

(Ibid).

Besides the Penske and Coimex money, Mr.

Castroneves was charged with claiming thousands of

dollars in improper tax deductions and failing to
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disclose as income Hugo Boss clothing and airline

tickets he received.

English Premier League clubs losing out to
Spanish tax system
Premier League clubs are losing out to La Liga

counterparts in the chase for top overseas players

because of Spain’s more generous tax system, a

leading agent has warned. “It’s deadly serious,’’ said

Phil Smith. Foreign players considering transfers to

England this summer had noted the plan designed by

Alistair Darling, the UK Cahncellor of the Exchequer, to

raise the top rate of income tax to 50 per cent from

April, in contrast to Spain, where the top rate of

income tax is 27 per cent (plus a local tax). Overseas

players have also expressed shock at the level of

National Insurance contributions applicable in Britain

(The Daily Telegraph of 13/6/2009, p. S6).

Stars of the quality of two France internationals,

Bayern Munich’s Franck Ribery and Lyons’ Karim

Benzema, are being linked to English clubs. Although

both are well paid by their clubs, Ribery (paid roughly

£130,000 per week) and Benzema (£100,000 per

week) know they can increase their salaries elsewhere.

Both have also been connected with moves to Spain,

where they would save a minimum 15 per cent in tax

compared to England.

Given the British Chancellor’s pending increase, it

appeared that top Portuguese star Cristiano Ronaldo

was leaving Manchester United at the right time in

purely financial terms. Spread over the period of his

six-year Real Madrid deal, the former Manchester

United winger will save roughly £15 million in tax on

salary income. Image rights would also be taxed at a

less prohibitive rate than is the case in Britain. Such

savings have been noted by other players, who may

resist Premier League charms for La Liga’s more tax-

efficient lure. Smith, the chief operating officer of

sports agency First Artist, stated that there would be

players who would refrain from playing in this country

coming here because of the tax. He added:

“In Spain they pay less tax and there are also

loopholes. Overseas players can get a 15 per cent

saving of taxing by going to Spain rather than

England – and that’s just on the surface because

there’s image rights deals to consider” (Ibid)

Obviously good players will still move for sporting

reasons, as was the case with Andrei Arshavin, who

went to Arsenal from paying 13 per cent tax in Russia

while at Zenit St Petersburg. According to Mr. Smith,

the Russian was not surprised about the 40 per cent

tax, but he was not expecting the National Insurance. It

appears that, since then, Mr. Arshavin has warned

players moving to England to be aware of the pending

tax rise. Some leading players have discussed with

their accountants the possibility of clubs paying them

in interest-free loans, which attract lesser rates of tax,

which would then be turned back if and when the old

40 per cent rate was restored (Ibid).
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RACIAL ISSUES IN SPORT

Ethnic issues in US sport
It has to be admitted that, with the passage of time,

ethnic tensions in US sport have been relatively few in

number and intensity in recent years. However, this is a

dimension of which sporting and other administrators

across the Atlantic remain very much aware, as witness

the various developments detailed below.

In mid-April 2009, it was learned that the percentage

of black players in Major League Baseball (MLB) rose

for first time since 1995. Black players accounted for

10.2 percent of major leaguers last year, the most since

the 1995 season. The sport had reached an all-time low

of 8.2 percent in 2007, according to Richard Lapchick,

director of the University of Central Florida’s Institute

for Diversity and Ethics in Sports. The percentage of

black pitchers rose to 5 percent from 3 percent and

the percentage of black infielders went up to 9 percent

from 7 percent. Baseball received an A for race hiring

for the first time in his annual report, an increase from

an A- last year. Mr. Lapchick cited 10 minority

managers at the start of this season, matching the

previous high in 2002. There were five African-

Americans, four Latinos and one Asian-American.

There were five minority General Managers: three

African-Americans and two Latinos. The sport was

awarded a B for gender hiring, up from a C+. Its overall

grade went up to B+ from B.

Mr. Lapchick released the study on Jackie Robinson

Day, the 62nd anniversary of when Robinson broke the

major league colour barrier. He commented:

“Bud Selig [MLB commissioner] has led the way on

these issues in MLB which achieved this through

strong records for race in the commissioner’s office,

as well as at the levels of manager, coach, general

manager and the professional administrators of

teams. MLB continues to have an outstanding record

for diversity initiatives” (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 16/4/2009)

He added that the percentage of minority employees

in the commissioner’s office rose to 34 percent from 28

percent. According to Bob DuPuy, the sport’s chief

operating officer, under the direction of commissioner

Selig, MLB had launched several programmes designed

to increase African-American representation among US

players and minority representation among managers

and front offices, adding that the Lapchick study

showed that “those programmes are working.” Mr.

Lapchick, for his part, described the progress made by

baseball as “substantial”. He conceded that the sport

remained behind basketball in this respect, but that it

had gained ground consistently over the last three or

four years. He added:

“They’re a very close second to the NBA. They’ve

really been the industry leader in working with

minority vendors. That has built up a well of good

will for baseball in the African-American community

that really didn’t exist 15 years ago.” (Ibid).

Speaking at Citi Field, where the renowned New York

Mets dedicated the Jackie Robinson Rotunda, Rachel

Robinson, the widow of the ground-breaking player

referred to above, declared herself encouraged by the

changes baseball has made, saying:

“Rich Lapchick is a friend of mine and he does a

very good job with that report and I think it’s

important that it gets circulated so people know,

because so often people feel so down and so

pessimistic and so cynical about social progress.

And so I don’t let that get into me because I have to

be spirited and I have to be ready to carry on and I

won’t be pessimistic. I just refuse to be.” (Ibid).

At around the same time, it was also established that

graduation rates for black college athletes increase

from past years. The Graduation Success Rate (GSR)

for black athletes is currently 62 percent in 2009, an

increase from 59 percent three years ago, according to

a report released by The Institute for Diversity and

Ethics in Sport at the University of Central Florida. The

college sport federation NCAA uses the GSR to

measure graduation rates. Its spokesman, Erik

Christianson, commented:

“These results reflect what we’ve been saying for a

long time — the opportunities available through

intercollegiate athletics and the hard work of many

have led to academic improvement for African-

American student-athletes, especially African-

American male student-athletes. We hope and

expect this progress will continue.” (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 6/4/2009).

The GSR for black football players in the top division

rose from 54 to 58 percent. It increased from 49 to 54

percent for men’s basketball players and from 71 to 76

percent in women’s basketball. Federal graduation

rates for black athletes improved from 35 percent for

students entering school in 1984 to 53 percent for

those entering in 2001. The federal rate uses a different

formula from that applied by the GSR, which takes into

account athletes who transfer between schools. A gap

remains in graduation rates between white and black

athletes, but the study found it is shrinking. The federal
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rate for white athletes entering school in 1984 was 59

percent, 24 percentage points higher than was the

case in relation to black athletes. The gap had

decreased to 15 percentage points for students

entering in 2001, when the federal rate for white

athletes was 68 per cent. The report also found that

African-American athletes are graduating at higher

rates than black college students as a whole. The most

recent federal rate for all black students was 45

percent, compared with 53 per cent for athletes (Ibid).

Hitherto, the native American issue does not appear to

have featured very prominently in the ethnic politics of

US sport. However, there are currently some signs that

this may be changing. Thus the Native American

Basketball Invitational (NABI), which is the only all-

Native American NCAA-affiliated basketball

tournament, has grown into a showcase event for

Native American high school basketball playerswho

have gone undetected on their respective reservations

or isolated Alaskan villages. There are only three

requirements for teams to bring players to compete in

the tournament: players must be enrolled in high

school – graduating seniors are eligible, they may be

no older than 19, and they must have proof of Native

American ancestry with a tribal enrolment card or

certificate of Indian blood (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 9/7/2009).

Sam McCracken, general manager for Native American

business for event sponsor Nike, said basketball is the

heartbeat of Native American culture.GinaMarie

Scarpa, along with former NBA player Mark West,

approached McCracken in 2002 to form the

tournament to help young Native Americans continue

their education through basketball. There were 24

teams at NABI’s debut in 2003.

This year there were 64 teams from across the United

States this year , to wit, 38 boys’ and 26 girls’ teams.

That is a decrease from 80 teams last year and 86

teams in 2007. Ms. Scarpa, also the tournament

director, said no matter what the size of the

tournament may be, it has “diamonds in the rough” for

recruiters. She expects more than 100 teams

participating as the tournament continues to grow and

transitions into a nonprofit organization next year,

describing it as an “untapped talent that NCAA

coaches really need to know about”. The tournament

won a five-year battle with the NCAA to become

certified in 2007, allowing Division I and Division II

college coaches and scouts to attend to recruit NABI

athletes. Ms Scarpa commented:

“That was a great victory for Native Americans.

There’s just so much talent here that we’d love to

see players go on to a college or pro careers. Our

biggest thing is to get these players through the

doors and in college.” (Ibid).

Phil Hormeratha, Haskell Indian Nations University

women’s basketball coach, said his team flourished

with NABI players. The university, which became NAIA

affiliated in 2002 and a member of the Midland

Collegiate Athletic Conference in 2003, just missed out

on a national tournament berth last year, losing by two

points in the conference championship. Eight players

from that team played in previous NABI tournaments

where Homeratha had scooped them up (Ibid).

Unfortunately, some of the less admirable episodes in

US ethic relations in matters sporting con tinue to stir

up awkward memories and nag at the collective

American consciousness. Thus there remains the

festering issue of Jack Johnson, which has already

been mentioned in previous issues of this Journal.

Almost 100 years exactly before Barack Obama

became the first black president of the US, Jack

Johnson struck another blow, quite literally, for African-

American equality. On Boxing Day, fittingly, in 1908 he

became the heavyweight boxing champion of the

world, a title previously reserved for white men. Now

Mr. Obama is being asked to issue a posthumous

pardon for Johnson, who was floored not by a rival’s

punch within the ring but by the force of racially

prejudiced justice. A resolution has been introduced to

Congress calling for a presidential pardon for Johnson’s

1913 conviction on trumped-up racial grounds.

While Mr. Obama’s victory in November 2008 was

feted around the globe, Johnson’s historic win in

December 1908 against the Canadian world champion

Tommy Burns garnered a rather different reaction.

Boxing promoters immediately launched a search for

the “Great White Hope” – a white fighter who could

regain the title for the “superior” race. The search

failed. Mr. Johnson, the son of freed slaves from Texas,

would not be brought down. One after another, he

obliterated a succession of white challengers. Then, in

the “fight of the century” in 1910, he faced the former

undefeated heavyweight champion Jim Jeffries, who

until then had refused to fight a black man. In the 15th

round the fight was stopped and the cameras turned

off to spare America the ignominy of watching a white

boxer being knocked out. Enraged whites went on the

rampage, erupting in racial rioting in 50 cities across

America in which at least 23 blacks and two whites

died (The Guardian of 3/4/2009, p. 27).
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What could not be achieved within the boxing ring

was, however, achieved in the supposedly more

hallowed environment of a courthouse. In 1913, five

years into his world championship, Johnson was

convicted on charges that he had violated the Mann

Act – a convoluted law which, although amended,

continues to apply, making it illegal to transport

women from one state to another for immoral

purposes. Johnson had not only violated the

supremacy of white boxers, he had also broken the

great sexual taboo of those days of Southern

segregation and lynching: miscegenation. By the time

of the trial he had been married to two white women,

and had had several public relationships with other

white females. The judge, sentencing him to a year in

prison, said he was “sending a message” to black men

about relationships with white women (Ibid).

John McCain, last year’s losing Republican presidential

candidate and a keen boxer from his Navy days, co-

sponsored the pardon resolution, saying that the

nation needed to erase this “act of racism which sent

an American citizen to prison on a trumped-up

charge”. Mr. McCain’s co-sponsor, Pete King, a

Republican congressman from Long Island, said the

conviction had stripped Johnson of the fruits of his

success, adding that he was not allowed to have “the

luxury of enjoying the fact that he was the leading

figure in sports”. Since his death in a car crash in 1946,

Mr. Johnson’s legacy has lived on. Mohammed Ali

claimed him as a great inspiration, the jazz musician

Miles Davis composed a tribute to him, and in 2005

documentary-maker Ken Burns released Unforgivable

Blackness: The Rise and Fall of Jack Johnson. Though

presidential pardons are rarely granted, the onus now

falls to Obama to right a wrong committed a century

ago against a man described by Burns as “the greatest

boxer of all time” (Ibid).

There are times, however, when one wonders whether

racial and ethnic sensitivities can be aroused a little too

easily. Thus a Massachusetts Christian college has

dropped its Crusaders sports team nickname because

of the word’s “negative connotation.” Eastern Nazarene

College in Quincy announced Wednesday that its

athletic teams will now be known as the Lions. College

President Corlis McGee says the former nickname was

once seen in a more positive light, but that “Crusader

no longer represented the positive message of Christian

love we aim to share with the world.”

Alumnus Dr. Mark Mann, a former varsity basketball

player and the grandson of former college President

Edward Mann, who selected the old name, says it is

time to distance the 1,200-student school from “the

atrocities of the medieval Crusaders.” Mr. McGee said

the name Lions was chosen because it is a “symbol of

courage and strength” (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 14/5/2009).

Racial issues continue to haunt South African
sport
Lest it be thought that this Journal lies in wait for any

racially sensitive issue to arise in Southern Africa, the

better to fill its columns, the present author wishes to

express his admiration at the manner in which South

African sport has, ever since the official abandonment

of the widely condemned apartheid regime, flourished

in defiance of the deep-rooted ethnic divisions

occasioned by the latter. However, there is no useful

purpose to be served by ignoring the legacy which this

traumatic episode in the nation’s history has left for its

sporting endeavours. Recent events have demonstrated

just how delicate and potentially troublesome an issue

this continues to be, especially in the areas traditionally

regarded as the nation’s sporting strengths.

Thus South African coach De Villiers threatened to

cause a race storm and to undermine his team’s plans

for the second Test against the British and Irish Lions in

Pretoria by making racially-sensitive comments in

attempting to defend one of his black players.

Following the late fightback by the touring Lions in

Durban, which forced the home side to cling on for

victory, questions were raised about the form of

certain Springboks. One under scrutiny is black reserve

scrum half Ricky Januarie, whose inexplicable knock-on

in the closing stages gave the tourists a strong

attacking platform which could have irreversibly turned

the result. Mr. De Villiers is renowned for his

controversial, off message comments and his ill-judged

response to criticism of Januarie has stirred things up

in these parts. He said:

“I’m not concerned about Ricky’s form. He made

one blunder, so did a few other players. What I have

learned in South Africa is if you take your car to a

garage and the owner is a black man and they mess

it up, you never go back. If the owner is white, you

say, ‘Ag, sorry they made a mistake’ and you go

back again. That is how we live our life in this

country – some people. I respect opinions but it

doesn’t mean I should listen to them. I’m saying give

Ricky a chance.” (Daily Mail of 24/6/2009, p. 74).

Ironically, De Villiers dropped Mr. Januarie from the

bench for the next Test. The one change to the starting

team was the return of flanker Schalk Burger in place
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of Heinrich Brussow – causing further controversy in

view of the former’s involvement in the “eye-gouging”

incident referred to below (p. 000.)

Australian junior tennis champion banned for
racial slur
In mid-July 2009, it was learned that Brydan Klein, the

former Australian Open junior tennis champion, was

banned for six months for delivering himself of a racial

slur in the course of a qualifying match at the

Eastbourne tournament against South Africa’s Raven

Klasse. The governing body for the sport, the ATP,

announced that the 19-year-old had been fined an

additional £6,200 on top of the £8,600 fine which he

had received from the tournament organisers at the

time (Daily Mail of 10/7/2009, p. 90).

UEFA backing for plan to halt matches in the
event of racist chants
In mid-April 2009, it was learned that the European

governing body in football, UEFA, supported the

notion that matches should be halted where fans

deliver themselves of racist chants, according to the

organisation’s president, Michel Platini. This news broke

as Italian side Juventus were ordered to play their next

fixture behond closed doors after their fans racially

abused Internazionale Milan striker Mario Balotelli

during a Seria A (Premier League) match. This view

was supported by Italian Federation president

Giancarlo Abete, who hopes to bring the Euro 2016

tournament to his country, and who stated that the

rules would be changed to allow games to be halted

because of racialist abuse (The Daily Telegraph of

22/4/2009, p. S10).

HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES

[None]

GENDER ISSUES

Male synchronised swimmer barred from the
Olympics (Germany)
Niklas Stoepel has to shave his legs and wear bathing

suits embroidered with sequins in order to participate

in his favourite sport. Yet in spite of the derision

emanating from his schoolmates, who call him names,

the 17-year-old is one of Germany’s leading

synchronised swimmers. He has carried off a string of

national trophies in a sport that – to his dismay – is

almost completely the preserve of women. His

ambition is to be a member of the German

synchronised swimming team when it competes in the

2012 Olympics in London. But although hardly a day

has passed in the past decade when he has not been

training in a pool, there is little chance of his realising

his dream. For as far as international competition is

concerned, synchronised swimming is a women-only

sport. The Fédération Internationale de Natation

(FINA), the world body which oversees the discipline,

refuses to alter what many claim is an extraordinarily

backward, if not sexist, attitude to the sport. In order to

combat what he sees as anti-male prejudice, Niklas has

gone public in the hope that media exposure will effect

change (The Independent of 18/4/2009, p. 44).

This sporting discipline can be traced back to the

Romans and ancient Greeks, who began using male

swimmers to perform water gymnastics in flooded

amphitheatres. The sport resurfaced as “ballet in the

water” in the late 19th century, with the first known

competition in Berlin in 1891. In fact, at the turn of the

last century, the participants were mostly male.

However, soon afterwards the sport began to take off

as an exclusively female activity. One of the highlights

was a performance by the Australian Annette

Kellerman, who, in 1907, performed spectacular

underwater ballet in a glass tank in New York. By 1934

the term “synchronised swimming” had been coined to

describe the water ballet performed by an American

all-women team called the Modern Mermaids. Yet it

was only in 1984 that the sport was officially admitted

to the Olympic Games.

Synchronised swimmers such as Niklas wear nose clips

to keep the water out during underwater somersaults.

During competitions, they often wear elaborately

decorated swimsuits and perform to the sound of

music played to them through loudspeakers above and

below the water. Like actors, competitors sometimes

wear heavy eye make-up to dramatise their

performance. In common with any male ballet dancer,

Niklas sees dressing up as the necessary theatrical

prop which accompanies his sport. He started

synchronised swimming at age seven, when his cousin

Leona took him to a training session at his local

swimming club in Bochum. Now he trains for up to five

hours a day. He says that although he was once

laughed at by his schoolmates for taking part, he is

now respected for his commitment to the discipline

(Ibid).
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In Germany during the national competitions in which

he is allowed to compete, the only problem appears to

be the judges. Niklas says:

“Many of them are stricter when it comes to

awarding me points than they are with the female

competitors. It’s not fair, but I still haven’t given up

my dream of one day competing in an international

championship” (Ibid)

The last occasion on which the ban received attention

was during the Sydney Olympics in 2000 when the

American Bill May was barred from taking part although

he had fulfilled all the necessary qualifications. The

world’s senior swimming officials seem unable to

provide a convincing answer to the question why the

sport is not thrown open to men. An attempt to gain an

explanation ended in what looked like bureaucratic

buck-passing earlier this week when Ulla Lucenius, the

official responsible for synchronised swimming at the

world governing body FINA, said it had not received

enough requests from swimming clubs around the

world for a rule change to be considered.

For its part, German Swimming Association spokesman

Peter Purtz said his organisation would not be pushing

for change. He refused to describe thee current

situation as discrimination, comparing the sport to ski

jumping, which for many years was a male-only sport.

He expressed the view that the question whether males

should be allowed to participate ought more properly

to be directed at FINA, who enact the rules (Ibid).

Matthew Mitcham says gay status cost him
sponsorship (Australia)
The Australian diver, who won the 10-metre platform

gold medal at the Beijing Olympics, believes his

decision to talk openly about being gay may have

prevented him from cashing in on his success. As he

resumed his rivalry with 14-year-old Brit Tom Daley in

the third leg of the World Series in Sheffield in mid-April

2009, he “came out” in a newspaper interview in the

build-up to Beijing, where he made history by receiving

the highest mark for an individual dive at an Olympic

Games (The Daily Telegraph of 17/4/2009, p. S6).

Although he insists he has had nothing but positive

feedback from fellow athletes and the media since

going public, he admits he has attracted precious little

corporate sponsorship compared to Australia’s other

gold medallists. He added:

“I haven’t experienced any homophobia in sport but

I’m hoping I’m not experiencing any in the corporate

world because I haven’t had any companies rushing

to sponsor me. It took me a very long time to secure

any form of sponsorship after the Olympics, and

that’s still my only sponsorship.” (Ibid)

Mr. Mitcham, a former trampolinist from Brisbane, has

become something of a gay role model since he

became the only non-Chinese diver to win gold in the

Water Cube. It is a responsibility he is happy to accept.

He claims that “as soon as anybody looks up to you,

you automatically become a role model” regardless of

whether one choose to be or not, and one can either

embrace it or not. He choose to embrace it and “try to

be the best role model I can be” (Ibid).

ANIMAL RIGHTS

Horse owner undergoes New York track ban
(US)
There are heartening signs that, in some parts of the

world, increasing concern is being shown towards

members of the animal kingdom who perform for the

entertainment of their allegedly superior living beings. In

mid-April 2009, it was learned that the New York

Racing Association (NYRA) had banned owner/breeder

Ernie Paragallo from operating at its tracks after the

authorities seized 177 horses at his Hudson valley farm.

Mr. Paragallo is the authorised agent for Paraneck

Stable. NYRA officials stated that Paraneck would no

longer be allowed to race at Aqueduct, Belmont or

Saratoga until such time as a new agent is appointed to

operate the stable. NYRA has also banned Paragallo

from the tracks’ back stretch and paddock. The horses

seized had been found in a malnourished state

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 10/4/2009).

OTHER ISSUES

NFL seeking to extend “Rooney rule” (US)
Teams operating under the auspices of the US National

Football League (NFL) which seek to employ general

managers may soon be required to interview at least

one minority candidate. In mid-May 2009,

Commissioner Ray Goodell announced that the

League’s owners had discussed expanding the

“Rooney rule” (which already applies to coaching

vacancies). The rule is named after Steelers owner Dan

Rooney, recently appointed by new President Barack

Obama to be US ambassador to Ireland, in spite of

being a life-long Republican (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 20/5/2009).
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GENERAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

HCG, popular among steroid users, is
discovered to have other uses
In early May 2009, it was discovered not only that the

banned substance recently linked to top US baseball

star Manny Ramirez was commonly being taken by

steroid users, but also that the substance in question

can be prescribed for other conditions. An unnamed

person familiar with the details of the suspension said

Mr. Ramirez used the female fertility drug HCG, or

human chorionic gonadotropin.

HCG, a substance which has been added to baseball’s

banned substances list in recent years, is popular among

users of performance-enhancing drugs because it can

mitigate the side effects of ending a cycle of steroids.

The body may stop producing testosterone when a user

ceases to use steroids, which can cause sperm counts to

decrease and testicles to shrink. Ruth Wood, an expert in

steroid abuse at the University of Southern California,

has recently claimed that HCG is used essentially to

“jump start testosterone production”. The drug could

have appropriate uses unconnected to steroid abuse,

said Dr. Gary Wadler, who leads the committee that

determines the banned-substances list for the World

Anti-Doping Agency. HCG can treat male infertility and

testosterone deficiency, and whilst it is not necessarily

“the drug of choice”, these were acceptable uses”

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 8/5/2009).

Mr. Ramirez said in a statement that he did not

consume steroids, but that a certain doctor had given

him medication for “a personal health issue.” Every

baseball player is tested each year within five days of

reporting to spring training and again at a randomly

selected unannounced date. There are 1,200 additional

unannounced tests of randomly selected players,

including up to 375 during the offseasons from 2008

through the start of spring training in 2011. According

to Travis Tygart, Chief Executive Officer of the U.S.

Anti-Doping Agency:

“We have no knowledge of the Ramirez case, but it’s

highly unlikely an otherwise healthy, young athlete

would need HCG for a legitimate medical reason.

That said, if there was valid medical need, his high-

priced representatives should be fired for not

ensuring that he was informed of the process that

could have granted him permission to use it.” (Ibid).

Mr. Wadler added that side effects of HCG include

headache, mood swings and depression. The anti-

doping community has been familiar with HCG for

more than 20 years. HCG is prescribed to treat

infertility in women by triggering ovulation. The

hormone naturally occurs in pregnant women (home

pregnancy kits test for one portion of the HCG

molecule) (Ibid).

Retrospective analysis may detect more
doping incidents
In early July 2009, the celebrated showcase of

professional cycling, i.e. the Tour de France was faced

with the threat of further doping allegations after a

Dutch cyclist was caught out more than 18 months

after taking a banned substance. The sample from rider

Thomas Dekker was taken in December 2007 but

tested positive for blood-booster EPO only after

advances in technology were used. The fear now is

that further retrospective analysis will uncover more

cases during the sport’s biggest event of the year. The

revelations about Dekker were another blow for

Belgian team Silence-Lotto, whose lead rider,

Australian Cadel Evans, is tipped to be a prominent

figure in future Tours (The Mail on Sunday of

5/7/2009, p. 101)

Silence-Lotto had signed Austrian cyclist Bernhard

Kohl, King of the Mountains and third overall in the

2008 Tour, but he, too, failed an EPO-related drug test

in October of that year. Mr. Kohl later announced his

retirement from professional cycling, controversially

claiming that it was “impossible to win without

doping”. Kohl’s former manager, Stefan Matschiner, has

since admitted to Belgian police his role in supplying

EPO to his clients, who included athletes and

triathletes. Matschiner provides a glimpse into the

world of cycling drug cheats. He also managed Danish

cyclist Michael Rasmussen who, while a team-mate of

Dekker’s in the Rabobank team, was removed from the

2007 Tour de France for missing drug tests and lying

about his whereabouts. At the time of his removal, he

was leading and seemed likely to win. Rasmussen was

later linked with Hemopure, a chemical drug substitute

designed for use on cattle. (For more on the

Kohl/Matschiner affair, see below p. 000).

At the time of writing, the world governing body for

the sport, the UCI, had asked the Monaco Cycling

Federation, to which Dekker is affiliated, to open
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disciplinary proceedings against the Dutchman, who

faces a two-year suspension. He was found guilty after

the UCI found suspicious elements in the blood

samples which he provided as part of the compilation

of his biological passport (The Independent of

2/7/2009, p. 52). One month before the 2009 Tour, in

a house in the Hungarian capital of Budapest, police

found a blood centrifuge, essential for the use of EPO.

They believe it belongs to Matschiner and also that it

was used in connection with Dekker and many other

athletes. Dekker’s positive test suggests the testers are,

for once, making up some ground on the cheats.

However, with sources in France suggesting further

names will emerge shortly, success for the anti-doping

programme is set to overshadow cycling’s greatest

race from the very outset (The Mail on Sunday of

5/7/2009, loc. cit).

It will be recalled from previous issues of the Journal

that the Tour has frequently been plagued with doping

incidents. The 2007 event saw five riders banned for

drug use and two teams eliminated for doping

offences. Unless matters improve dramatically and

rapidly, this sorry trend certainly looks set to continue.

Kohl affair shows blood doping has not been
defeated
The practices revealed by the Bernhard Kohl incident,

described in the previous section, indicate a disturbing

continuation in blood doping. The sporting authorities

have done their utmost to detect and penalise this

practice, but the trend seems to continue unabated –

and seem to increase in sophistication.

Thus, as well as testing positive for Cera, a new version

of EPO, the Austrian withdrew 1.5 litres of blood before

last year’s Tour, only to re-inject it during the race. EPO

and blood transfusions have the same result, in that

they increase the red cells, which enhances an

endurance athlete’s performance. Whilst a test has

existed for synthetic EPO since 2000, blood

transfusions are more difficult to detect. A test was

developed in 2004 but only when an athlete has

injected someone else’s blood. It was this that caught

out Tyler Hamilton, the 2004 Olympic time trial

champion (see [2005] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p.

76). A test for where an athlete removes and re-injects

their own blood, as Kohl did, does not exist, but UCI’s

biological passport is intended to address this. By

testing riders regularly and over a long period, it can

highlight suspicious fluctuations (The Guardian of

10/6/2009, p. S8).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
INTERNATIONAL BODIES

Football and EU combine to frustrate WADA
“whereabouts” rule
“A law unto itself” is how many commentators tend to

regard the world of football. This dictum has taken on

an almost literal meaning as regards the rules which

govern the attempts made by the sporting authorities

to control, prevent and penalise the taking of

performance-enhancing substances. Ever since the

establishment of the World Anti-Doping Agency

(WADA), the latter has issued a number of increasingly

restrictive measures and codes which are, in principle,

binding on all sports. This is particularly the case in

view of the full support given to these rules by the

International Olympic Committee (IOC).

However, as has been reported in previous issues of

this Journal, there are some strictures which football –

and more particularly its governing bodies – have

found hard to accept. One such provision is the

controversial “whereabouts” rule which requires

sporting performers to inform drugs testers of their

location for an hour each day, including summer

holidays (see supra, p. 000). Although football has

been perhaps the most vocal of the opponents of this

scheme, it has to be said that, even though they have

complied with this new requirements, other sporting

authorities and commentators have expressed some

misgivings about the scheme. In the previous issue of

this column, it was reported that, amongst others,

senior figures in the sport of tennis also harboured

major reservations ([2008] 2 Sport and the Law

Journal p. 75).

Not every football authority was prepared to defy this

new edict, in spite of the various private and public

misgivings which were being expressed. Thus the

English Football Association had drawn up a scheme

whereby 30 England players such as Steven Gerrard

and Wayne Rooney would provide a “player pool” for

drugs testers to target. However, no sooner had this

scheme been proposed than the executive committee

of world governing body FIFA delivered a fundamental

blow to WADA’s hopes of making football toe the line

on this matter. The governing organ’s high command –

led by the president, Sepp Blatter who is himself a

representative of the International Olympic Committee

(IOC) on the WADA executive board – made a

rebellious stand. It proposed that testers need only be

notified of the whereabouts of teams, not individual

players, adding that testing should take place only at
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training grounds and not, as WADA insists, at players’

homes. FIFA also were adamant that players should

not be contacted while on holiday and “out of

competition”, thus rocking the WADA code to its very

foundations (The Guardian of 24/3/2009, p. S2).

The WADA scheme seemed to fall into greater disarray

the next day, after European governing body UEFA

joined FIFA in opposing the rule following its executive

committee meeting in Copenhagen. Following this

gathering, FIFA and UEFA issued a joint statement

saying:

“The governing bodies of FIFA and UEFA formally

reject the stance taken by WADA concerning the

‘whereabouts’ rule and, more specifically, the

individual location of team sports’ athletes. FIFA and

UEFA wish to point out the fundamental differences

between an individual athlete, who trains on his

own, on the one hand, and a team sport’s athlete,

who is present at the stadium six days out of seven,

and thus easy to locate, on the other hand. FIFA and

UEFA therefore oppose the individual ‘whereabouts’

rule, and want to see it replaced by collective

location rules, within the scope of the team and

within the stadium infrastructure. Furthermore, FIFA

and UEFA do not accept that controls be

undertaken during the short holiday period of

players, in order to respect their private life”

(The Daily Telegraph of 25/3/2009, p. S7).

To emphasise that football was not the sole “awkward

squad” in this regard, Mr. Blatter added that the world

governing body had teamed up with other team

sports, including basketball, volleyball, ice hockey and

rugby union, to oppose the rules. The Professional

Footballers’ Association (PFA) in England have already

spelled out their opposition to the rule. When the

WADA plan was originally announced in November

2008, PFA chief executive Gordon Taylor said that,

according to his organisation, to invade the privacy of

a player’s home was “a step too far” (Ibid).

At this point the reader may well wonder why – even

taking into account the sport’s habit of regarding itself

as exempt from rules governing lesser mortals – the

footballing authorities were persisting with their

somewhat quixotic campaign. The answer, according

to a leading British newspaper, may lie in the findings

of a study carried by a French anti-doping agency,

which tested hair samples from 138 professional

athletes, including 32 footballers. (Unlike urine samples,

where evidence of steroid use can be “washed out”

within days, hair samples can retain traces of drugs

much longer.) The results, published in France in March

2009, revealed that seven players (21.8 per cent)

tested positive for some form of banned substance – a

far greater proportion than was found in sports such as

rugby and even – surprisingly – cycling (The Guardian

of 26/3/2009, p. S7).

It naturally reflects very ill on football if it ends in a

higher position in the league table of drug use than

professional cycling (although some commentators

have expressed the view that there are reasons to be

cautious about the French study). The survey took

place exclusively in France, which may or may not

have a different culture of drug use from that which

prevails in other European countries. Hair sample

testing has no legal status in France, or anywhere else

for that matter, and the identities of those who tested

positive will never be revealed (The Guardian of

26/3/2009, p. S7). Yet in spite of these caveats, there

is no mistaking the echoes of another study that took

place in baseball in the early part of this decade (and

which has concentrated the minds of the authorities

governing this particular sport – Journals passim!).

Then, as now, the sample was small, the purpose

informational and the findings quite revealing, in that

104 players, almost one-third of those tested, turned

out positive. Major League Baseball – the body which

controls the sport – was aware of the results, but,

believing that these would never be made public, had

continued to insist (until very recently) there was no

problem with steroids until it emerged there was a

problem with steroids (Ibid).

Be that as it may, in mid-April 2009 FIFA reached an

agreement with the World Anti-Doping Agency in the

dispute, when it announced that WADA had accepted

a compromise, i.e. to limit the number of players

detailing their whereabouts every day during off-

season breaks. FIFA will choose players liable for drug

testing on any given day if they are defined as being

“at risk”, i.e. those recovering from injury or who

previously used a banned substance. It told WADA the

previous month that players deserve privacy during

holidays and should not be held to the out-of-

competition rule that took effect in the 2009 WADA

Code. Athletes in individual sports such as cycling must

give their whereabouts for at least one hour of every

day (The Times of 9/4/2009, p. 81).

However, anyone who was led to believe that this

move would herald a new era in wholehearted co-

operation between the two world organisations

seemed to be doomed to disappointment, particularly

when, in mid-May 2009, the FIFA president was

quoted as describing WADA as a “police organisation”.
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The latter immediately issued a clear message to the

world governing body in football regarding its position

on drugs and unannounced testing regimes in football.

John Fahey, the anti-drugs organisation’s president,

indicated that there would be a zero-tolerance

approach despite criticism from senior figures in the

sport. He said that he had made it “abundantly clear”

that FIFA has no special concession on the issue of

whereabouts, and that there was no law applying to it

that was any different from any other sport around the

world in this regard (The Guardian of 12/5/2009, p. S6)

Mr. Fahey was speaking in response to an article

published in a German newspaper over the weekend

that quoted Sepp Blatter, the FIFA president,

describing Wada as a “police organisation and that is

wrong”. Blatter was also reported as claiming that

football is the most proactive sport in anti-doping

controls. He said that he read “with some

disappointment” the article where Mr Blatter was

alleged to have made a number of statements , many

of which he labelled as many of those statements were

“simply wrong”. He added that he had endeavoured to

engage Mr Blatter and that he would continue to do so

continue to do so (Ibid).

However, the entire scheme came under threat from

an entirely different source, to wit the European Union

(EU), more particularly when the European

Commission announced that the whereabouts laws

could contravene the domestic laws of some of their

member states. Initially, Mr. Fahey claimed that an

amendment to the code had solved this conflict.

“What was approved this weekend was a revised

standard which simply clarified the scope of the

standard’s application. We made it very clear that

nothing in the Data Protection Standard required

any European country to lower its level of privacy

protection, as some questioned. On the contrary, the

standard provides that anti-doping organisations

based in Europe must respect their national data

protection laws and that those laws prevail over the

standard as long as they are as rigorous as the

standard.” (Ibid).

This confident statement was, however, followed by

what could be regarded as at least a partial climb-

down by his organisation after the latter had been

warned by European governments that its funding

would be cut, as the plan had been declared illegal by

European Union data-protection experts. Following a

meeting with the Council of Europe – the highest

authority on European human rights – WADA released

an announcement admitting it would now implement an

“enhanced version” of the privacy standard governing

whereabouts information. Sources involved in the top-

level dialogue stated that the development came after

WADA was left in no doubt that the funding it receives

from governments was at risk if it continued to fight

existing data-protection laws. This “gunboat diplomacy”

presented a challenge to WADA’s very existence, since

it depends on government money (The Guardian of

12/5/2009, p. S2).

WADA and EU discuss retrospective testing
Even though the tenuous stand-off described above

has been secured, relations between the EU and

WADA have not exactly been made more cordial by

this episode. This is why efforts are being undertaken

to effect some kind of rapprochement, but on an

entirely different issue from the one referred to above,

i.e. the question of retrospective testing and privacy.

An excellent occasion for an exchange of views on this

subject presented itself at an anti-doping conference

held in Athens, which was also attended by the WADA

Vice-Chair Arne Ljungqvist.

Discussions focused on the eight-year statute of

limitation which allows testers to keep frozen samples of

athletes’ blood and urine for re-analysis when new

detection methods become available. It has been

recorded in this Journal and elsewhere that retrospective

testing has boosted the ability of WADA to catch

doping transgressors using scientific advances which

may not have existed when the doping took place. Only

the previous month the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) announced that six athletes had been

caught using the new blood-boosting hormone CERA in

retests of their samples from the Beijing Olympics

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 14/5/2009).

The outcome of these discussions was not yet known

at the time of writing.

Random tests begin in various sports
Gradually, it would seem that the overwhelming

majority of sports are falling into line with the WADA

Code referred to above, in particular the random testing

requirement. Thus it emerged in mid-April 2009 that

the Japan Sumo Association had begun the testing of

its wrestlers. Several top performers, including Grand

Champion Asashoryu of Mongolia, were given urine

tests by Mitsubishi Chemical Medience Corp., Japan’s

sole institution certified by WADA. The results were not

yet known at the time of writing. The timing was not

unpropitious, coming as it did in the wake of a number
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of doping-related scandals which have tainted the

image of the time-honoured sport. In January of that

year, second-division wrestler Wakakirin was arrested

on suspicion of possessing marijuana, becoming the

first Japanese fighter to be arrested in a marijuana case.

His arrest came after three Russians were also

dismissed over marijuana charges (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 22/4/2009).

The reader will recall from the last few issues of this

Journal that suspicion has been rife that even golf, that

most placid of sports, might also be tainted by the use

of drugs. This is why here too, drug-testing has been

introduced. All competitors in the first major event of

the season, i.e. the US Masters, signed forms by which

they agreed to the programme. Irish star Padraig

Harrington welcomed this move, stating that:

“It’s appropriate in modern sport. There’s no doubt

that golf is the cleanest sport in the world and we

have to make sure we keep it that way. Every golfer

is conditioned from a young age not to break the

rules. That’s why I think it’s unlikely that anyone

would take drugs, which is a great thing because

we’ll have less and less (sic) problems, but we have

to make sure”

(The Mail on Sunday of 15/3/2009, p. 71).

Mr. Harrington revealed that he was tested for the first

time at the Buick Invitational at Torrey Pines in

February 2009, but that it was not “as unpleasant an

experience” as he thought it would be (Ibid).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
NATIONAL BODIES

BALCO scandal operatives refuse to go
quietly (US/UK)
Few regular readers will require an explanation as to

what is meant by the BALCO affair. This was a case

which involved the systematic doping of leading

athletes organised from a laboratory in California, and

led to the banning of several sporting performers – as

well as landing the chief architect of the scandal Victor

Conte, with a four-year jail sentence. There was always

a suspicion that the fall-out from this affair would

continue for some time to come, and developments

during the period under review seem to provide ample

confirmation of this.

This in mid-March 2009, it emerged that Mr. Conte

announced that he received a $10,000 payment from

the management company responsible for British

sprinter Dwain Chambers, who was one of his “clients”.

This claims put a different perspective on the dispute

between the latter and his former manager John Regis,

who is threatening to sue Mr. Chambers over

allegations in his book , entitled Race Against Me, that

Regis was told Chambers was considering taking illegal

drugs. Regis has accused Chambers of telling lies and

denied any knowledge of his drug-taking.

For his part, Mr Conte, in an e-mail statement shown to

a leading British newspaper, claimed to recall Mr.

Chambers informing him in early 2002 that he spoke to

a member of his management team about the

possibility of working with Conte and that he had

revealed some of the specifics of his programme.

Conte insisted that was not present during the

conversation, but maintains that a wire transfer of

more than $10,000 was sent to me thereafter by

someone at Chambers’s management company. He

added that “a reasonable person would know” that a

supply of legal nutritional supplements does not

usually cost $10,000 (Daily Mail of 9/3/2009, p. 75).

Regis denied any impropriety, saying:

“We did nothing illegal and nothing sinister. We

would have many clients and have hundreds of

thousands of pounds which they have earned. We

used to pay Dwain’s credit card bills, his electricity

bills and his car payments. We were like a bank. If

he asked us to pay someone then we would. I’d have

to look at the records to see if we sent $10,000 to

him but, as with all our clients, money is held in

individual accounts for our clients and if they

instruct us to send money wherever, we forward the

money. Our job is to hold that money until our

clients tell us where they want it sent. End of story.

All I can say is, if the money went out, which I can’t

guarantee, it was done on the basis of Mr Chambers

asking us to forward money to Mr Conte.” (Ibid).

However, there was a further twist to this saga when, a

few days later, it was revealed that Chambers, who in

the meantime had become the new European indoor

60 metres champion, had been using a high-tech

breathing device to boost his red blood cell count

under the supervision of none other than Conte

himself. This technique, which simulates the effect of

training at high altitude, is not illegal under the World

Anti-Doping Code. However, Chambers’s decision to

resume his partnership with the man who introduced

him to performance-enhancing drugs was always

going to give rise to some controversy. This probability

was strengthened when it was learned that, in addition

to advising the British athlete on the use of the
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breathing machine, Conte was providing Chambers

with legal supplements through his company Scientific

Nutrition for Advanced Conditioning (SNAC).

The device, an “AltoLab Altitude Simulator” is

distributed in the United States by Arizona-based

company Pharma Pacific, who confirmed that

Chambers was introduced to the technology by Conte.

The company’s President, Andrew Backhaus, provided

an interesting perspective when he claimed that this

technique was yielding even better results than the use

of steroids (The Daily Telegraph of 12/3/2009, p. S20).

Chambers’s use of the machine could explain his string

of personal bests this season, culminating in his

performance in the semi-finals at the European Indoor

Championships in Turin when he set a new European

record of 6.42 sec. The technique is known as

“intermittent hypoxic training”, which involves breathing

oxygen-reduced air for five or six minutes through a

mask or tube and then breathing normal air for four or

five minutes. The process is repeated for an hour a day

for about two weeks to maximise the benefit.

The technology is similar to “hypoxic chambers” (sic),

which allow athletes to train in low-oxygen

environments. The World Anti-Doping Agency had

considered banning the technique two years ago but

has since ruled that it is legal. Backhaus said Chambers

was the first athlete from a non-endurance, “explosive”

event to try it. Conte later confirmed that he had been

overseeing Chambers’s programme since October,

giving him detailed instructions on how oxygen-

depleted the air needed to be on different days. He

claimed that this was “the future” and that, whereas

everyone used to think simulated altitude training was

all about endurance athletes, no-one had thought of

applying this to explosive sprinting (Ibid).

Not unnaturally, these developments aroused some

concern among the sporting authorities. At the time of

writing, the British regulatory body, UK Sport, was set

to investigate the claims made by Chambers in the

aforementioned book (Daily Mail loc. cit). For his part,

the British head coach for athletics, Charles van

Commenee, was seeking an urgent meeting with Mr.

Chambers to discuss this matter. Mr. van Commenee

was the person who had given Chambers a second

chance following his suspension. The head coach also

expressed concern that the former trainier Remi

Korchemny also seems to have found his way back

into the Chambers entourage. Korchemny was part of

the Conte drugs factory and is banned from coaching

for life (Daily Express of 13/3/2009, p. 87). Meanwhile,

a scientific paper published in the British Medical

Journal has reported that some athletes could be

“getting away” with doping because a genetic

abnormality enables them to pass doping tests, even if

they have been using illegal substances (The Daily

Telegraph of 12/3/3009, loc. cit).

Controversy surrounds appointment of
former Jones and Montgomery coach
(US/UK)
In late June 2009, UK Athletics, Britain’s governing body

in the sport, defended its decision to appoint as head of

the 2012 Performance Centre in London – the base for

many leading track stars – a former coach of the doping-

tainted US athletes Marion Jones and Tim Montgomery.

Dan Pfaff, a 55-year-old US citizen who was announced

as director of the Lee Valley centre, worked with the two

athletes concerned in 2003 and 2004, following their

split with the notorious Charlie Francis, the former coach

of Canadian doping cheat Ben Johnson. However, Niels

de Vos, the chief executive of UK Athletics, insisted that

Pfaff had nothing to do with the performance-enhancing

substances that led to both sprinters being deprived of

their medals – in fact, that he had a reputation for being

fiercely anti-drugs.

Following a career spent mostly in the United States

college system, Mr. Pfaff made the ill-fated decision to

leave the University of Texas in 2003 to work with

Jones and Montgomery in Raleigh, North Carolina.

Their association ended acrimoniously a year later.

Jones later attempted to sue Mr. Pfaff on the grounds

that his training methods had been ineffective and had

“adversely affected” her performances. The latter

counter-sued successfully and was awarded $240,000

in unpaid training fees and legal expenses owed to him

by Ms. Jones. He had argued that Jones and

Montgomery had frustrated his efforts by refusing to

submit to blood and other health tests while he was

their coach. It will be recalled from previous issues of

this Journal that Ms. Jones was later jailed for perjury

for denying to federal investigators that she had ever

taken performance-enhancing drugs. Montgomery was

banned from the sport following his involvement in the

BALCO drug conspiracy. He is currently serving a five-

year sentence for heroin dealing (The Independent of

1/7/2009, p. 78).

However, if the US coach’s curriculum vitae has been

blighted by his period with Jones and Montgomery

represents a blip on his curriculum vitae, he can also

point to a long and successful career that includes

coaching Canada’s Donovan Bailey to the Olympic 100

metres title in Atlanta in 1996 (Ibid).
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Austrian sport undergoes new doping scandal
– and their top cyclist “spills the beans”
The reader will doubtless remember the trials and

tribulations suffered by the Austrian team on the

occasion of the last Winter Olympics. More particularly

it will be recalled that he International Olympic

Committee (IOC) fined the Austrian Olympic

Committee £500,000 for the doping affair at the 2006

Winter Games. In addition, six Austrian biathlon and

cross-country skiers were banned from the Olympics

for life. The IOC made the ruling after an investigation

into alleged blood doping at the Turin Games.

Unfortunately, this particular spectre has returned the

central European nation recently – albeit in the context

of a different sporting medium, to wit cycling.

In early May 2009, it was learned that he Austrian rider

Christian Pfannberger was suspended by his Katusha

team following a positive doping test. At the time of

writing, he faced a possible life ban following a two-

year suspension for using the blood booster EPO. This

caused him to miss the Tour of Italy. The previous year,

his fellow-countryman Bernhard Kohl had tested

positive for CERA in a retrospective test from the Tour

de France, and in March of that year, Mr. Kohl’s new

manager, Stefan Matschiner, was arrested on doping

charges (The Daily Telegraph of 7/5/2009, p. S19). This

test was later confirmed by the back-up “B” sample

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 29/6/2009).

To make matters worse, it has been learned that Mr.

Kohl has been indicted by a criminal court and could

face a maximum five-year prison sentence (The Daily

Telegraph of 1/4/2009, p. S19). The Austrian rider has

since announced his retirement from the sport

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 26/5/2009).

With the frankness of a man who has nothing to lose,

the Austrian cyclist, who finished third in last year’s

Tour de France, has revealed the extent of his doping

practices, and claimed the much-vaunted biological

passport programme of the International Cycling Union

(UCI) is ineffective in catching transgressors. In an

interview with the French sports newspaper L’Equipe,

Kohl admitted that, as well as taking Cera, a so-called

third generation EPO, he performed illegal blood

transfusions during the 2008 Tour, in which he was

crowned King of the Mountains. He also claimed a

culture of doping is still prevalent in the sport, and that,

in his opinion, any rider who finished in the top 10 of

last year’s race was likely to have doped. On the issue

of biological passports, he had the following to say:

“The top riders are so professional in their doping

that they know very well they have to keep their

blood values stable [so as] not to be detected. The

UCI sent us the values resulting from the controls:

we thus referred to those to mark the next ones. In a

way, the passport almost helped us.” (The Guardian

of 10/6/2009, p. S8).

Kohl also said that his manager, Stefan Matschiner, flew

to France three times during last year’s Tour, providing

half-litre bags of the cyclist’s blood, which had been

withdrawn prior to the race. He claimed that by re-

injecting half a litre of blood the blood parameters are

not subject to suspect variation. However, he denied

that this was cheating on the grounds that the race

peleton is like “a social organisation [of doping] within

the peloton, these things are accepted.”

The UCI, which launched the con troversial “drugs

passport” the previous year, claiming that it represented

a new frontier in the fight against doping, has come

under fire for a perceived lack of progress. So far,

despite huge investment, it has failed to produce a

single positive case. But Michael Ashenden, one of the

panel of experts within the Uci and who has been

charged with overseeing the passports, countered Mr.

Kohl’s claims. he suggested the first positive cases

would be revealed “within the next few weeks”.

On the Austrian’s claims that the blood passport was

being circumvented. Mr. Ashenden said:

“I don’t accept, without knowing what his [passport]

profile looked like, that it wasn’t suspicious. It may

have been, it may not have been. There is an

international focus on the UCI right now because

they’re seen as the first [sporting] federation to

[establish a biological] passport. With that comes a

lot of pressure to get it right. The delay we’re seeing

[in terms of the first positive cases] is to make sure

every element is cross checked and verified before

the case is brought, to make sure there’s nothing

that causes a case to be thrown out on a

technicality. But I think you’ll find in the next weeks

there will be announcements.”

Among Kohl’s claims were that “micro-dosing” of EPO

was undetectable, even by the passports. The Austrian

said tiny doses of EPO added to his own blood –

before it was re-transfused – meant that illegal blood

transfusions could not be detected. Mr Ahsneden

commented that he could “understand the rationale

behind that”, but added that it would then make the

athlete prone to being caught for EPO, which is

capable of detection (Ibid).
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DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
CYCLING

The “Armstrong Question” continues – Texan
champion cleared of doping irregularity
(US/France)
Almost as long and mystifying as his career itself has

been the saga of the suspicions of doping which have

surrounded Lance Armstrong, the seven-times Tour de

France winner from Texas (US), as previous issues of

this Journal have extensively reported. Despite

persistent denials, threats of libel action – not to

mention the small matter of being cleared of all

wrongdoing by an official investigator – the suspicions

have always been there, whether by innuendo or at

times open accusation. Although interest in this matter

had never completely waned, it received an access of

strength with the announcement that the legendary US

cyclist had decided to emerge from retirement and

contest the 2009 Tour de France.

The exchange of polemics started well ahead of road

cycling’s major showpiece when, in early April 2009,

the Texan was forced to defend himself against

suggestions that he misbehaved during a recent

doping test. More particularly the French anti-doping

agency sent a report on Mr. Armstrong’s actions during

the test to the governing body and the World Anti-

Doping Agency (WADA). At issue was a 20-minute

delay, during which Armstrong claimed that the

officiating tester allowed him to shower whilst his

assistants checked his credentials. Armstrong, for his

part, claimed that he was not aware that the French

government could take such a test, which involved the

submission of urine, blood and hair samples, but

insisted that he had taken the tests and that they had

all proved to be negative (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 7/4/2009). For its part, the world

governing body in cycling, the UCI, which also received

the report, stated that it was unable to give a ruling on

the matter since it had been commissioned by AFLD,

the French anti-doping agency (The Guardian of

8/4/2009, p. S10).

Although the tests themselves were negative, the

AFLD announced that Armstrong could face

disciplinary action because he failed to “respect the

obligation to stay under the direct and permanent

observation” of a doping tester during the examination.

This was an ominous development, since any

disciplinary penalties would very probably entail that

the US rider would not be able to participate in the

Tour (The Daily Telegraph of 16/4/2009, p. S6). Mr.

Armstrong appeared to enjoy the support of UCI chief

Pat McQuaid, who pronounced himself not at all

impressed by the attitude of the AFLD, whom he

accused of leaking details of the alleged misbehaviour

to the sporting press (The Guardian of 16/4/2009, p.

S2). In the event, however, the legendary champion

was cleared of any misdemeanour by the AFLD. This

episode should perhaps be seen in the light of the

fractious relationship which Mr. Armstrong has had

with the French cycling authorities over the years (The

Guardian of 25/4/2009, p. S8).

First “doping passport” suspects identified
In mid-June 2009, The International Cycling Union

(UCI) yesterday named the first five riders to be

suspected of doping on the basis of data contained in

their “biological passports”. There are no major names

among the initial five, with the most prominent figure,

the former world road race champion Igor Astarloa,

having all but disappeared since his biggest ever

victory in 2003. However, the first cases, against whom

the UCI said disciplinary proceedings will be opened,

represent a significant breakthrough in a programme

that has been running for 18 months. Astarloa’s fellow

Spaniards Ricardo Serrano and Rúben Lobato, and the

Italians Pietro Caucchioli and Francesco De Bonis, are

all named for their apparent violation of the anti-

doping rules “on the basis of the information provided

by the blood profile in their biological passports” (The

Guardian of 18/6/2009).

It will be recalled from a previous issue of this organ

([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 73) that the

passports were launched by the UCI at the beginning

of last year, with 840 riders being included in the

programme. Unlike conventional anti-doping tests, the

passports involve “longitudinal profiling”, with blood

samples collected at regular intervals and examined by

a panel of experts for fluctuations that could indicate

doping – in particular the previously-undetectable

blood doping, using illegal transfusions. Although the

UCI said that the first names would be revealed shortly,

there was confusion over how many would be

implicated after the governing body’s president, Pat

McQuaid, said at the weekend that up to 50 riders had

been targeted for additional testing. The UCI’s

spokesman subsequently clarified that those 50 riders

were not suspicious, but the best in the world, which

meant that “they are subject to extra tests before the

Tour de France” (Ibid).
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Alejandro Valverde banned for doping
(Spain/Italy)
In mid-May 2009, it was learned that the anti-doping

tribunal of the Italian Olympic Committee (CONI) had

opened an investigation into drug-taking allegations

levelled at Spanish cyclist Alejandro Valverde. The rider

in question did not attend the relevant hearing, having

lodged a complaint before a Spanish court that the case

should have been heard by the Spanish cycling federation

(Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 11/5/2009). As a

result of the investigation, Mr. Valverde was banned by

CONI from competing for a period of two years. Earlier,

the Committee had confronted the Spaniard with DNA

evidence and documents which allegedly showed him

to have been involved in the infamous Operation Puerto

doping scandal (Journals passim).

In the event, the dispute was referred to the Court of

Arbitration for Sport (CAS), the highest judicial

authority in all matters sporting (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 19/6/2009). The Court’s verdict

had not yet been reached at the time of writing.

Other cases (all months quoted refer to 2009
unless stated otherwise)

Stefan Schumacher
In April, the German cyclist was issued with a

suspension, lasting two years, for having taken the

endurance-boosting hormone CERA during last year’s

Tour de France (Daily Mail of 2/4/2009, p. 76).

Schumacher immediately announced that he would

appeal against the ban before the Court of Arbitration

for Sport – which he did a few days later (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 8/4/2009).

Dario Frigo
In late April, the Italian cyclist and his wife, who were

involved in a doping incident in the course of the 2005

Tour de France, had their suspended jail sentences

reduced by half to three months. An Appeals Court in

Grenoble also ordered Mr. Frigo to pay a fine of $11,430

as well as a symbolic payment of €1 to the French cycling

federation, which had brought an action for civil

damages. The Italian and his wife were arrested after

around 10 doses of the banned hormone EPO were found

in her car during the Tour in question. For the appeal,

the prosecutors had applied for a one-year suspended

sentence against the former winner of the Paris-Nice

classic. However, the Court found that the rider was

under heavy pressure to comply with the “systematic

doping which was institutionalised in his team” at the

time (Associated Press, www.findlaw.com of 24/4/2009).

Tyler Hamilton
The US rider is no newcomer to doping controversy,

having served a two-year suspension which ended in

2007 (Journals passim). In mid-April it appeared that

he had once again been caught out, having tested

positive for a banned substance – which he alleged

stemmed from the use of an over-the-counter anti-

depressant. The new positive test could bring a ban

which could last eight years; however, this was pre-

empted by Mr. Hamilton himself, who immediately

announced his retirement from the sport (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 17/4/2009).

Alexandar Nikacevic
In mid July, the Italian police announced that they has

arrested Serbia’s former national cycling coach as part

of an investigation onto an alleged doping ring

involving both professional and amateur cyclists in

North-East Italy. Police in Padova also announced that

a further 30 people were suspected of having been

part of this ring – including 12 professional cyclists,

executives of pharmaceutical companies and three

directors of cycling teams. They are all suspected of

having smuggled banned substances, including the

blood booster CERA. The police claim that Mr.

Nikasevic played a central in this ring. Most of the

other suspects were Italian (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 16/7/2009).

Tom Boonen
In mid-May it was learned that the former world

champion from Belgium had tested positive for

cocaine for the second time in less than a year. He was

fined and suspended indefinitely by his Quick Step

team, and is currently at the risk of a suspension which

could last up to sic months from the world governing

body UCI (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of

13/5/2009).

Melissa Giove
The former downhill mounting biking champion was

arrested in mid-June on drug charges, after the

relevant authorities announced that they had seized

hundreds of pounds of marijuana from a truck which

she was driving. US Drug Enforcement Administration

officials stated that both she and Eric Canori, of Wilton,

were charged with conspiring to possess and to

distribute over 100 kg of the banned drug. In addition,

the authorities said that they had seized almost 400

lbs of the same substance from both the truck and

from Mr. Canori’s house outside Saratoga Springs

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 18/6/2009).

No further details are available at the time of writing.
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DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
EQUESTRIAN SPORTS

Sheikh embarrassed by horses doping
scandal (Dubai)
In early April 2009, Sheikh Mohammed, one of the

biggest names on the global horse racing scene, has

been embarrassed by a doping scandal involving a

horse he has ridden in endurance races in Bahrain and

Dubai. The horse, Tahhan, which the Sheikh owns, was

found to have two banned substances in its system

after having been tested by the Sheikh’s own staff. On

being informed of the results, the Sheikh notified the

world governing body in the sport, the International

Equestrian Federation (FEI), which immediately

launched an investigation. He also began his own

internal inquiry and has waived his right to have back-

up samples tested. In the meantime his wife, Princess

Haya of Jordan, who is president of the IEF, said she

will defer the presidency on “all matters related to this

subject” (The Guardian of 8/4/2009, p. S11).

Tahhan tested positive for guanabenz, used to treat

hypertension, and a metabolite of stanozolol, an anabolic

steroid. Sheikh Mohammed reportedly withdrew from a

race at the weekend, in which he had already established

a substantial lead, on being advised of the positive tests.

The case will be studied by an IEF tribunal which has the

power to impose a suspension (Ibid).

The Sheikh’s transparency in volunteering the results to

the FEI will be applauded, but it is unclear to what

extent the issue could compromise his wife, who is

pioneering a Clean Sport Commission. Several

members of the Maktoum family ride in endurance and

although they are unlikely to have any hands-on role in

horse management, under FEI rules the rider, not the

trainer, takes the blame. Sheikh Mohammed’s

spokesman said he had “banned himself” while the FEI

decides how to proceed and he undertakes his own

investigations, which he will share. Meanwhile, Princess

Haya, a member of the IOC, has deferred her

jurisdiction on such matters to FEI vice-president Chris

Hodson of New Zealand, and notified her position to

the IOC ethics commission.

Two unnamed horses tested positive to Guanabenz and

16-beta hydroxystanozolol. The latter is a metabolite of

the anabolic androgenic steroid stanozolol, and has

been detected before in food supplements containing

extracts of the Mexican cactus. Guanabenz is an anti-

hypertension drug, used in humans to lower blood

pressure and heart rate. Endurance horses have to meet

respiratory parameters at vet checks during the race,

staged over 100 miles at top level.

Sheikh Mohammed’s spokesman described him as a

lifelong horseman with the highest regard for his

horses’ welfare and the rules and regulations governing

all horse sports. He added:

“Whilst completely unaware and utterly condemning

the administration of these substances, His Highness

has volunteered his acceptance that he is legally the

person responsible. Nevertheless, f0or his own

satisfaction and the welfare of his horses, His

Highness has instigated a widespread internal

investigation into the circumstances surrounding the

cases.” (The Daily Telegraph of 8/4/2009, p. S17).

The previous week, Sheikh Mohammed pulled out of a

ride, in effect imposing an immediate ban on himself

despite having not received such a requirement from

the FEI. After the 2008 Olympics, when five show

jumpers tested positive to capsaicin, Princess Haya led

the FEI into a tougher stance, setting up a Clean Sport

Commission. Shortly afterwards the Court of

Arbitration in Sport upheld an appeal from the German

equestrian federation to double the four-month FEI

ban on their Olympic rider Christian Ahlmann, arguing

that the FEI had not imposed a sufficiently severe

penalty (Ibid).

German dressage medal winner suspended
In late June 2009, it was learned that Isabell Werth, a

multiple Olympic dressage medal-winner for Germany,

had beens uspended after her horse tested positive for

a banned substance. The German Equestrian

Federation announced that Ms Werth’s horse, Whisper,

had tested positive for the sedative fluphezanine, at an

international tournament held at Wiesbaden at the end

of May 2009. She was suspended from all tournaments

until further notice (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 24/6/2009). No further details are

available at the time of writing.

Doping suspicions surround US racing events
In early April 2009, it was learned that the New York

State Wagering and Racing Board opened separate

inquiries into various incidents which had triggered

doping-related investigations. More particularly it was

alleged that trainer Jeff Mullins had illegally

administered race-day medication in a security barn at

Aqueduct. (The investigation coincided with the

accusations made against owner-breeder Ernie

Paragallo for the treatment of horses at his farm, see
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above, p. 000) . This episode was described as “very

troubling” by a racing industry official. Mr. Mullins

admitted giving his horse Gato Go Win a medication in

the security barn before the Bay Shore Stakes on

4/4/2009, but has said that he was unaware he was

doing anything wrong.

Stewards banned the horse after security officials saw

Mullins give the horse a dose of an over-the-counter

medication described as a cough syrup. New York

racing rules prohibit giving any medication other than

Lasix to a horse in the race-day security barn. Dose

syringes are not allowed either, and it is precisely such

an instrument that Mullins is understood to have used

to administer the medication. He trains I Want

Revenge, an early favourite for the May 2 Kentucky

Derby who won the Wood Memorial the same day

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 8/4/2009).

No further details are available at the time of writing.

CAS sets date for Hansen’s Olympic
doping appeal
In mid-July 2009, the highest sporting judiciary, i.e. the

Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) set an October

date for Tony Andre Hansen’s appeal to keep his

Olympic equestrian medal after his horse failed a drug

test. The Court will hear the Norwegian rider challenge

a ruling by the International Equestrian Federation

(FEI) to disqualify him from the Beijing Games,

stripping him of the bronze in team jumping. The case

is set for 26-27 October, with a decision expected by

the end of the year. Hansen’s horse, Camiro, tested

positive for capsaicin, a banned pain relieving

medication derived from chilli peppers.

The 30-year-old Hansen was the best performer for

the four-rider Norway team, which included Morten

Djupvik, Stein Endresen, and Geir Gulliksen, who won

third place under a scoring system where the top three

results count. Without Hansen’s scores, the Norwegians

would have dropped out of medal contention. In the

event of the ban being upheld, the fourth-place

Switzerland team of Steve Guerdat, Christina Liebherr,

Niklaus Schurtenberger and Pius Schwizer would be in

line to receive the bronze medal. Hansen was

provisionally suspended at the Games and did not

complete the individual jumping competition. The FEI

later banned him for 4 months (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 16/7/2009).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
BASEBALL

Top “slugger” Ramirez suspended for doping
violation (US)
In early May 2009, top US baseball star Manny Ramirez

joined the ever-increasing group of All-Stars linked to

drugs, with the dreadlocked “slugger” being banned

for 50 games by a sport that cannot shake itself free

from scandal (and not only in doping terms). The Los

Angeles Dodgers outfielder was suspended by Major

League Baseball (MLB) for a drug violation, adding a

further chapter to what will forever be known as the

Steroids Era. Mr. Ramirez claimed that he did not take

steroids and was given medication by a doctor that

contained a banned substance. A person familiar with

the details of the suspension claimed that Ramirez

used the female fertility drug HCG, or human chorionic

gonadotropin.

As has been mentioned before in these columns, HCG

is popular among steroid users because it can mitigate

the side effects of ending a cycle of the drugs. The

body may stop producing testosterone when users go

off steroids, which can cause sperm counts to decrease

and testicles to shrink. Mr. Ramirez’s suspension was

based not on a spring training urine test result but

rather evidence obtained subsequently, according to a

second person familiar with the suspension who was

speaking on condition of anonymity because those

details had yet to be released. MLB had concluded the

spring test was positive, but the person said the

players’ association would have challenged the result

because of “testing issues.” (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 8/5/2009).

Ranked 17th on the career home rgun list with 533, Mr.

Ramirez became the most prominent baseball player to

be penalized for drug use. His ban came three months

after the time when, as was reported in the previous

issue of this Journal ([2008] 2 Sport and the Law

Journal p. 78) the equally renowned Alex Rodriguez

admitted using steroids. It also occurred during a period

in which Barry Bonds is under federal indictment and

Roger Clemens is being investigated by a federal grand

jury to determine whether he lied when informing the

US Congress that he never used steroids or human

growth hormone. In addition, Miguel Tejada was

sentenced in March to one year’s probation after

pleading guilty in federal court to misleading Congress

about the use of performance-enhancing drugs.

Regardless of which way the sport turns, the legitimacy

of many of its recent home run and pitching records is
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being questioned. Sluggers Mark McGwire and Sammy

Sosa have been tainted by steroid allegations, Rafael

Palmeiro tested positive for a banned drug and Jose

Canseco has also admitted using them. In every case,

players once believed to be certainties for the Hall of

Fame may now be locked out.

The 36-year-old Ramirez tried to make amends

immediately, telling the Dodgers and fans he was sorry

for “this whole situation”. In a statement to the players’

union he said:

“Recently, I saw a physician for a personal health

issue. He gave me a medication, not a steroid, which

he thought was OK to give me. Unfortunately, the

medication was banned under our drug policy.

Under the policy that mistake is now my

responsibility. I have been advised not to say

anything more for now. I do want to say one other

thing; I’ve taken and passed about 15 drug tests over

the past five seasons.” (Associated Press, loc. cit).

Baseball added HCG to its list of banned substances in

2008. Because MLB imposed the suspension as

required by the drug agreement, the Dodgers cannot

further discipline Mr. Ramirez. He is allowed to train

with the team but must be out of uniform when the

stadium gates open for fixtures. Mr. Ramirez was not

mentioned in the Mitchell Report, MLB’s official

statement on drug use, and there had not been

whispers that he was among the sport’s dope-taking

players. Mr. Ramirez’s agent, Scott Boras, as well as the

players’ association had gathered materials for a

possible appeal to an arbitrator, but Ramirez decided

not to lodge one because he did not wish to risk

missing significant time in the second half of the

season – once again, according to the aforementioned

person familiar with details of the suspension. The

union confined itself to saying that he waived his right

to contest the suspension.

The penalty left the best team in the majors without its

driving force and free spirit for nearly one-third of the

season. Embarrassingly, Mr. Ramirez’s suspension

began the day after the Dodgers broke the modern

major league record for a home winning streak,

opening the season 13-0. Barring any postponements,

he will be able to return to the Dodgers for the

important game at San Diego later this summer.

Ramirez will lose $7,650,273 of his $25 million salary.

Rodriguez and Ramirez are the two highest-paid

players in the majors. With this suspension, six of the

top 17 home run hitters in history now have been

covered by the cloud of performance-enhancing drugs

(Ibid).

Clemens again denies drug use as grand jury
continues investigation (US)
As was mentioned in the previous section, another

major figure from the world of baseball who has had to

face accusations of doping is pitcher Roger Clemens. It

will be recalled from an earlier issue of this Journal

([2008] 1 Sport and the Law Journal p. 89) that, at a

certain point, Mr. Clemens had given evidence to the

US Congress when the latter was examing the issue of

drug-taking in baseball – in the course of which he

firmly denied ever taking performance-enhancing

substances. Since then, however, he has been accused

of doing just that, which is why he was indicted by a

Grand Jury for lying to the US legislature. This followed

claims made by trainer Brian McNamee to both

Congress and federal investigators that he had injected

Clemens with drugs in the late 1990s.

The latest development in this saga came when a

leading US newspaper reported that a former gym

owner in the Houston (Texas) area had been issued with

a subpoena ordering him to appear before the Grand

Jury in question. The same paper also reported that the

gym owner concerned, one Kelly Blair (no relation),

had informed friends that several others associated

with the gym, which was linked to the distribution of

performance-enhancing drugs, had received subpoenas.

The gym in question, called 1-on-1 Elite Personal Fitness,

closed down last year. One of Mr. McNamee’s lawyers,

Richard Emery, believes that the subpoenas issued to

Mr. Blair and his associates indicate that the Justice

Department has gone beyond McNamee’s claims as it

continues the investigation into Mr. Clemens’s actions.

On the other hand, Shaun Kelley, the owner of a Houston

training centre who has denied meeting the pitcher or

providing him with unlawful substances, informed the

daily newspaper in question that he had not received a

subpoena. Kelley added that he had taken a polygraph

test for FBI investigators in April 2009 (Associated

Press, at www.findlaw.com of 16/7/2009).

Ex-Cubs star Sosa alleged to have failed drug
test in 2003
In mid-June 2009, Sammy Sosa became the latest in a

string of baseball stars implicated in the steroids

scandal engulfing the sport during the past decade

when The New York Times reported that he tested

positive for a performance-enhancing drug in 2003,

citing lawyers familiar with the case. The newspaper

did not, however, identify the drug in question. It

claimed that Mr. Sosa is one of 104 players who tested

positive in baseball’s anonymous 2003 survey, which

has been the subject of a protracted court dispute.
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The New York Times cited lawyers with knowledge of

the 2003 drug-testing results and reported that they

made their statements on condition of anonymity

because they did not wish to discuss publicly material

under court seal. Mr. Sosa is ranked sixth on baseball’s

career home runs list with 609, all but 64 for the

Chicago Cubs. It should be recalled that, in 2003,

baseball did not have penalties for the first-time use of

performance-enhancing drugs. Mr. Sosa’s agent, Adam

Katz, told The Associated Press that he had no

comment on the report. Commissioner’s Office

spokesman Rich Levin also had no comment, saying

Major League Baseball (MLB), the governing body in

the sport, did not possess a copy of the test results.

Michael Weiner, the player’s union general counsel, also

declined comment. The Union, whilst campaigning to

retrieve from the government, has mostly refused to

discuss reports about the list because it does not want

to confirm or deny who is on it.

Mr. Sosa had sat alongside top players Palmeiro,

Canseco and McGwire at a 2005 hearing before

Congress and testified in the following terms:

“To be clear, I have never taken illegal performance-

enhancing drugs.I have never injected myself or had

anyone inject me with anything. I have not broken

the laws of the United States or the laws of the

Dominican Republic. I have been tested as recently

as 2004, and I am clean.” (Associated Press,

www.findlaw.com of 17/6/2009).

This left open the possibility that he used a substance

legally in the Dominican Republic which would have been

illegal to use in the United States without a prescription.

Baseball management’s drug policy has prohibited

steroid use without a prescription since 1991, but the

enforceability of this rule was repeatedly questioned

by the union, which did not reach a drug agreement

until August 2002. There were no penalties for a

positive test in 2003; those tests were conducted in

order to determine whether it was necessary to impose

mandatory random drug testing across the major

leagues in 2004. As part of the drug agreement, the

results of the testing of 1,198 players in 2003 were

meant to be anonymous. Penalties began in 2004, and

suspensions for a first positive test started in 2005.

Government agents initially obtained search warrants

in 2004 for the drug-testing records of 10 players as

part of the infamous BALCO investigation that led to

Barry Bonds’s indictment (Journals passim) but they

found the more expansive list on a spreadsheet,

obtained additional warrants and seized the larger

group of records (Ibid).

The union went to court, claiming that the search was

illegal, and three U.S. District Judges agreed. The

government appealed, and a panel of the 9th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favour of the

government; however, the entire 9th Circuit dismissed

the reversal application and decided to hear the case

itself. The hearing was held in December 2008, and the

decision was pending at the time of writing. The losing

side could appeal to the Supreme Court (Ibid).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
MOTOR SPORT

Mayfield allowed to drive on track despite
dope violation finding (US)
In mid-May 2009, it emerged that, a day after learning

Jeremy Mayfield failed a doping test for something other

than a performance-enhancing drug, the National

Association for Stock Car racing (NASCAR) allowed him

to drive a racing vehicle at Darlington Raceway at speeds

up to 173 mph. A person familiar with the test results had

informed The Associated Press that the driver’s positive

test was not for a performance-enhancing drug. The

person spoke on condition of anonymity because

NASCAR refused to reveal what banned substance was

found in the random test, which ultimately resulted in Mr.

Mayfield’s indefinite suspension. NASCAR officials had

previously announced the drug violation was not

alcohol-related, and the administrator of its drug testing

program has dismissed Mayfield’s explanation that the

positive result came from a mix of prescription

medication with an over-the-counter substance. Under

the sport’s toughened policy, this leaves the possibility

that Mayfield tested positive for abuse of a prescription

drug, narcotics or controlled substances, such as

cocaine, marijuana or methamphetamine.

Because Mr. Mayfield challenged the initial positive

finding, as is allowed under NASCAR’s drug policy, the

series did not take disciplinary action until his backup “B”

sample also tested positive. That is why the driver was

not barred from participating in two practice sessions

and a qualifying session on 8 May at Darlington.

According to Dr. David Black, the administrator

responsible for the NASCAR drug-testing programme:

“There are limitations as to how quickly the process

can be brought to conclusion. The practical reality is

there is going to be a delay. In an ideal world, if the

world were perfect and there was a possibility of an

instant answer, we’d be able to take immediate

action.” (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of

15/5/2009).
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NASCAR finds itself in a unique position in its first

season under the toughened drug policy. While other

major sports leagues must focus on the effects of

performance-enhancing drugs on their traditions and

records, the abuse of recreational drugs and the

altered states they create can present an imminent

danger in NASCAR, where 43 cars are on the track at

once, racing at high speeds in 3,400-pound cars. Mr.

Mayfield’s colleagues had mixed feelings as to whether

he should have been allowed on the track while his “B”

sample was analyzed. Top driver Ryan Newman

described this situation as “scary” because he was

unsure what effects the substance might have had on

Mayfield. Brian Vickers said he had no issue if NASCAR

deemed Mayfield competent to drive. Even Jeff Burton,

one of NASCAR’s most outspoken safety advocates,

proffered the opinion that where someone tests

positive, there should be a period which allows for a

“B” sample review, and which should not keep the

driver in question off the track. However, he added

that, where a driver tested positive, it should be

released in order to add credibility to the anti-doping

programme. Although it might ruin someone’s career,

the credibility of the programme was more important –

always assuming that there was no reasonable doubt

as to the performer’s guilt.

Mayfield was first told in early May 2009 that he had

failed a random drug test and was asked to explain

why he might have tested positive, according to an

outline of NASCAR’s procedures provided by David

Black, Chief Executive Officer of Aegis Sciences Corp.

in Nashville, Tennessee, which operates the testing

programme. After Aegis investigated Mr. Mayfield’s

explanation and rejected it, Black’s office told NASCAR

officials a few days later about the positive test.

Mayfield subsequently appeared in Darlington, ready to

join the track, and asked for his backup “B” sample to

be tested. NASCAR issued instructions for the

laboratory order to be expedited, so that the results

could be learned before the Southern 500 on

9/5/2009. While they waited, Mayfield took part in two

practice sessions with other cars on the track alongside

him. Mr. Black declined to speculate whether allowing

Mayfield on the track put the latter or the other drivers

in danger.

Mayfield ran 16 laps in the first session, and 23 laps in

the second with a fast lap of 173.577 mph. Mayfield

later ran two qualifying laps alone on the track but

failed to qualify for the race scheduled for the next

day. According to NASCAR spokesman Ramsey

Poston:

“Certainly we were in contact with Jeremy that day,

and there was no physical reason to believe he

couldn’t perform. Dr. Black’s team had a rush order

to get us the results. They literally worked through

the night so we would know the ‘B’ sample before

Saturday night’s race.” (Ibid)

With 43 cars on the track at once, the abuse of

recreational drugs could present a safety issue for

NASCAR. Certainly using banned substances can be

dangerous to competitors in other sports – what if, for

example, in American football the entire offensive line

is on steroids and none of the defensive linemen is?

However, Dr. Gary Wadler, who leads the committee

which determines the banned substances list for the

World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), says that in car

racing “it’s a different order of magnitude.” So he

believes NASCAR would be justified to make its rules

even stricter than those in other sport. One therefore

had to “go the extra mile to fully protect the innocent”

he added (heedless of the mixed metaphor).

This season, NASCAR, which previously only tested

when there were reasonable suspicions, ordered pre-

season testing for all drivers and crew members, and

added random testing throughout the season. The

previous December, NASCAR provided teams with a

detailed list of banned substances it would test crew

members for this season. No such banned list exists

specifically for drivers because NASCAR reserved the

right to test for anything it wants above and beyond

the baseline crew member list. To Dr. Wadler, that

undermines the legitimacy of the program (Ibid).

As was stated earlier, NASCAR refused to disclose the

substance for which Mayfield tested positive; however,

Mr. Black said this was so out of respect to the

individual’s privacy and not because it would violate

federal HIPAA laws. Several drivers have called on

NASCAR to provide them with a list of substances they

are not allowed to take under the testing programme.

As for the suspension itself, Jeremy Mayfield has gone

to court in an attempt to have his indefinite suspension

from NASCAR lifted by a federal judge, arguing that

NASCAR’s drug testing policy does not meet federal

guidelines. NASCAR is countersuing and wants U.S.

District Court Judge Graham Mullen to uphold Mr.

Mayfield’s suspension (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 1/7/2009). The present author

pledges, as ever, to keep the readership fully informed

of any further developments in this case.
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DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
FOOTBALL

Guardiola wins positive test appeal
(Italy/Spain)
In mid-May 2009, it was learned that Pep Guardiola the

former Brescia footballer who currently coaches

Barcelona, won his appeal against a positive test for

the steroid nandrolone he incurred when playing for

the Italian side. The test had been taken after he joined

Brescia in 2001. As a result, he was suspended for four

months and fined nearly $68,000 by the Italian football

federation (FIGC) (The Guardian of 12/5/2009, p. 60).

He was also found guilty by an Italian criminal court,

which resulted in a suspended jail sentence of 7

months, and it is this verdict which has been

overturned on appeal. The Italian federation later said

that it accepted the appeal and cleared Mr. Guardiola

of all charges (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com

of 11/5/2009).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
ATHLETICS

Bolt apologises for marijuana comment
(Jamaica)
It will be recalled from a previous issue of this Journal

([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 82) that Usain

Bolt, the Olympic gold-medal winning sprinter from

Jamaica, caused controversy by making the comment

that if one is a child in his home country, “you learn

how to roll a joint”, even though he added that

marijuana was not part of his lifestyle. Since then, Mr.

Bolt has apologised for this comment, stating that he

would urge all promising stars to “stay away from any

kind of drugs” (The Daily Telegraph of 15/4/2009, p.

S19).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
TENNIS

A very French affair – Le dossier Gasquet
ends with reduced ban
“Kiss and tell” is an expression normally used to

describe the disreputable practice of those with

romantic links, past or present, to celebrated figures

who then choose to “reveal all” to the media in return

for not inconsiderable amounts of money. It assumed a

new meaning during the summer of 2009 when the

tennis authorities were required to deal with the

Richard Gasquet affair, as can be seen from the

account stated below.

Ever since he appeared on the cover of a magazine at

the age of nine Richard Gasquet has been hailed as the

future of French tennis. However, as the European

tournament season started it looked as though his

career could be in ruins after he admitted to failing a

drugs test for cocaine, thus risking a two-year ban. Mr.

Gasquet confirmed in a statement that both “A” and

“B” tests on a urine sample given at the Miami

tournament in March 2009 had revealed traces of the

drug. However, he said that a hair sample tested by an

independent laboratory showed no trace of the

substance, adding that, given the complexity of the

case, he was “gathering the evidence” of his innocence

(The Independent of 11/5/2009, p. S14).

The French Tennis Federation said it found news of the

positive test “very surprising considering Richard

Gasquet’s personality”. The player, who then was

placed at 23 in the world rankings, was tested after

withdrawing because of a shoulder injury before his

first match in Miami. One avenue open to him was to

argue that, as he had not played, it was an out-of-

competition test, which would not bring a ban (as the

effects of cocaine are considered to be only

temporary). Tennis has already suffered a spate of

positive tests for the substance – thus it will be recalled

that Martina Hingis retired following her test at

Wimbledon two summers ago ([2007] 2 Sport and the

Law Journal p. 56). The Frenchman was immediately

suspended, albeit provisionally, by his national

federation. This meant that he was forced to pull out of

the French Open. He continued to protest his

innocence, claiming that he had a hair tested by an

independent laboratory which “showed no trace of

cocaine” (The Guardian of 12/5/2009, p. S7).

Not unexpectedly, he appealed against the verdict and

his case was dealt with at a hearing of the International

Tennis Federation in London (The Guardian of

30/6/2009, p. S2). The six-person panel deliberated for

two weeks, and eventually overturned the ban – but on

somewhat unusual grounds, even by the sport’s rather

quirky standards. The 23-year-old Frenchman convinced

the independent tribunal that there was “no fault or

negligence” on his part in an intriguing tale involving

French kisses with a stranger in a Miami nightclub in

March. The panel took Mr. Gasquet’s word that although

the cocaine was in his system, the only way it could have

got there was by intimate contact with another human,

to wit a woman known only as Pamela.
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The Frenchman said that, after withdrawing from the

Miami tournament referred to above, he decided to fly

home the day after, and dined with Guillaume Peyre, his

coach, and Thierry Champion, another French coach, as

well as a friend. The tribunal also heard that at a table

near by were four women, including Francesca

Antoniotti, a French sports presenter. Having been

invited over for a drink, three of the women and the

four men left for a club called Set, which was notorious,

although Gasquet was unaware of this, for the illegal

use of recreational drugs. Gasquet struck up a

conversation with “Pamela”, and the panel members

accepted his evidence that he kissed her at least seven

times, “each kiss lasting about five to ten seconds”.

At about 4.15am, upon leaving Set, the men were

persuaded to go to another venue, Goldrush, a strip

club. After ten minutes, they chose to leave and, waiting

for Pamela, who had “spent a longer time in the toilet

than expected”, Gasquet kissed her again before they

said goodnight. The player went to the tournament site

the morning after to withdraw officially and was

required to provide a urine sample, which was found to

contain benzoylecgonine, the primary metabolite of

cocaine. The International Tennis Federation (ITF), the

sport’s governing body, which acts as the prosecuting

council in such cases, had submitted to the panel that,

with regard to all the evidence, the player’s theory that

ingestion occurred by transmission from Pamela during

kissing was “purely speculative”, arguing that Gasquet

could not use “no fault or negligence” as a defence (The

Times of 16/7/2009, p. 55).

However, the tribunal demurred and rejected any

suggestion that he deliberately took the drug, ruling

that his denial of having done so was “convincing and,

in our judgment, completely truthful”. Expert witnesses

agreed that the quantity of cocaine found in Gasquet’s

system amounted to one to ten milligrams and more

likely towards the lower range, one milligram being

about the size of a grain of refined salt. The panel’s

conclusion were as follows:

“We find that cocaine was present at the club and

was in use by some customers that night. The expert

witnesses agree that the ingestion probably occurred

from the period 2am-6am on March 28. The player

was at Set for most of that period. We accept the

player’s evidence that he was not with Pamela at

every moment while at the club, but we think it is

likely that Pamela had the opportunity to take

cocaine while not with him. We conclude that it is

more likely than not that the cocaine detected in the

player’s urine sample entered by means of Pamela’s

kissing in the period between from about 2am to

5am that morning. If the cocaine had been ingested

earlier, the quantity was so small and the half life of

the drug is so short, it would have been undetectable

in the player’s urine. We conclude that Pamela had

herself, deliberately or otherwise, ingested cocaine

before contaminating the player. It follows that the

player had discharged the onus on him of showing

that the prohibited substance entered his system and

is therefore in principle entitled to rely on the

defences of no fault or negligence or no significant

fault or negligence.” (Ibid).

The tribunal did, though, give Mr. Gasquet a tap on the

proverbial manual bones in words that serve as a

general warning, stating that he had placed himself in

“an environment where contamination with a

prohibited substance was a risk,”. The ITF was naturally

somewhat displeased at the verdict, and said that by

failing to impose at least a one-year sentence, the

tribunal risked “opening the floodgates” in the event of

future cases of this kind (Ibid).

It was not known at the time of writing whether the ITF

intended to appeal against this decision.

Volandri three-month doping ban overturned
(Italy)
On the eve of the Australian Open in January, Italian

tennis player Filippo Volandri was suspended by the

International Tennis Federation (ITF) for having used

an asthma drug containing banned substances. As a

result, all his results since the infringement were

declared void, including approximately $166,000 in

prize money and ATP points obtained over a nine-

month period. In late March 2009 this decision was

annulled by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).

The only punishment that remained was the elimination

of the players’ points and earnings at the tournament

at which he failed the doping test. Mr. Volandri has

since stated that he intends to sue the ITF (Associated

Press, at www.findlaw.com of 31/3/2009).
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DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
SWIMMING

WADA and FINA appeal to Court of
Arbitration to restore two-year ban (US)
In late May 2009, it was learned that the World Anti-

Doping Agency (WADA) and FINA, the world

governing body in swimming, had appealed to the

highest sporting judiciary, being the Court of

Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in order to restore the two-

year doping ban issued to Jessica Hardy of the US.

Ms. Hardy had tested positive for the anabolic agent

clenbuterol at the US Olympic Trials in July 2008 and

accordingly missed the Beijing Games. However, the

American Arbitration Association (AAA) reduced her

ban to one year instead of the standard two in early

March 2009. The panel found that Hardy’s positive test

had been caused by a contaminated nutritional

supplement. It also requested that she should not lose

her eligibility for the London Olympics in 2012. The

CAS ruling is expected by October 2009 (Associated

Press, www.findlaw.com of 29/5/2009).

Chinese swimmers banned for positive
clenbuterol test
In early April 2009, it was learned that the Chinese

authorities had banned five of their swimmers for two

years on charges of taking clenbuterol (which is a

weight-loss drug). Qu Jing, Liu Binhyao, Zuo Ziqiao Fu

Bo and Hu Shaozi each tested positive for the anabolic

agent during a national competition in June 2008.

Their suspension will last until June 2010. Their coaches

also received bans of either one or two years (Daily

Mail of 9/4/2009, p. 97).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
CANOEING

Polish canoeist appeals to CAS over doping ban
In early June 2009, it emerged that the Polish canoeist

Adam Seroczynski had appealed to the Court of

Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in an effort to have his

disqualification from the Beijing Games for doping

overturned. The Executive Board of the International

Olympic Committee (IOC) had disqualified the Pole,

who won the bronze medal at the 2000 Sydney

Games, after he too had tested positive for the

anabolic steroid clenbuterol. He denied the charge

when he appeared before the IOC disciplinary panel in

September 2008, one month after the Beijing Games

finished. He claimed that the substance had come from

contaminated meat he had consumed in China.

The International Canoe Federation must now wait for

the appeal process to take its course before taking

action against Mr. Seroczynski. If the appeal fails it

could ban him from all official competitions and

remove his Beijing result from the records. He and his

team-mate Mariusz Kujawski finished fourth in the

flatwater K2 1000 metres class (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 9/6/2009).

Australian Olympic medal winner jailed for
ecstasy pills offences
In late May 2009, Nathan Baggaley, the Australian

Olympics silver medallist and former world kayak

champion, was sentenced to a minimum of five years

imprisonment on charges of supplying and

manufacturing ecstasy pills. He had pleaded guilty to

the sale and distribution of 1,509 ecstasy tablets in

November 2007. His brother, Dru, was sentenced in

the same court to a minimum of eight years’ jail for the

manufacture and supply of the same drug.

Unfortunately Mr. Baggaley already had “form” in the

world of unlawful drugs, in that he tested positive for

two steroids – stanozol and methindone – in

September 2005 and was consequently banned for 15

months by the Australian Canoe Federation. The

suspension was extended to two years by the

International Canoe Federation (ICF), and he was

barred from competing in the Beijing Olympics last

year because of the pending criminal charges

(Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com of 29/5/2009).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES –
ICE SKATING

“Madonna” of ice skating in court over drug
charges (US)
In mid-July 2009, it was learned that a US figure-

skating champion and Olympian had been charged

with helping to operate a drug ring. Nicole Bobek, 31,

could be jailed for up to 10 years after pleading not

guilty in New Jersey to a charge of conspiracy to

distribute the highly addictive narcotic

methamphetamine. Ms. Bobek, who won the US title in

1995 and a bronze medal in the world championships,

was once regarded as one of North America’s most

talented skaters for a generation.
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However, the young athlete – once described as “figure

skating’s answer to Madonna” – had a reputation for

poor discipline and teenage rebelliousness. She

smoked, wore copious amounts of jewellery on the ice,

went through 11 coaches and won her championship

title while on probation for a home invasion conviction.

Her alleged descent to the lowest, most desperate

rung of the US’s unlawful drug market has once again

brought scandal to a sport usually associated with

grace and elegance (The Daily Telegraph of 9/7/2009,

p. 14).

It will be recalled that, 15 years ago, Tonya Harding,

another former US skating champion, achieved

notoriety after she was involved in a conspiracy to

injure her main rival, Nancy Kerrigan. Ms. Kerrigan was

hit in the knee by Harding’s bodyguard as she left a

practice session for the US championships. Harding

was stripped of her skating title after admitting she

had covered up the plot. She went on to attract

negative headlines over the release of a pornographic

“wedding video” as well as a string of alcohol-related

confrontations with the police. These included a brief

jail sentence for assaulting her boyfriend and throwing

a hubcap at him (Ibid).

Ms. Bobek, who has homes in New York and Florida, is

one of 20 people detained over the alleged drug ring.

She was arrested in Florida as a fugitive from justice

and did not fight extradition to New Jersey. Edward

DeFazio, the Hudson County prosecutor, told the court

that Ms. Bobek played a “significant role” in this

operation, being “actively involved” in the upper

echelons of this ring. He added that the charges

against Bobek took place in New York.

Bobek herself was once seen as one of the most

talented US skaters for decades. She won the US

Olympic Festival when she was just 12 and her

signature move – a high-leg spiral – was even adapted

by the five-times world champion Michelle Kwan.

However, successive coaches were infuriated by her

attitude to training and rebellious streak. When she

won her 1995 title, she was on probation for breaking

into the home of another skater in the Detroit club

where she was training and taking money from a

purse. Bobek went on to finish a disappointing 17th in

the 1998 Winter Olympics in Nagano and, soon after,

dropped out of competitive skating completely (Ibid).

DOPING ISSUES AND MEASURES
– BODY BUILDING

In mid-May 2009, it was learned that the Belgian body

building championships were cancelled after an anti-

doping squad visited the premises and all the

contestants fled. There were 20 entrants but some of

them simply grabbed all their belongings and ran off as

the Hans Cooman, an anti-doping official, entered. Mr.

Cooman confessed that he had “never seen anything

like it”, adding that incidents such as these obviously

did not do the sport in question, which already has a

history of doping, any favours whatsoever (Daily Mail

of 19/5/2009, p. 65).
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FAMILY LAW

[None]

FOOTBALL

Football continues to grapple with
technology issues
As various sports become increasingly professional –

parhaps more in terms of the sheer amounts of cash

imvolved than in relation to the maturity displayed by

some of its exponents – the consequences of the

decisions by match officials become more significant

and various ways are attempted and then, in most

cases, applied in order to prevent any errors which

might occur in the process. This has already been

achieved in such sports as cricket and rugby. However

– and curiously for a sport which has such world-wide

appeal and has become so cash-rich – football has

remained remarkably resistant to such technological

wizardry, and, in play, continues to rely on the three

match officials in much the same way as was the case

a century ago (give or take a few walkie-talkies). There

have, predictably, been many calls for football to

“modernise” in this manner, but hirherto to little avail.

In fact, it was a piece of cricketing technology which

was proposed for possible adoption by football last

year. Hwak-eye, which is also used in tennis, was

developing an application of its system for use in

football when the law making International Football

Association Board decided to introduce additional

officials on the goal line rather than installing cameras.

This is why Paul Hawkins, the developer of “Hawk Eye”

whose company invested £1million in this project

alongside the English Premier League, has ruled out

any further research. This hands the initiative to the

Adidas sportswear and sporting equipment firm, which

just happens to have been the official match-ball

supplier to world governing body FIFa since the 1970

World Cup (The Guardian of 5/3/2009, p. S2).

However, the issue is unlikely to melt away, since the

number of alleged refereeing errors does not appear

to decrease, and the technology available to the

unrestricted media is eager and able to detect them.

The vociferous demands for technological assistance

from disgruntled performers grows with each

perceived refereeing injustice. This was very much the

case with Chelsea, whose progress in this season’s

European Champion’s League was punctuated by

several allegations of erroneous adjudication. Playing

against Italian side Juventus, their appeals for a goal

from a shot by striker Didier Drogba were dismissed –

even though the available television technology

showed that the ball had clearly crossed the goalline.

Naturally, the English team’s manager, Guus Hiddink,

was not best pleased and called for appropriate

camera to be installed. He claimed that he used the

technology available from electronics company

Philips, the firm which sponsored his former club PSV

Eindhoven, 20 years ago, and that it workded

satisfactorily then (The Daily Telegraph of 11/3/2009,

p. S5).

The debate is therefore unlikely to cease, even though

the prospects of television technology being used to

make major decisions received a setback as a result of

a curious incident which occurred during the

Confederations Cup match between Egypt and Brazil,

played in June 2009 in South Africa. Egyptian officials

complained that, during their 4-3 defeat by Brazil, the

referee, Howard Webb, had awarded a penalty based

on video evidence. They claimed that the fourth

official, Australian Matthew Breeze, had told Webb, via

his earpiece, that an Egypt player had handled the ball

on the goalline. Webb, who admitted that he did not

have a clear sightline, initially signalled for a corner,

only to correct himself a few moments later.
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Sepp Blatter, the President of world governing body

FIFA, immediately announced that, for the avoidance

of controversy, there would no longer be pitchside

television monitors “in front of the fourth official”. He

said that, although it was clearly established that the

decision had come from the referees’ assistant, and not

from the fourth official:

“to avoid possible future accusations of video inter-

ference, as of yesterday, there are no more television

monitors on the sidelines. And there will not be from

here forward.” (The Times of 19/6/2009, p. 54).

Blatter corrected himself shortly thereafter by conceding

that the monitors, which are also used by other officials,

would still be present at pitchside, but that they would

be “in a position so that the fourth official will not be

able to see them”. He went on to say that this measure

would apply to all matches in FIFA competitions, such

as next summer’s World Cup finals, but that individual

leagues and football associations would have the final

say over domestic competitions (Ibid).

RUGBY UNION

Eye-gouging – time for the authorities to take
definitive action?
It has been said that “all’s fair in war, love and rugby

scrums”, and it is admitted by players, match officials

and spectators alike that this most physical of set

pieces is not for the shrinking violets. Nevertheless, it is

also accepted that there are certain limits which should

not be exceeded, in particular where the “masculinity”

on display could cause permanent disability to an

opponent. It is into this category that, by common

consent, the offence of eye-gouging can be inserted

(so to speak). The need for tougher action to remove

this kind of base ploy from the game was highlighted

by the storm over an incident which took place in late

June 2009, at an early stage of the Second Test

between the South African Springboks and the British

Lions in Pretoria, when Schalk Burger, the flanker

representing the home side, was penalised for

perpetrating precisely this offence.

Perhaps the word “penalised” is hardly the appropriate

term to use here, since the French referee Christophe

Berdos contented himself with issuing a yellow card

against the offending player, in spite of the latter being

blatantly caught by touch judge Bryce Lawrence

inserting his fingers into the eye of Lions wing Luke

Fitzgerald during the first minute of the match (for

which the Irish player later needed hospital treatment).

It is true that Mr. Burger was subsequently cited by

match commissioner Steve Hinds for the offence, and

banned from the sport for eight weeks (The Daily

Telegraph of 29/6/2009, p. S1). However, this has

given rise for more decisive action by the game’s

authorities at all levels to take more decisive action

against the perpetrators of such foul play.

If anything, the Burger/Fitzgerald incident provided

evidence of an alarming increase in what is widely

regarded as the game’s most dangerous and heinous

offence. Only the previous week, Sergio Parisse, the

Italy captain, was suspended for eight weeks as a result

of an eye-gouging incident during his team’s 27–6

defeat by New Zealand, while Munster flanker Alan

Quinlan was at the time serving a 12-week ban for a

similar foul against Leinster lock Leo Cullen in a

Heineken Cup match in May 2009. In England,

Northampton flanker Neil Best was hit with an 18-week

ban last September after being found guilty of gouging

James Haskell during Northampton’s victory over

Wasps. The Saints hooker, Dylan Hartley, was

suspended for 26 weeks in 2007 after being cited for

two counts of gouging, also against Wasps. Yet it

seems that not even hefty suspensions are acting as a

deterrent for those who try to gain an advantage by

sticking their fingers into the eyes of their opponents,

despite the risk of causing serious impairment to their

sight or even blindness (The Daily Telegraph of

29/6/2009, p. S7).

The failure of the referee to dismiss Burger not only

caused anger in the Lions camp but added to the

sense that gouging is a problem that rugby is

struggling to contain. According to Mike Phillips, the

Lions scrum-half:

“They [South Africa] seemed to be able to get away

with a lot of punching, gouging and what not. We

are the straight guys, and we came out second best.

It’s not good enough. It [the Burger incident] was a

clear red card, as simple as that. You can’t do things

like that. It should have been a straight red and it

cost us the game, really. There were punches going

on off the ball throughout the game. All you can do

is play by the rules. You can play hard, be a tough

man on the pitch, but play within the rules. As a

professional you work your socks off all week, you

come to the pinnacle of your sport and things like

that happen. You have just got to leave it in the

referee’s hands. Referees are paid to do a job and

we’re paid to try to entertain. Lukey [Fitzgerald]

said he had to pull his [Burger’s] hand off his eyes.

That’s not sport, that’s not the way we play. It’s not

the gentlemanly thing to do – it’s disgusting.” (Ibid).
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However, the hurdle that needs to be overcome in this

respect (if the reader will forgive the mixed metaphor)

resides not only in the lack of firmness on the part of

match officials. It also lies in a culture prevalent in the

sport which seems to regard this kind of practice as “part

of a man’s game” and any remonstrations against it as

detracting from the sport’s virile culture. This was quite

evident from the reaction displayed by several

personalities in the home side – not least by the

Springboks’ coach Peter de Villiers, who could fairly be

described as a mix of Eric Cantona and José Mourinho,

with a liberal pinch of Alan Partridge thrown in for good

measure. His reaction to the banning of two of his players

for their conduct during that game – the splendidly-

named Bakkies Botha having also incurred the authorities’

displeasure for a challenge which dislocated Adam

Jones’s shoulder – was that anyone objecting to what

occurred should “go to the nearest ballet shop, get some

nice tuttus and get some dancing going on”. He was

adamant that Burger had not perpetrated his act “on

purpose” and was an “honourable” person. During his

diatribe he also tried his hand at poetry – although

Andrew Motion will probably survive the challenge – by

responding to criticism of his methods by the rhyming

couplet “I know what I am and I don’t give a damn”, and

concluded (this time more David Icke than John Bunyan)

by describing himself as a “God-given talent” (The

Independent of 30/6/2009, p. 46).

However, the South African Rugby Union (SARU) was

forced into an embarrassing climbdown the next day,

after it transpired that the British Lions were

contemplating a formal complaint to the International

Rugby Board (IRB) concerning de Villiers’s remarks.

SARU president issued a statement apologising for the

“erroneous impression” that acts of foul play were

condoned by South African rugby (The Daily Telegraph

of 30/6/2009, p. S7). Even Mr. Burger himself was

moved so issue some semblance of an apology –

although when he did it was to “my supporters and

team-mates” for the fact that he had to absent himself

from the fray whilst sitting out his “sin-bin” penalty.

There was no apology whatsoever to the Lions team in

general or to Mr. Fitzgerald in particular. This was in

spite of the report issues by the judicial officer, Alan

Hudson, which included details of the damage done to

the Irish wing’s eye (Daily Mail of 3/7/2009, p. 85). Mr.

Hudson also included the statement that he was

unable to conclude “any eye-gouging in the sense of a

ripping or aggressive intrusion of the left eye area” –

which was gratefully seized upon by Burger to claim

that this interpretation (however ambiguous)

exonerated him from eye-gouging (The Daily

Telegraph of 3/7/2009, p. S15).

There were, however, signs that the patience of the

normally impassive IRB with some of the excesses in

which the Springboks were indulging was wearing thin.

Firstly, they charged the South African team with

misconduct over their somewhat ludicrous protest

against the suspension of Bakkies Botha which took

the form of sporting “Justice 4 Bakkies” armbands

during the Third Test. The relevant statement said that

such an act demonstrated “a clear disregard for the

disciplinary process” and did so in a manner which had

the potential to bring the game into disrepute (The

Daily Telegraph of 7/7/2009, p. S8). Secondly, it made

a tacit admission that Schalk Burger’s punishment did

not fit the crime by pledging to take tougher action

and imposing stiffer sentences on those guilty of the

“heinous” act of attacking an opponent’s eye with

one’s fingers (Daily Mail of 2/7/2009, p. 77). They

vowed to consider all aspects of any penalties imposed

and could even intervene if they considered a

punishment as being too lenient (The Daily Telegraph

of 2/7/2009, p. S17).

However, it seems that the IRB will have its work cut

out to eradicate a practice which, however

unacceptable (“heinous” even), is deeply embedded in

the culture of some sections of the sport. The extent to

which this is the case has been laid bare in an

extraordinary interview given by John Daniell to a

leading British newspaper. The rugged Kiwi lock, who

also represented England Schools in his youth, plied his

trade for nearly a decade as a forward representing

top French side Racing in the hectic world of Gallic

rugby and, as such, was expected to deliver when the

going got tough. In this work, he remembers only too

well, and with a degree of self-loathing, the day he

became an eye-gouger. He chose his victim well, the

gnarled old Biarritz front row Jean-Michel Gonzalez, a

legendary “hard man” and purveyor of the black arts

who was beyond shock after nearly 20 years playing

senior club rugby across the Channel. He recalls:

“La fourchette they call it, which is a pretty word for

a nasty business. Let me assure you it is a

particularly unpleasant feeling having a dirty finger

scraping along the back wall of your eye socket.

And very scary. A sense of panic takes over and you

stop everything else you are doing, which of course

is the whole point. It is meant as a deterrent, a very

brutal warning shot across your bows. In 15 years of

rugby in New Zealand I had been gouged just twice,

yet with my first month in France I had lost count. I

turned the other cheek (!) for years and eventually I

snapped. Gonzalez was a nuisance, always offside

and up to no good and it was a huge game for us.

As a second row in France you are not expected just
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to win the ball, you have to police the game as well

and sort out the villains. You are not really doing

your job and earning your wages otherwise.

So Gonzalez it was. It was a very odd moment indeed. I

suppose doing something for the first time often is and

I was very nervous. First I had to make that huge

mental leap to become a gouger myself and then I had

to actually go through with it, I mean technically how

do you do it? Obviously I didn’t want to cause any real

damage and I was also wondering about that horrible

feeling of shoving a digit into another man’s skull

cavity. It’s not natural is it? So I was a bit tentative that

first time with Gonzalez and didn’t push hard enough

to start with. Nothing much happened. I took a deep

breath and had another crack and in it went and

Gonzalez was gratifyingly upset. Afterwards though we

had a beer together and talked it through. ‘Cest le jeu,

cest le jeu,’ he said rather magnanimously. In truth it

was nothing he hadn’t seen a 100 times before.” (The

Daily Telegraph of 6/3/2009, p. S8).

Mr. Daniell claims that he “only” gouged once more –

Sebastien Bruno received exactly the same treatment

in another crucial game against Beziers – before

walking away from this unsavoury practice for ever.

Amazingly, in a decade of rugby in France, he cannot

recall a single player being disciplined for gouging, the

only instances at all being in the Heineken Cup when

British and Irish officials were in charge. This remains

beyond his comprehension, an aberration from a rugby

world and environment he clearly adores. Indeed

Daniell has just written an extraordinary, “must-read”

account of his career in France, Rugby Mercenary,

which superbly chronicles the good, the bad and the

ugly of French rugby.

In spite of the apparent honesty displayed in the work,

it could be objected that Mr. Daniell is attempting, if

not to justify, at least to euphemise the practice by

describing it as “the ultimate professional foul” on the

basis that, even in this age of ubiquitous cameras

everywhere and citing, it is very difficult to spot and

prove the case against somebody. It seems to be

narrowly linked to the self-policing culture which,

Daniell surmises, is a hangover from the really bad old

days when match officials were either totally

incompetent or complete “home referees” (Ibid).

TENNIS

Fatherly advice ruins tennis tournament for
girl, 8, (New Zealand)
In early July 2009, it was learned that an eight-year-old

girl was ejected from a junior tennis tournament in

New Zealand after officials discovered she was

receiving instructions from her father via a hidden

earpiece. Anastasiya Korzh, who was playing in her first

tournament, was disqualified from the under-10s match

after it was found her father had been communicating

with her during matches from the sidelines.

Tournament referee Rob Wilkinson stated that several

people had noticed Korzh’s game had a “heightened

degree of questioned calls” – which is unusual in tennis

fixtures where the players were of such a young age.

Players in under-10s games are deemed to keep their

own scores and referee their own matches, since they

are not expected to be as competitive or as proficient

as older players, and the calls attracted suspicion (The

Guardian of 5/7/2009, p. 7).

The receiver worn by Ana was similar to a rugby

referee’s earpiece, with a box at the base of the back

and a cord under the shirt up to the earpiece and

headband, according to officials. Ana’s father, Demetri

Korzh, an international wrestling coach from Ukraine,

admitted he had been using the device to talk to his

daughter from the sidelines of the tennis tournament in

Canterbury, on New Zealand’s South Island. He

claimed, however, he had only been using it to help his

daughter keep score. He claimed that his daughter had

been having trouble tallying points and he brought out

the earpiece on the third day of the tournament

because he was convinced other young players were

trying to take advantage of his daughter. He informed

the New Zealand media:

“It was her first tournament. I said to her ‘Are you

sure you will be comfortable?’ [with the earpiece].

She said yes. Sometimes she says, ‘Dad please don’t

say anything’, because she gets confused.” (Ibid).

Mr. Korzh rejected suggestions that using the earpiece

had been cheating, saying it had been a disadvantage

to his daughter because it affected her coordination to

have one ear covered. After the earpiece was

discovered, tournament officials warned Korzh,

confiscated the receiver and disqualified the young

tennis player. The enthusiastic father pronounced

himself disappointed that the little girl had been

ejected from the tournament, claiming that he was only

“trying to help my child and there was a

miscommunication”. He said that this amounted to
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penalising her twice, adding that his daughter loved

playing tennis and would continue to do so but

conceded that they would not use the earpiece again.

This incident is just the latest involving larger-than-life

relatives of existing or aspiring tennis stars – which

sometimes ends in the criminal courts. In this issue

(and others), the excesses of Jelena Dokic’s

effervescent ancestor have been extensively

documented (supra, p. 000). It will also be recalled

from these pages ([2004] Sport and the Law Journal

p. 87) that, in 2003, Christophe Fauviau, a retired army

colonel, admitted spiking the water bottle of a tennis

rival of his son Maxime at a tournament in south-

western France. The victim, a 25-year-old teacher

called Alexandre Lagardère, felt ill and abandoned the

match before boarding his car to return home. He fell

asleep at the wheel and was killed. Col. Fauviau, who

had devoted his life to promoting the career of Maxime

and his teenage sister Valentine, was given an eight-

year sentence for manslaughter.

It will also be recalled that the father of Mary Pierce

was well-known on the professional tennis circuit for

abusive behaviour while watching his daughter play.

He once threw a can of soft drink at one of her

opponents and shouted: “Go on, Mary, kill the bitch!”

After shouting verbal abuse at the French Open in 1993

he was banned from the tournament and subsequently

banned from all women’s tour events. His daughter,

who was born in Canada, later alleged that she had

been subjected to years of physical and emotional

abuse and took out a restraining order on her father.

CRICKET

Ball-tampering accusations made against
Pakistan (again)
Pakistan’s victory over New Zealand in the recent

Twenty20 international competition, held in June 2009,

seemed at first a somewhat routine affair won by the

favourites. However, this fixture made the headlines for

all the wrong reasons, focusing on accusations made

against the victorious team that they had engaged in

ball-tampering during the New Zealand innings. Such

was the latter team’s concern that their captain, Daniel

Vettori, approached the match referee to raise concerns

about the state of the ball. The suspicion was that Umar

Gul, whose figures of 3-0-6-5 were the best in the

history of Twenty20 internationals, had been finding an

unexpected amount of reverse-swing after just 12 overs

of the New Zealand innings.

The Pakistan captain Younis Khan responded angrily to

the allegation, saying

“Everyone has his own opinion, especially when you

lose a game like that, but it’s not cheating. There

were plenty of cameras, so how can we cheat? Why

does this always happen when we are in England

and why is it always Pakistan? We are surrounded

by a lot of controversies and we are suffering a lot,

but Umar Gul has a good reputation. For reverse-

swing, you need pace and a good action, which he

has. Also the ball goes into the crowd a lot so that

can affect it. Reverse-swing is an art actually. It’s not

cheating.” (The Daily Telegraph of 16/6/2009, p. S3).

It is certainly a fact that this is not the first occasion on

which the Asian side have had allegations made

against them in this regard. It is true that some have

been dismissed by the relevant authorities – as witness

the controversy over the handling of the final England

v Pakistan Test in 2006 by umpire Darryl Hair –

whereas in other cases the lack of an inquiry has

precluded any definitive conclusion.

At the time of writing, it was unknown whether the

New Zealand complaint had given rise to any official

action.

SWIMMING

FINA takes action in swimsuit dispute
It will be recalled from a previous issue of this Journal

([2008] 2 Sport and the Law Journal p. 67) that the

swimsuits sported by several medal-winners at the

Beijing Olympics had prompted accusations that this

apparel afforded an unfair advantage to its wearer.

This has naturally exercised the minds of the sport’s

administrators, in particular its world governing body

FINA. In mid-March 2009, the latter issued strict new

rules outlawing the use of customised suits by

individual athletes. Accordingly, swimwear

manufacturers such as Speedo may have to revise their

design in order to satisfy the new regulations. They

were required to submit their swimsuits to a panel of

scientific experts who would rule whether or not they

could be worn at the world championships in Rome

(The Daily Telegraph of 16/3/2009, p. S27). Under the

new rules, swimsuits may not cover the neck nor

extend past the shoulders and ankles – a measure

which is aimed at outlawing drag-reducing wear such

as the LZR suit which US swimmer Michael Phelps won

his record haul of medals at Beijing (The Guardian of

16/3/2009. p. S15).
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When it was published, the list of approved suits

presented some notable omissions – such as that worn

by Alain Bernard when breaking the world 100 metres

freestyle record, to wit the Arena X-Glide. Nor did it

feature the Jaked 01 suit worn by Frédéric Bousquet at

the French championships in April 2009. The official

FINA statement said that, after reviewing 348

swimsuits from 21 manufacturers “202 were approved,

10 rejected for not passing the tests of buoyancy

and/or thickness”. FINA added that 136 other suits had

to be modified (The Guardian of 20/5/2009, p. 2).

The first athlete to fall foul of the new rules was the

Swedish butterfly swimmer Therese Alshammer, who

donned two suits at a meeting in Sydney and lost a

world record in the process; however, this case had

nothing to do with the quality of the apparel rather

than with its quantity. It took four hours for the local

regulatory body, Swimming Australia, to decide that

she had flouted the new rule under which swimwear

must be confined to one suit. The strictness of the

manner in which this rule is being interpreted by the

sport’s administrators was fully revealed when British

swimmer Craig Elliott was disqualified from an event

when it was discovered that he wore briefs underneath

his leggings. Mr. Elliott later explained that he did not

consider the rule to be applicable here, since he was

not wearing a second full-length suit. The relevant

authorities clearly decided otherwise (The Guardian of

19/3/2009, p. S10).

CYCLING

Tour de France earpiece ban overturned
Earpieces worn by cyclists which enable them to

receive and act on instructions by their managers were

recently banned by the regulators of the Tour de

France as affording an unfair advantage. However, this

measure has been criticised by the majority of riders

and sports directors as being dangerous. As a result,

the ban was overturned, in time for the 13th sage of

the 2009 Tour (Associated Press, at www.findlaw.com

of 16/7/2009).

BASEBALL

Beckett suspended for six games
In mid-April 2009, it was learned that Boston pitcher

Josh Beckett had been suspended for six matches and

fined by Major League Baseball, who decided that he

intentionally threw a pitch near the head of the Los

Angeles Angels’ Bobby Abreu. He was also cited for

“aggressive actions” (Associated Press, at

www.findlaw.com of 14/4/2009).
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The other case which drew my particular attention,

was the Grobbelaar match fixing case which started in

1997. Once again it is summarised in just 4 pages. I

personally worked on that case for two years and sat

through two trials, three months each in Winchester

when defending Hans Segers (the Wimbledon goal

keeper). After 26 hours of deliberation spread over 5

days, the second jury in the re-trial of 6 women and 5

men (once again the jury only consisted of only 11

parties, the same number as a football team as in the

first trial) reached a non guilty verdict. The separate

charge against Bruce Grobbelaar based on £2,000.00

received during the sting operation by The Sun was

still undecided. The judge directed the jury to be

dismissed and the CPS withdrew their charges.

This was followed by successful libel action fought by

Bruce Grobbelaar but was overturned in the Court of

Appeal. Eventually he went to the House of Lords

which reinstated the verdict of a libel but gave Bruce

Grobbelaar £1 damages only and ordered him to pay

The Sun’s costs estimated at £500,000.

Football also supplies Duncan Ferguson and Bobby

Moore while among the many other top sports stars are

Lester Piggott and Kieren Fallon from Horseracing, Ben

Johnson and Christine Ohuruogu from Athletics, Ian

Botham and Hansie Cronje from Cricket, Eddie Irvine

from Motor Racing, the topical Tiger Woods from Golf,

Michael Watson from Boxing, Stephen Hendry from

Snooker, Phil Taylor from Darts and Greg Rusedski from

Tennis. Some of these have contributed to the history

of leading sporting encounters with the law.

In the leading football negligence case of Elliot v

Saunders, Justice Drake famously said ‘I have no doubt

that there is a lot of popular support for the view that

the law should be kept away from sport’.

The bank managers of some sports lawyers may not

share that view!

I whole heartedly recommend this highly entertaining

book.

Mel Goldberg, Chairman of the British Association for

Sport & Law and Partner in Mel Goldberg Law

Ian Hewitt (2009)
Sporting Justice: 101
Sporting Encounters
with the Law
Cheltenham: Sports
Books (p. 370)

Written by retired Freshfields

partner Ian Hewitt, this book

has been described as a

marvellous pot pouri of cases

illustrating what happens

where breaches in the sporting code are tested

against the rules of wider society. I thoroughly endorse

that view.

This book is truly a treasure trove of human folly with

one example after another of sports people seeking an

unfair advantage in some shape or form. The examples

are as diverse as US baseballs “shoeless Joe Jackson”

1919 of the Chicago White Socks in the World’s

Baseball series. This case was also known as the Black

Socks Scandal ‘please say it ain’t so Joe’ said the

youngster to Joe Jackson on the steps on the

courthouse after his grand jury appearance.

Then the book turns to Eric Cantona ‘Kung Fu’ attack

on a fan in 1995. Another extraordinary matter.

This is not a “heavy duty” legal book, but summarises

in four pages or so the facts of the most well known

sporting cases with a short summary of the legal

decisions.

If you like sport and generally care about it, this is a

must read book. If you happen to be a lawyer as well,

so much the better but it is not a pre-requisite.

Because the cases are swiftly and accurately

summarised, it is a book busy people can pick up and

put down without worrying about following a

complicated thread because the only common link is

the link to sport. For me, the most amazing case was

the Tanya Harding case, the ice skating assault case

with an iron bar which gripped the sporting world.

Whilst preparing for the 1994 Winter Olympics leading

US skater Nancy Kerrigan was struck down by a heavy

blow. It started in Detroit in January 1994 and became

a saga which would remain etched in the minds of all

with memories of sport in the 1990s. Less than two

weeks after the assault, Harding’s ex husband and her

bodyguard were arrested along with the alleged hired

attacker for an alleged plot to injure a fellow

competitor Nancy Kerrigan.
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